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iv ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT 

 

The potential phenotypic effects of synonymous SNPs (sSNPs) have long been overlooked.  

Although several sSNPs are no longer thought to be silent, no one has identified which sSNPs 

may contribute to phenotypic variation on a genome-wide scale.  sSNPs that cause a change in 

codon-usage frequency or mRNA secondary structures may alter translational and protein 

folding kinetics.  In addition, sSNPs that alter splice-site consensus sequences may cause 

aberrant slicing, which could change the protein product.  A sSNP that contributes to any of 

these molecular mechanisms may thus alter protein structure and function.  To 

computationally identify sSNPs with a potential impact, SynSNP was created.  SynSNP is a text-

based tool written in Python.  All sSNPs published within dbSNP are first identified.  SynSNP 

uses established bioinformatics tools to determine which of the sSNPs may potentially result in 

a molecular effect.  The potentially functional sSNPs are then assessed to determine whether 

any have previously been associated with a trait or disease in genome-wide association studies 

(GWAS) and/or occur within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM (Online 

Mendelian Inheritance in Man).  Of the 90,102 identified sSNPs, 21,086 (23.4%) were predicted 

to potentially have a functional impact, through one or more of the three molecular 

mechanisms investigated.  Of the sSNPs predicted to potentially have a functional impact, 14 

(0.07%) had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS.  A subset of 4,057 

(19.2%) of the potentially functional sSNPs were within genes known to be associated with 

disease in OMIM.  Only six (0.03%) of the potentially functional sSNPs had previously been 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and occurred within genes known to be associated 

with disease in OMIM.  SynSNP could be developed further to aid the discovery of more sSNPs 

with a potential functional impact.  A significant proportion of sSNPs may have a functional 

impact and their potential role in disease should therefore not be underestimated or neglected. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

Many types of genetic variation contribute to phenotypic variation, such as disease risks and 

treatment outcome (Sauna and Kimchi-Sarfaty, 2011).  It was assumed that mutations have 

to change the amino acids of protein sequences to have an impact on phenotypic variation 

(Anfinsen, 1973).  Due to the degeneracy of the genetic code synonymous mutations do not 

change the amino acids encoded and were assumed to have little or no phenotypic affect 

(Fairbanks and Anderson, 1999).  An increase in the knowledge of protein synthesis has 

brought about the realization that the amino acid sequence alone does not determine the 

final protein structure and function.  The process by which genes make proteins is far more 

complex.  Synonymous mutations that change the DNA, but not the amino acids encoded 

may influence the final protein structure and function (Sauna and Kimchi-Sarfaty, 2011).  

 

A growing body of evidence suggests that synonymous mutations may contribute to disease 

risks.  A study of 21,429 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with disease, 

curated from 2,113 publications concluded that synonymous SNPs and non-synonymous 

SNPs had similar likelihood and effect size for disease association (Chen et al., 2010).  

Analysis of mutations at the DNA level is not sufficient to correctly identify and characterize 

synonymous mutations (Lopez-Bigas  et al., 2005).  Ignoring these so-called “silent” 

mutations will hinder the full understanding of the molecular basis of disease. 

 

The objective of this study was to develop a computational approach to identify synonymous 

SNPs with a potential functional impact.  These “silent” mutations, many of which are 

predicted to have a potential functional impact, may contribute to phenotypic variation, 

including disease risk. 

 

 



 
2 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Synonymous SNPs: silent or ignored? 

 

SNPs are single nucleotide substitutions with a minor allele frequency of at least one percent 

in a population (Risch and Merikangas, 1996, Barnes, 2003).  SNPs are only single nucleotide 

changes, but they may have profound effects when the different alleles of the SNP have 

functional implications that may influence the phenotype.  SNPs are distributed throughout 

the genome within the intra- and inter-genic regions (Reumers et al., 2008, Schwender and 

Ickstadt, 2008).  Broadly, SNPs within the protein coding regions of the genome are classified 

into two main groups:  SNPs that change the amino acids encoded, known as non-

synonymous SNPs (nsSNPs), and SNPs that do not change the amino acids encoded, known 

as synonymous SNPs (sSNPs) (Barnes, 2003).   

 

Much focus has been placed on nsSNPs, as nsSNPs are more likely to have a functional 

impact on the protein.  The potential functional impacts of sSNPs have largely been ignored 

(Chamary et al., 2006, Sauna et al., 2007).  This is in part due to Anfinsen's principle, which 

stated that the final protein structure and function is purely determined by the amino acid 

sequence (Anfinsen, 1973).  Although protein function is highly dependent on protein 

structure, the structure and function of a protein is not only determined by the amino acid 

sequence.  The way in which a protein folds will determine its structure, which is not only 

determined by the protein sequence, but also by other factors, such as the cell environment, 

folding catalysts and other accessory proteins (Frydman, 2001, Sauna et al., 2007). 

 

Due to Anfinsen's principle, it was assumed that because sSNPs do not change the amino 

acids encoded, they had little or no phenotypic affect.  A better understanding of protein 

synthesis and folding has lead to the realization that mutations do not need to change the 

amino acids encoded to have a functional impact (Sauna and Kimchi-Sarfaty, 2011).  sSNPs 

may affect post transcriptional modifications prior to translation, which may provide the 

opportunity for sSNPs to alter the final protein structure and function (Kimchi-Sarfaty et al., 

2007). 
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sSNPs may alter the final protein structure and function through at least three molecular 

mechanisms (Fig.1.1): 

1. A change in codon-usage frequency 

2. A change in mRNA secondary structure and stability 

3. A change in the normal splicing pattern 

(Chamary et al., 2006, Parmley and Hurst, 2007, Sauna et al., 2007) 

 

For the purpose of this study, all sSNPs were first identified and grouped for downstream 

analysis, and nsSNPs were not analyzed and assessed.  It is, however, acknowledged that 

nsSNPs, in addition to causing amino acid change, may also similarly affect downstream 

processing. 

 

 

 

 

In this study, sSNPs were identified from SNPs published within dbSNP.  The sSNPs were 

grouped and assessed for a potential functional impact, either through and change in codon-

usage frequency, a change in mRNA secondary structure and stability or aberrant splicing.  To 

identify sSNPs that are more likely to be of clinical importance, the sSNPs predicted to have a 

potential functional impact were assessed to determine which occurred within genes known 

to be associated with disease.  The Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database 

sSNPs 

(no amino acid change) 

Codon-usage frequency 

(translational kinetics) 

mRNA 2° structure and stability 

(translational kinetics) 
Aberrant splicing 

Change in protein amount, structure and/or function 

 Figure 1.1: Three molecular mechanisms by which sSNPs may have a potential functional impact. 

sSNPs that cause a change in any of the three molecular mechanisms may potentially cause a change in the amount of protein 

product produced or change the structure and/or function of the final protein. 
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was used to retrieve the genes known to be associated with disease (disease genes).  OMIM 

is one of the most established databases for gene and genetic phenotype data.  Although the 

primary focus of OMIM is on Mendelian disorders, OMIM also includes information on select 

complex traits (Hamosh et al., 2005, Amberger et al., 2011).  The Morbid Map, which is a list 

of all mapped disorders in OMIM, was used to retrieve the disease genes. 

 

A sSNP that is predicted to have a potential functional impact and is within a disease gene is 

not necessarily a disease causing sSNP.  To get an indication of which sSNPs may be of more 

functional importance, the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact were 

assessed to determine whether any had previously been associated with a trait or disease in 

genome-wide association studies (GWAS).  The sSNPs previously associated with a trait or 

disease in GWAS were retrieved from the GWAS catalog.  The GWAS catalog contains the top 

50 SNPs associated with a trait or disease from each published GWAS (Hindorff et al., 2009). 

 

The SNPs that are included in GWAS are chosen based on the SNP’s minor allele frequency in 

the test population, and not based on the SNP’s functional impact (Elbers et al., 2009).  For 

this reason, a SNP that is associated with a trait or disease in GWAS does not mean that the 

SNP causes the disease or has a functional impact on the disease, but rather that the 

frequency of the SNP is significantly different in the test population from the control 

population.  When a SNP is associated with a trait or disease in GWAS the causative agent 

may be: 

• The SNP associated with the trait or disease 

• An unknown common SNP in linkage-disequilibrium with the associated SNP 

• An unknown common SNP or a rare single nucleotide variant, which is tagged to the 

associated SNP by a haplotype 

• A copy number variant that is linked to the associated SNP (Hindorff et al., 2009). 

A SNP that is associated with a trait or disease may not always be the causative agent, but it 

may give an indication of the region where the disease-causing agent is. 
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The sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact were assessed to determine 

whether any occurred within disease genes and had previously been associated with a trait 

or disease in GWAS.  These sSNPs are within genes and are significantly associated with the 

disease; however, these sSNPs may not always be the causative agent.  As the sSNPs are in 

close-proximity to other SNPs, due to linkage-disequilibrium, the potential molecular 

mechanism of the sSNP may contribute with the effects of the other SNPs to the disease risk.  

This may especially be true for complex disease, where a number of genetic and 

environmental factors together contribute to the disease state.  It is acknowledged that the 

sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact, which are not within disease genes 

and/or have not been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS may also be of functional 

and clinical importance. 

 

1.1.1. Codon-usage frequency 

 
sSNPs may have a functional impact through a change in codon-usage frequency.  In theory, 

it was known that codon bias could affect the final protein structure.  It was, however, first 

demonstrated in 2007, in a study of the multi-drug resistance 1 genes (MDR1), that sSNPs 

could affect the final protein structure and function (Kimchi-Sarfaty et al., 2007). 

 

The MDR1 genes encode an ATP-efflux pump that affects multi-drug resistance and the 

pharmacokinetics of drugs that are phospho-glycoprotein (P-gp) substrates (Cordon-Cardo et 

al., 1990, Gottesman et al., 2002).  The MDR1 gene contains at least 50 SNPs, but one of 

particular interest is a sSNP (C3435T) within exon 26 (Hoffmeyer et al., 2000).  The C3435T 

sSNP (rs1045642) is within a codon that encodes isoleucine.  This sSNP is part of the most 

common human MDR1 haplotype, which consists of three SNPs in tight linkage: C1236T - 

G2677T - C3435T (sSNP-nsSNP-sSNP) (Horinouchi et al., 2002, Tang et al., 2002).  The C3435T 

sSNP is within the second ATP-binding domain of MDR1.  The C allele is observed most 

frequently across different population groups and is considered the reference allele 

(Hoffmeyer et al., 2000). 
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Although the variant T allele does not influence the relative MDR1 mRNA or protein levels, 

compared to the reference allele, the T allele reduces susceptibility to P-gp inhibitors, 

cyclosporin A and verapamin.  Using antibodies that are sensitive to conformational changes 

and trypsin digestion, it was realized that the reference and variant MDR1 alleles encode 

proteins with different tertiary structures and binding abilities (Kimchi-Sarfaty et al., 2007).  

The differences in the tertiary structures and the binding abilities of the MDR1 proteins are 

dependent on the presence of either a cytosine or a thymine at the position of the sSNP in 

the mRNA.  How is it possible that a single sSNP may alter the structure and function of the 

MDR1 protein?  It was hypothesized that this may be because of the substitution of cytosine 

by the thymine, that results in a codon that is used less frequently than the codon usually 

found in that position  (Kimchi-Sarfaty et al., 2007). 

 

Due to the degeneracy of the genetic code, a single amino acid can be encoded by more than 

one codon (Fairbanks and Anderson, 1999).  Synonymous codons are not used randomly or in 

equal frequencies (Sharp and Li, 1987, Karlin and Mrazek, 1996, Duret, 2002).  The use of a 

codon is dependent on the abundance of the codon's corresponding iso-acceptor tRNA 

(Bulmer, 1987).  Frequently used codons have a higher abundance of available iso-acceptor 

tRNAs, thus the tRNA can be quickly recruited and rapid translation can occur (Purvis et al., 

1987, Karlin and Mrazek, 1996).  In the case of MDR1, the variant 3435T allele changes the 

codon from a more frequently used codon to a less frequently used codon (Kimchi-Sarfaty et 

al., 2007).  Less frequently used codons have a lower abundance of available iso-acceptor 

tRNAs, thus the ribosome is stalled while the tRNA is recruited (Purvis et al., 1987, Lavner and 

Kotlar, 2005).  The pause in translation may provide additional waiting time, where the 

growing polypeptide may fold into a different conformation (Gu et al., 2004, Tsai et al., 

2008).  As protein folding occurs through distinct folding pathways, if the pause in translation 

occurs for an extended period, it may result in a distinct energy minima at the bottom of the 

protein folding funnel.  The pause in translation may contribute to the protein being 

kinetically trapped, resulting in a protein of altered structure and function (Fig.1.2) (Tsai et 

al., 2008). 



 

Figure 1.2: sSNPs that cause a change in codon

kinetics. 

(a) Normal translational and protein folding kinetics

(b) A change in translational and protein folding kinetics caused by a sSNP, which potentially results in a protein of altered 

structure and function (Komar et al., 1999)
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1.1.2. mRNA secondary structure and stability 

 

Single-stranded mRNA can fold back on itself to form secondary structures.  mRNA secondary 

structures consist of double-stranded regions (helices/stems), separated by single-stranded 

regions, including loops, bulges and junctions (Fig.1.3) (Zuker and Stiegler, 1981, Mount, 

2004).  In-order for single-stranded mRNA to form secondary structures, a downstream 

region within the mRNA sequence has to be complementary to a region upstream in the 

mRNA sequence (Mount, 2004).  The double-stranded regions contribute energetic stability 

to the structure, while the single-stranded regions destabilize the adjacent double-stranded 

regions (Tinoco et al., 1971).  GC base-pairs bind with three hydrogen-bonds and contribute 

the most energetic stability.  AU base-pairs bind with two hydrogen-bonds, which contribute 

less energetic stability.  GU base-pairs bind with one hydrogen bond and contribute the least 

amount of energetic stability to the mRNA secondary structures (Tinoco et al., 1971, Tinoco 

and Bustamante, 1999, Mount, 2004). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Examples of single-stranded and double-stranded regions in RNA secondary structures. 

(a) Single stranded RNA 

(b) Double-stranded RNA (stem/helix) 

(c) Stem-loop/hairpin loop 

(d) Bulge loop 

(e) Interior loop 
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The stability of the mRNA secondary structures is defined as the amount of energy released 

or required to form base-pairs, known as free-energy.  The free-energy of an mRNA 

secondary structure is determined by: 

• the number of base-pairs in the double-stranded regions, which contribute stabilizing 

energy to the structure 

• the number of bases in the single-stranded regions, which contribute destabilizing 

energy to the structure 

• the proportion of GC, AU and GU base-pairs (Tinoco et al., 1971). 

 

The most likely mRNA secondary structure is often defined as the most stable structure 

(Tinoco and Bustamante, 1999).  The most stable mRNA secondary structure is the structure 

with the highest proportion of base-pairs and the most energetic stability (minimum free-

energy).  Various transient mRNA secondary structures may form on the path to the 

minimum free-energy structure.  Some mRNA species may remain kinetically trapped in the 

transient form, thus the structure with the lowest free-energy is not always the true 

structure that is formed (Tinoco and Bustamante, 1999). 

 

mRNA secondary structures may reduce the rate of mRNA degradation, through an increase 

in the stability of the mRNA (Chamary et al., 2006, Hollams et al., 2002).  mRNA that has a 

reduced rate of degradation may be translated repeatedly, increasing the amount of protein 

expressed.  The mRNA secondary structures may also influence the rate of translation, 

without influencing the amount of protein product produced (Sauna et al., 2007).  The mRNA 

secondary structures need to be unfolded before the ribosome can proceed along the mRNA 

during translation elongation.  The pause in translation, due to ribosome stalling may provide 

additional waiting time, where the growing polypeptide may fold into a different 

conformation (Tsai et al., 2008).  If the incorrectly folded polypeptide remains kinetically 

trapped it may result in a protein of altered structure and function (Fig.1.4) (Takyar et al., 

2005, Tsai et al., 2008). 

 



 

Figure 1.4: sSNPs that alter mRNA secondary structure and/or stability may potentially alter the rate of mRNA 

degradation or translational and protein folding kinetics.

(a) Normal translational and protein folding kinetics

(b) The presence of a local mRNA secondary

which may alter co-translational folding, potentially resulting in a protein of altered structure and function
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Examples of the effects of sSNPs on mRNA secondary structure and stability 

Example 1 

Catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) is an enzyme responsible for the breakdown of 

catecholamines, which control pain-sensitivity in humans (Marbach and Levitt, 1976, 

Diatchenko et al., 2005).  The three common human pain sensitivity haplotypes, namely the 

low pain-sensitivity (LPS), average pain-sensitivity (APS) and high pain-sensitivity (HPS) 

haplotypes are determined by a combination of four SNPs (Mannisto and Kaakkola, 1999, 

Diatchenko et al., 2005, Nackley et al., 2006).  One of the SNPs is within the COMT promoter 

region and three are within coding region of COMT: his62his (C/T, rs45633), leu136leu (C/G, 

rs4818) and val158met (A/G, rs4680).  The LPS haplotype consists of GCGG.  The APS 

haplotype consists of ATCA and the HPS haplotype consists of ACCG (Mannisto and Kaakkola, 

1999, Diatchenko et al., 2005, Nackley et al., 2006).   

 

Both the LPS and HPS haplotypes encode val158, thus the nsSNP cannot alone be responsible 

for the difference between the two most extreme pain-sensitivity phenotypes (Mannisto and 

Kaakkola, 1999, Diatchenko et al., 2005, Nackley et al., 2006).  This suggests that the nsSNP 

may interact with other SNPs to contribute to pain sensitivity.  It was ruled out that the SNP 

within the promoter region contributes to pain-sensitivity.  The sSNPs within the coding 

region of COMT must therefore contribute to pain-sensitivity (Mannisto and Kaakkola, 1999, 

Diatchenko et al., 2005, Nackley et al., 2006). 

 

sSNPs may contribute to changes in mRNA secondary structure and stability.  The mRNA 

secondary structures of the LPS, APS and HPS mRNA transcripts were computationally 

predicted using mFold and Afold (Mannisto and Kaakkola, 1999, Diatchenko et al., 2005, 

Nackley et al., 2006).  The LPS haplotype was predicted to code for the shortest and least 

stable local stem structure in the val158 region.  The HPS haplotype was predicted to code 

for the longest and most stable local stem structure (Mannisto and Kaakkola, 1999, 

Diatchenko et al., 2005, Nackley et al., 2006). 
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To confirm the computational predictions, the full-length COMT cDNA clones were 

constructed in mammalian expression vectors (Mannisto and Kaakkola, 1999, Diatchenko et 

al., 2005, Nackley et al., 2006).  The constructs only differed in the three nucleotides that 

corresponded to the LPS, APS and HPS haplotypes.  The constructs were transiently 

transfected into rat adrenal (PC-12) cells and the COMT enzymatic activity, mRNA abundance 

and protein expression measured.  The cells expressing the HPS constructs had reduced 

COMT enzymatic activity and protein expression, in comparison to the cells expressing the 

LPS constructs.  The cells expressing the APS constructs only had a moderate decrease in 

COMT enzymatic activity and no difference in protein expression.  The APS haplotype is the 

only COMT pain-sensitivity haplotype that contains the A allele of the nsSNP (met158 allele).  

The moderate reduction in pain-sensitivity produced by the APS haplotype may thus be due 

to the nsSNP, which has previously been reported to decrease protein thermostability 

(Mannisto and Kaakkola, 1999, Diatchenko et al., 2005, Nackley et al., 2006). 

 

The mRNA abundance and rate of mRNA degradation did not parallel the decrease in the 

COMT enzymatic activity and protein expression in cells expressing the HPS constructs 

(Mannisto and Kaakkola, 1999, Diatchenko et al., 2005, Nackley et al., 2006).  The difference 

in the COMT enzymatic activity and protein expression may thus have been due to the 

differences in the local mRNA secondary structures.  Single and double site-directed 

mutagenesis of the nucleotides that base-pair in the stem-loop structure of the HPS mRNA 

was performed.  The single site-directed mutagenesis destroyed the stable stem-loop 

structure of the mRNA corresponding to the HPS haplotype.  This changed the HPS local 

mRNA secondary structure to an LPS like structure.  When the HPS construct containing the 

single-site directed mutagenesis was transiently transfected into PC-12 cells, the cells 

showed an increase in COMT enzymatic activity and protein levels, similar to that of cells 

expressing the LPS constructs.  Double site-directed mutagenesis reconstructed the stable 

stem-loop structure.  When these constructs were transiently transfected into PC-12 cells, 

the cells showed a decrease in COMT enzymatic activity and protein levels, similar to that of 

cells expressing the HPS constructs.  The sSNPs within the common COMT haplotype may 
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thus change the COMT mRNA secondary structure, which may be responsible for the 

differences between the two most extreme pain-sensitivity phenotypes (Mannisto and 

Kaakkola, 1999, Diatchenko et al., 2005, Nackley et al., 2006). 

Example 2 

Corneodesmosin (CDSN) is up-regulated in the skin lesions of patients with psoriasis.  

Psoriasis is an inflammatory skin disorder, characterized by the disruption of the terminal 

differentiation of kerotinocytes (Haftek et al., 1997, Barker, 1998, Jonca et al., 2002).  The 

CDSN gene is highly polymorphic, however a sSNP (*971T) (rs number unknown) within the 

coding region of CDSN has been significantly associated with psoriasis (Capon et al., 2004).  

The risk-bearing T allele increases the stability of the CDSN mRNA.  The increase in the CDSN 

mRNA stability may be due to the proximity of the sSNP to upstream mRNA 

stability/instability motifs.  These mRNA stability/instability motifs overlap with cytoplasmic 

RNA protein sites.  The proximity of the sSNP to the mRNA stability/instability motifs may 

thus cause a reduced affinity for the 39kDa RNA binding protein.  The reduced affinity for the 

RNA binding protein may reduce the stability of the mRNA secondary structure.  The 

possibility that other SNPs may contribute to the up-regulation of CDSN has not been ruled-

out, however it seems that the sSNP may contribute to an increase in the CDSN mRNA 

stability.  The increase in the mRNA stability may reduce the rate of mRNA degradation, 

which may cause the increased expression of CDSN in the skin lesions of patients with 

psoriasis (Capon et al., 2004). 

Example 3 

Scavenger-receptor class B type 1 (SR-BI) is expressed from the SCARB1 gene in the liver and 

steroidogenic tissues (Rigotti et al., 1996).  SR-BI plays a role in the selective uptake of 

cholesteryl esters (Cao et al., 1999).  A sSNP (rs5888) within exon 8 of the SCARB1 gene may 

be associated with decreased SR-BI protein levels.  A decrease SR-BI protein levels may 

reduce cholesteryl ester uptake, which may alter lipid metabolism (Acton et al., 1999, 

Roberts et al., 2007).  The sSNP has no effect on the relative mRNA levels; however, in-silico 

and in-vitro studies suggest that the variant allele alters the SR-BI mRNA secondary structure 
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near the sSNP (Constantineau et al., 2009).  The decrease in SR-BI protein levels may be due 

to changes in the SR-BI mRNA secondary structure, induced by the sSNP.  The sSNP may 

reduce the stability of the mRNA secondary structure; this may increase the rate of mRNA 

degradation.  An increase in the rate of mRNA degradation may prevent the mRNA from 

being translated repeatedly, which may result in a decrease in the amount of SR-BI protein 

expressed and reduced cholesteryl ester uptake (Constantineau et al., 2009). 

 

1.1.3. Alternative splicing 

 

Splicing is an intricate process in which the intervening introns are removed from the pre-

mRNA and the exons are joined to form the mature mRNA (Chabot, 1996, Maniatis and Tasic, 

2002).  In some cases the intron-exon junctions are not clearly defined, thus a specific 

sequence may be recognized as an exon in one transcript, but excluded as part of an intron in 

another transcript, this is known as alternative splicing (Fig.1.5).  Alternative splicing is a 

regulatory process that allows a number of different transcripts to be formed by a single 

gene (Chabot, 1996, Maniatis and Tasic, 2002, Black, 2003).  It is estimated that at least 60% 

and possibly as many as 90% of all genes within the human genome are alternatively spliced 

(Lander et al., 2001, Johnson et al., 2003, Matlin et al., 2005, Keren et al., 2010). 

 

Each intron-exon junction is defined by 5’ donor and 3’ acceptor splice-sites (Matlin et al., 

2005).  These splice-sites may vary slightly in sequence and length, but are generally well 

conserved.  The 5' donor splice-site is generally nine bases in length, with a conserved GU at 

the start of the downstream intron.  The 3' acceptor splice-site is generally 23 bases in 

length, with an AG at the end of the upstream intron (Matlin et al., 2005). 

 

Recognition of the 5' donor and 3' acceptor splice-sites by the spliceosome is essential for 

splicing to occur (Fairbanks and Anderson, 1999).  The spliceosome is a large 

ribonucleoprotein complex that performs splicing.  The spliceosome consists of more than a 

hundred core proteins and five small ribonuclear RNAs (snRNAs: U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6) 
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(Fairbanks and Anderson, 1999, Zhou et al., 2002, Nilsen, 2003).  The intron-exon boundaries 

are first defined by U1 binding to the GU of the 5' donor splice-site and U2 binding to the 

branch point sequence near the end of the 3' end of the intron.  U4, U5 and U6 then bind.  

U6 replaces U1, catalytically releasing U1 and U4.  The 5' end of the intron is then cleaved 

and joined to the branch-point sequence by a 2',5'-phosphodiester linkage.  The 3' end is 

cleaved and the two exons joined by a phosphodiester bond.  The intron is released and 

degraded (Fairbanks and Anderson, 1999, Black, 2003). 

 

 

 

 

There are at least five basic types of alternative splicing (Fig.1.6): 

1. Exon skipping is the most common form of alternative splicing in mammals.  In exon 

skipping, a specific exon may be retained or skipped depending on the situation.  For 

instance, a specific exon may be retained in one tissue type, but skipped in another 

tissue type. 

Figure 1.5: A schematic example of alternative splicing, involving exon skipping. 

Alternative splicing allows different protein isoforms to be produced from the same mRNA transcript. 
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Figure 1.6: The five basic types of alternative splicing 

large boxes = exons 

small boxes = introns 

 = splicing positions 
 

2. Mutually exclusive exons is when either one of two exons is retained, but never both. 

3. Alternative donor sites is when an alternative 5' donor splice-site is used, which 

alters the boundary of the upstream 3' acceptor splice-site. 

4. Alternative acceptor sites is when an alternative 3' acceptor splice-site is used, which 

alters the boundary of the downstream 5' donor splice-site. 

5. Intron retention is the rarest form of alternative splicing in mammals.  In intron 

retention, an intronic sequence is retained as an exon.  The retained sequence needs 

to be in-frame with the adjacent exons, to prevent a frame-shift mutation that would 

disrupt the coding sequence. 

These five basic types of alternative splicing may be combined to form more complex forms 

of alternative splicing (Black, 2003, Matlin et al., 2005, Sammeth et al., 2008). 
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The strengths of authentic splice-sites were computationally compared with the strength of 

alternative splice-sites (Roca et al., 2003).  The splice-sites used were not necessarily the 

splice-sites with the highest splicing signal strength.  Although the alternative splice-sites 

generally had a weaker signal, they were sometimes more conserved than the authentic 

splice-sites.  This suggests that the core splice-sites are not always sufficient for defining 

which intron-exons boundaries are spliced.  Alternative exons may have a higher 

requirement for regulation (Roca et al., 2003, Itoh et al., 2004).  Splicing can thus only be fully 

understood through the identification of the core splice-sites as well as the splicing 

regulatory regions. 

 

Besides the core splice-sites, alternative splicing is further regulated by trans-acting factors 

that bind to cis-acting elements (Cartegni et al., 2002, Matlin et al., 2005).  Exonic splicing 

enhancers (ESEs) and intronic splicing enhancers (ISSs) are cis-acting regulatory regions that 

are recognized by trans-acting activator proteins.  These activator proteins are generally from 

the serine-rich (SR) protein family, which promote the use of adjacent splice-sites.  Exonic 

splicing silencers (ESSs) and intronic splicing silencers (ISSs) are cis-acting regulatory regions 

that are recognized by trans-acting silencer proteins.  These silencer proteins are generally 

from the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) protein family, which inhibit the 

use of adjacent splice-sites (Matlin et al., 2005, Wang and Burge, 2008).  These splicing 

regulatory regions are five to ten nucleotides in length and have variable consensus 

sequences depending on the type of protein they bind.  Despite their small size, these cis-

acting regulatory motifs are essential for the regulation of alternative splicing.  In some cases, 

a weak splice-site will be used as opposed to a splice-site with a stronger signal, due to its 

proximity to a splicing enhancer.  Sometimes a splice-site with a stronger signal strength will 

be ignored due to its proximity to a splicing silencer (Matlin et al., 2005). 

 

Although alternative splicing may result in subtle changes of only a few amino acids, it often 

inserts or removes an entire protein domain, rather than disrupt a protein domain 

(Kriventseva et al., 2003).  This suggests that alternative splicing is a highly regulated process.  



 

The core splicing signals and regulatory elements act together to prevent detrimental 

changes, while maintaining protein diversity

core splice-sites or regulatory element may 

resulting in the inclusion or exclusion of large coding regions

Chamary et al., 2006).  A disruption of

the final protein structure and function, 

The most dramatic effects result from mutations that introduce a premature termination 

codon.  The premature termination codon activates the nonsense

(NMD) process, causing the degradation of the entire transcript

Maquat, 2004).  sSNPs within the exonic part of the splice

have a dramatic effect on the final protein structure and function through the disruption of 

the required splicing signals

 

Figure 1.7: sSNPs within the exonic part of the core splice

abundance of the different protein isoforms.

 (larger boxes) = exons 

 (smaller boxes) = introns 

      = splicing positions 

(a) The mRNA produced after normal splicing

(b) The mRNA produced after aberrant splicing, due to a sSNP in a core splice
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The core splicing signals and regulatory elements act together to prevent detrimental 

changes, while maintaining protein diversity (Lee and Wang, 2005).  Mutations within the 

or regulatory element may disrupt the normal splicing pattern, 

resulting in the inclusion or exclusion of large coding regions (Orban and Olah, 2001, 

.  A disruption of the normal splicing pattern could dramatically alter 

the final protein structure and function, which could potentially contribute

The most dramatic effects result from mutations that introduce a premature termination 

ture termination codon activates the nonsense-mediated mRNA decay 

(NMD) process, causing the degradation of the entire transcript (Nagy and Maquat, 1998, 

.  sSNPs within the exonic part of the splice-sites or within ESEs or ESSs could 

on the final protein structure and function through the disruption of 

the required splicing signals (Fig.1.7) (Zhang and Chasin, 2004, Matlin et 

: sSNPs within the exonic part of the core splice-sites may alter the final protein structure and function or the 

abundance of the different protein isoforms. 

The mRNA produced after normal splicing 

The mRNA produced after aberrant splicing, due to a sSNP in a core splice-site 
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The core splicing signals and regulatory elements act together to prevent detrimental 

.  Mutations within the 

disrupt the normal splicing pattern, potentially 

(Orban and Olah, 2001, 

the normal splicing pattern could dramatically alter 

which could potentially contribute to a disease state.  

The most dramatic effects result from mutations that introduce a premature termination 

mediated mRNA decay 

(Nagy and Maquat, 1998, 

sites or within ESEs or ESSs could 

on the final protein structure and function through the disruption of 

(Zhang and Chasin, 2004, Matlin et al., 2005). 

 

sites may alter the final protein structure and function or the 
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Examples of the effects of sSNPs on alternative splicing 

Example 1 

α-thalassemia is a rare genetic defect characterized by the decrease or absence of α-globin 

gene expression (Harteveld et al., 2004).  A silent point mutation (rs number unknown) was 

identified within codon 22 of the α2-globin gene of a 79-year old Surinamese-Hindustani 

woman.  This silent variant activates a putative donor splice-site, causing alternative splicing.  

This results in a downstream premature termination codon at codons 48 to 49.  The 

premature termination codon activates the NMD process, which is responsible for the α-

thalassemia phenotype (Harteveld et al., 2004). 

Example 2 

The encoding glycoprotein 2 (GP2) gene plays a critical role in intraductal formation during 

chronic pancreatitis (Freedman et al., 1993).  A sSNP (rs number unknown) within exon 9 of 

the GP2 gene may prevent idiopathic chronic pancreatitis in French Caucasians.  This sSNP 

prevents the inclusion of exon 9, which results in the removal of 63 of the 537 amino acids 

encoded by GP2, within a critical functional domain and transmembrane helix.  This 

dramatically alters the final protein encoded by GP2, resulting in a loss of function.  The loss 

of GP2 function may provide protection against chronic pancreatitis (Freedman et al., 1993, 

Boulling et al., 2010). 

Example 3 

Phenylketonuria is a disease characterized by abnormal phenylalanine metabolism 

(Dobrowolski et al., 2010).  Phenylketonuria is due to mutations in the phenylalanine 

hydroxylase (PAH) gene.  A rare synonymous variant within exon 1 of the PAH gene (rs 

number unknown) is in close proximity to an intrinsically weak 5' donor splice-site.  This 

synonymous variant activates a putative ESS motif, which promotes the binding of hnRNP 

splicing inhibitory proteins.  The ESS prevents the identification of the 5' splice-site by the 

spliceosome, resulting in the exclusion (exon skipping) of exon 1.  The exon skipping may be 

responsible for the phenylketonuria phenotype (Dobrowolski et al., 2010). 
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The examples above provide evidence for the potential functional role of sSNPs, either 

through a change in codon-usage frequency, mRNA secondary structure and stability or 

aberrant splicing.  Due to advances in bioinformatics these three molecular mechanisms, by 

which sSNPs may have a functional impact, can be investigated computationally. 

 

1.2. Computational prediction of the functional impact of 

mutations 

 
There is now abundant evidence that sSNPs are not silent.  Although functional sSNPs have 

been identified on a case-by-case basis, no one has identified which sSNPs may have a 

potential functional impact on a genome-wide scale.  The completion of the human genome 

assembly and the development of computational tools which enable the organization and 

integration of large amounts of data, have made this type of large-scale study possible 

(Lander et al., 2001, Venter et al., 2001, Kidd et al., 2008).  The collaborations of 

organizations and individuals have made it possible to catalogue a vast amount of genetic 

data into various databases.  These biological databases facilitate large-scale studies, 

including the identification and annotation of variants within the genome. 

 

1.2.1. Catalogues of biological data – biological databases 

 

Numerous databases have been established for the storage and retrieval of genetic data.  

Two of the most important biologic databases are RefSeq and dbSNP.  RefSeq is the central 

database for non-redundant nucleotide and protein sequences (Pruitt et al., 2000).  dbSNP is 

the central repository for single nucleotide genetic variation (Sherry et al., 1999). 

 

The RefSeq database is a curated, non-redundant database of nucleotide and protein 

sequences with annotations, for a variety of species (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/RefSeq/).  

RefSeq provides the foundation for sequence and function integration (Pruitt et al., 2000, 
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Pruitt and Maglott, 2001).  The National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 

develops the RefSeq records from the redundant GenBank records, collaborating groups, 

feedback from the scientific community, computational analysis and manual curation at 

NCBI.  The genome is annotated using transcript alignment, protein support and algorithms 

based on Hidden Markov Models.  The RefSeq records contain GenBank data, annotated 

genes, transcript and protein data, as well as curation information.  RefSeq also provides links 

to external sources, such as Entrez Gene and variation information from dbSNP.  Data can be 

retrieved from the RefSeq database through Entrez queries, BLAST (basic local alignment 

search tool), FTP (file transfer protocol) and other provided links.  The main aim of RefSeq is 

to provide accurate, full-length sequence data, thus, much focus is placed on manual 

curation (Pruitt et al., 2000, Pruitt and Maglott, 2001). 

 

dbSNP was established in 1998 by NCBI, in collaboration with the National Human Genome 

Research Institute (NHGRI) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/).  dbSNP contains 

data on single nucleotide substitutions, small insertions and deletions (INDELS), 

microsatellite repeats  and small insertions such as transposons (Sherry et al., 1999, 

Smigielski et al., 2000).  The mutation records within dbSNP are for neutral and disease 

causing polymorphisms.  In the context of dbSNP, the term "SNP" reference to any variation 

involving a small number of nucleotides.  Submissions to dbSNP are accepted from any 

source within the private or public sectors.  Each new submission to dbSNP is assigned a 

unique ss (submitted SNP) number.  The ss records are grouped into non-redundant rs 

(reference SNP) records, so that each SNP is only represented once.  The rs records are 

determined by post-submission computational analysis.  Each rs record contains summary 

information for each SNP, including a list of ss records and summary allele frequencies.  Each 

record also contains the sequence surrounding the polymorphism, the experimental 

conditions required to repeat the genotyping and descriptions of the populations containing 

the variation.  The population or individual genotypes are also included in the records, so 

that the sequence information can be used for further research applications.  The rs 

accession numbers serve as an anchor to link the SNP data to other NCBI resources, literature 
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databases and other external databases, which add further detail to the SNP records.  dbSNP 

can be searched using a variety of accession number, including ss, rs and GenBank accession 

numbers.  dbSNP can also be searched using a variety of search terms.  A single query can be 

used to search dbSNP or a batch search can be performed.  The results can be viewed in a 

variety of forms and downloaded directly from a web-link or via FTP facilities (Sherry et al., 

1999, Smigielski et al., 2000). 

 

There are also numerous databases for sequences and genetic variants with specific 

functional importance.  OMIM is one of the most established databases for genes of 

functional and clinical importance (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim).  OMIM includes the 

descriptions of genes with known function.  OMIM also provides information on single gene 

disorders, as well as select complex diseases, with the molecular basis underlying them 

(Hamosh et al., 2005, Amberger et al., 2011). 

 

OMIM was first published in print in 1966 as the Mendelian Inheritance in Man (MIM), and 

has been available online as OMIM since 1987 (Hamosh et al., 2005).  Editorial decisions and 

curation of OMIM is performed at the John Hopkins University School of Medicine.  The 

distribution and software development of OMIM is provided by NCBI.  OMIM provides full-

text overviews of genes, their variants and associated phenotypes (Amberger et al., 2011).  

Although the primary focus of OMIM is on single gene Mendelian disorders, OMIM also 

includes information on complex disease, when the variation in a single gene significantly 

contributes to the phenotype.  Copy number variation disorders have also, recently been 

included in OMIM (Amberger et al., 2011).   

 

Mutations that contribute to phenotypic variation are cataloged in the “allelic variants” 

section of the gene entry (Amberger et al., 2011).  Only the mutations that meet certain 

criteria are included in OMIM, based on: 

• Which was the first mutation to be discovered 

• Whether the mutation causes a distinct phenotype 
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• If the mutation is unusual for the specific phenotype 

• Whether an unusual pathogenetic mechanism is involved 

• If the mutation has a high population frequency 

• If there is a distinctive inheritance 

• If the mutation is historically important (Amberger et al., 2011) 

 

Each entry in OMIM is assigned a unique six digit accession number (MIM number) (Hamosh 

et al., 2005).  The first digit in the MIM accession number indicates whether the inheritance 

is autosomal, X-linked, Y-linked or mitochondrial.  Entries in OMIM are categorized based on 

whether the entry contains gene, phenotype or gene and phenotype data.  OMIM can be 

searched using a variety of search terms, including MIM accession numbers, gene names or 

disorders.  OMIM also contains links to other resources for each entry, including clinical 

synopsis, GenBank and PubMed references (Hamosh et al., 2005). 

 

The GWAS catalog is one of the most comprehensive databases for SNPs found to be 

associated with traits or disease, using GWAS (http://www.genome.gov/gwastudies/).  GWAS 

have helped identify thousands of SNPs that are significantly associated with traits or disease 

and have been published for a number of complex diseases (Elbers et al., 2009, Hindorff et 

al., 2009).  The disease associated SNPs can be mapped back to linkage disequilibrium blocks, 

containing several genes, thus, the disease associated SNPs can provide information about 

other variants in close-proximity.  In this way GWAS have aided the discovery of susceptibility 

genes for various complex diseases  (Elbers et al., 2009).  The sample sizes and the number of 

SNPs assayed in GWAS have increased immensely in the last few years (Hindorff et al., 2009).  

By cataloging GWAS and identifying the key characteristics of the disease associations, the 

large number of GWAS conducted allow SNPs to be examined for their potential role in 

complex disease  (Hindorff et al., 2009). 

 

The GWAS catalog was developed by the NHGRI.  The GWAS catalog is a manually curated 

database of published GWAS (Hindorff et al., 2009).  The database contains SNPs that are 
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significantly associated with a trait or disease, which have been extracted from published 

GWAS (Hindorff et al., 2009).  The GWAS catalog only includes GWAS where at least 100, 000 

SNPs have been assayed at the initial stage (http://www.genome.gov/gwastudies/).  Studies 

focusing only on candidate genes are not included. 

 

For a SNP to be included in the GWAS catalog the SNP has to be associated with a trait or 

disease with a p-value less than 1.0 x 10
-5

.  Only one SNP is cataloged for each gene or region 

of high linkage-disequilibrium, unless there is strong evidence for independent association.  A 

maximum of 50 SNPs associated with a trait or disease are extracted from each published 

GWAS.  The SNPs with lower p-values, or those reported as novel are given first preference.  

The published GWAS are identified from various different sources, including PubMed 

searches and news and media compilations.  The gene regions related to the SNPs are 

determined with the use of the University of California Santa Cruz genome browser.  The 

gene names and risk alleles are extracted from the GWAS publications.  The GWAS catalog 

contains all of the SNPs associated with a trait from published GWAS that meet the setout 

criteria; however, the number and quality of the SNP associations given in the publications 

are dependent on the authors and journals (http://www.genome.gov/gwastudies/). 

 

1.2.2. Viewing data from biological databases – genome browsers 

 

Genome browsers are created to view the data within biological databases (Karolchik et al., 

2007).  Genome browsers bring together data from various resources and enable genomic 

sequences, coordinates and annotations to be viewed, often via a graphical user interface 

(GUI).  In this way, genome browsers may be used to explore the genome for regions of 

interest.  There are many different genome browsers available for the exploration of 

genomes from a variety of different species (Karolchik et al., 2007). 

 

Ensembl is one example of a public access genome browser for vertebrates and other 

eukaryotic species (http://www.ensembl.org/index.html).  Ensembl was created before the 
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initial human genome sequence was complete (Hubbard et al., 2002).  Now with a complete 

human genome sequence available, Ensembl provides access and visualization of the entire 

human genome.  Ensembl also contains genome assemblies for a variety of other species.  

The current September 2011 version of Ensembl contains genome assemblies for 57 

vertebrate species (http://www.ensembl.org/info/about/species.html).  Although the 

primary focus of Ensembl is on vertebrate species, Ensembl also provides links to other 

genome sequences for a number of invertebrate, plant, fungi and bacteria species.  Ensembl 

provides links to other resources, which provide further detail to the gene annotations 

(Hubbard et al., 2002). 

 

NCBI also hosts an assembly of the human genome (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).  The 

genome assembly can be BLAST searched and the results viewed in the Map Viewer.  NCBI 

also provides links to various resources, including RefSeq, OMIM and other external 

databases through LocusLink (Pruitt et al., 2000). 

 

Another example of a frequently used genome browser is the genome browser hosted by the 

University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway).  The 

UCSC genome browser is based on a MySQL database (Kent et al., 2002, Karolchik et al., 

2007).  The database contains sequences and annotations for a number of genome 

assemblies for a variety of species.  The assemblies are retrieved from NCBI and stored within 

positional and non-positional tables.  This database contains a vast amount of aligned 

annotations, including SNP, mRNA and EST alignments.  These sequences are extracted from 

GenBank and aligned to the reference genome assembly, using BLAT (BLAST-like alignment 

tool).  The sequences and annotations can be viewed as tracks, in a text or graphical 

interface, at various levels of detail.  The tables within the database can be queried based on 

various search terms.  Entries within the tracks contain links to other web pages and 

resources, which provide more detail to the annotations.  The query results may be 

downloaded through html (hypertext mark-up language) links or through FTP facilities (Kent 

et al., 2002, Karolchik et al., 2007). 
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There are numerous genome browsers available.  Each of the genome browsers provides 

access to vast amounts of genetic data.  The genome browsers will often also provide links to 

other external resources.  With the number of genome browsers available, it is often difficult 

to decide which one to use and often the choice of which genome browser to use will 

depend on personal preference or on which one of the browsers the user is most familiar 

with. 

 

1.2.3. Retrieval and analysis of biological data 

 

With the vast amount of biological data available, it is possible to perform large-scale 

genomic studies (Goecks et al., 2010).  The access and integration of the data is however 

often a difficult task that requires programming skills and a thorough understanding of the 

tools required.  In addition, many published computational studies are not easily 

reproducible, as only the person or group who performed the analysis understands the intent 

and process followed.  To overcome these problems of accessibility and reproducibility, 

researchers from UCSC created Galaxy (Goecks et al., 2010). 

 

Galaxy is a freely available web-based workbench for the computational analysis of genomic 

data (http://main.g2.bx.psu.edu/).  Data can be uploaded from a local computer or imported 

from a variety of different sources, such as dbSNP and RefSeq (Goecks et al., 2010).  The 

imported datasets can be manipulated and analyzed directly from within the Galaxy 

framework.  Galaxy provides access to a variety of analysis tools.  The analysis tools can be 

linked together to form an analysis pipeline, eliminating the requirement for an in-depth 

understanding of programming or the tools required.  For each step in the analysis pipeline, 

Galaxy records information on the dataset, tools and parameters used.  Users may also add 

additional annotations, explaining their intent and process followed.  This information, 

together with the datasets are stored within Galaxy histories.  The Galaxy histories can be 

accessed at any time and from any computer with internet access.  The analysis pipelines 

may also be converted into workflows.  A workflow allows the same pipeline to be used, with 
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the same tools and the same chosen parameters on a different dataset.  The Galaxy histories 

and workflows can be shared with other Galaxy users, either with all Galaxy users or with 

only chosen Galaxy users.  The sharing of histories and workflows enables the reproducibility 

of experiments.  Galaxy may also be downloaded and altered according to the user's 

requirements.  Galaxy is a flexible workbench, which provides accessibility and 

reproducibility of genomic data analysis (Goecks et al., 2010). 

 

1.2.4. Computational prediction of biological function 

 

The vast amount of publically available data has dramatically improved knowledge of the 

fundamental concepts of biology, including genetics.  Not only has the integration of 

biological data enabled the identification of functionally important regions within the human 

genome, but also the development of algorithms and tools that can predict the potential 

functional impact of specific sequences.  These computational methods have been used in a 

variety of applications, from the simple prediction of the amino acids encoded by codons, to 

the predictions of complex interactions within the cells.  Algorithms and computational tools 

have been developed for the prediction of mRNA secondary structures and alternative 

splicing events. 

 

Computational prediction of mRNA secondary structure and stability 

 

The predictions of RNA secondary structures have come a long way since 1971, when Tinoco 

et aI. first studied small RNA molecules to estimate the energies associated with secondary 

structures (Tinoco et al., 1971).  The stabilizing effects of base-paired regions and the 

destabilizing effects of unpaired regions were taken into account, to determine which 

structures in larger molecules were more stable (Tinoco et al., 1971, Tinoco and Bustamante, 

1999).  There are now a number of tools available, based on various algorithms, to 

computationally predict RNA secondary structures. 
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RNA secondary structures can be computationally predicted, either through sequence 

covariant methods or through energy minimization methods (Zuker and Sankoff, 1984, 

Mount, 2004).  The sequence covariant methods are based on the alignment of a number of 

RNA sequences.  The alignment of the RNA sequences is used to identify interacting base-

pairs, based on sequence conservation.  Sequence covariant methods are computationally 

simplistic, while allowing for the identification of secondary and tertiary mRNA structures 

however, these methods require a large amount of sequence data (Mount, 2004).   

Energy minimization methods aim to identify all possible double-stranded regions within an 

mRNA sequence, to identify the most thermodynamically favourable RNA secondary 

structure (Zuker and Sankoff, 1984).  Energy minimization methods are highly reliable, as 

they are based on experimental evidence and energy calculations.  Unlike sequence covariant 

methods, energy minimization methods cannot predict RNA tertiary structures.  Energy 

minimization methods do not require the large amount of sequence data that are required 

by sequence covariant methods.  Energy minimization methods are based on the 

identification of all possible double-stranded regions within an RNA sequence, thus as the 

sequence length increases, so do the number of potential RNA secondary structures that can 

form.  A very long RNA sequence will dramatically increase the requirement for 

computational power, which may reduce the accuracy of the mRNA secondary structure 

predictions (Nussinov and Jacobson, 1980, Zuker and Sankoff, 1984, Mount, 2004). 

 

Energy minimization methods start by identifying all self-complementary regions within the 

RNA sequence and the minimum free-energy of the complementary regions (Zuker and 

Sankoff, 1984).  To identify bases that can potentially base-pair, matrices are used to 

compare each base in the RNA sequence to every other base in the sequence.  Once the 

possible double-stranded regions are identified, the nearest neighbor rule is used to calculate 

the energy of each of the predicted structures.  Base-paired regions contribute a negative 

stabilizing energy and unpaired regions contribute a positive destabilizing energy.  The 

structure with the lowest free-energy is the structure with the highest proportion of base-
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pairs and the most thermodynamically stable structure (Nussinov and Jacobson, 1980, Zuker 

and Sankoff, 1984, Mount, 2004). 

 

One of the greatest contributions to the computational predictions of RNA secondary 

structures came from Zuker and Steigler.  In 1981, Zuker and Steigler developed a dynamic 

programming algorithm that used energy rules to predict the energetically most stable 

structure (Zuker and Stiegler, 1981).  In this dynamic programming algorithm, the optimal 

secondary structure is found by first determining the optimal structure of each part of the 

RNA sequence (Zuker and Sankoff, 1984).  The dynamic programming algorithm uses several 

types of scoring matrices to evaluate all the possible secondary structures from the RNA 

sequence.  The thermodynamic free-energy of each of the predicted structures is calculated.  

Once the thermodynamically most stable structure is identified, the data from the matrices 

are used to predict the minimum free-energy structure.  An undesirable consequence of this 

algorithm is that, as the number of variables increase, so do the number of recursive 

functions, which requires a great deal of computational resources (Tsang and Wiese, 2007).  

Zuker and Steigler developed their algorithm into the FOLD tool.  Biochemical and structural 

information was included into FOLD to aid the identification of base-pairs that are more likely 

to form, and to enforce topological restraints.  FOLD, like previous methods of RNA 

secondary structure prediction, took on the assumption that the most likely RNA secondary 

structure is the structure with the lowest free-energy, thus FOLD only predicted one possible 

mRNA secondary structure for each mRNA sequence (Zuker and Stiegler, 1981, Zuker and 

Sankoff, 1984, Jaeger et al., 1989). 

 

One of the biggest problems with minimum free-energy methods is that they only predict 

one possible mRNA secondary structure (Zuker and Stiegler, 1981, Zuker and Sankoff, 1984, 

Jaeger et al., 1989).  In reality, RNA can fold into various different secondary structures.  The 

true structure is not always the structure with the lowest free-energy, but rather within a five 

to ten percent energy range from the minimum free-energy structure (Tinoco and 
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Bustamante, 1999, Mohsen et al., 2009).  It is generally more accurate to predict all possible 

structures within a defined range from the predicted minimum free-energy structure. 

 

mFold was developed by Zuker as an improvement on the structures predicted by dynamic 

programming algorithms (http://mfold.rna.albany.edu/?q=mfold/download-mfold).  The 

mFold tool predicts the possible suboptimal RNA secondary structures, within a user-defined 

percentage of the minimum free-energy structure (Zuker, 1989, Zuker et al., 1991).  In-order 

to determine which of the base-pairs are within the suboptimal structures, which are within 

the defined range from the minimum free-energy structure, mFold employs different 

matrices to compare all of the complementary bases within the structure.  An energy dot 

plot is created to depict the positions of the alternative base-pairs in the most stable and 

suboptimal structures (Zuker, 1989).  Predictions made by mFold are generally within good 

agreement with experimental results.  mFold has subsequently become one of the most 

frequently used tools for the prediction of mRNA secondary structures (Mount, 2004).  mFold 

is demanding on computational resources and is thus, generally used to predict the 

secondary structures of RNA molecules less than a thousand bases in length.  In addition, 

mFold does not calculate all possible suboptimal structures.  For instance, mFold does not 

produce alternative structures when a base that contributes to a specific base-pair may form 

a base-pair with another base elsewhere in the sequence.  Moreover, if two predicted 

suboptimal structures are connected by a region of unpaired bases, each structure will be 

compared individually.  This does not take into account the interactions between the 

structures or the unpaired regions.  These limitations reduce the number of suboptimal 

structures predicted by mFold (Zuker, 1989, Zuker, 2003, Mount, 2004). 

 

A modified trace-back procedure was therefore developed and implemented in the Vienna 

RNA package (http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/RNA/).  The modified trace-back procedure 

compares the structures that are globally suboptimal for both paired and unpaired regions 

(Wuchty et al., 1999).  This method calculates a large number of suboptimal structures.  The 

Vienna RNA package uses the Boltzmann-partition function to determine the most likely RNA 
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secondary structure and alternative structures.  Due to the large number of structures 

produced by this method of RNA secondary structure prediction it is extremely 

computationally taxing (Wuchty et al., 1999). 

 

Another approach for the prediction of RNA secondary structures is to use a meta-heuristic 

algorithm (Mohsen et al., 2009).  HSRNAFold is one such tool, which is based on a harmony 

search meta-heuristic algorithm.  HSRNAFold first determines all of the possible base-pairs 

and then the possible stem structures that can form.   The subset of structures that 

represents the most likely structure with the lowest free-energy is then identified.  Once the 

first structure is predicted, each stem is checked for conflicts with the previous stem.  If there 

are no conflicts, the structure is retained.  A new structure is then created, based on the 

previous structures and other parameters.  The minimum free-energy of the new structure is 

calculated.  If the structure is better than the worst structure already in the set, the new 

structure is included in the set and the worst structure is discarded.  The algorithm iterates 

over the solution vector and creates a new structure for each iteration, until the structure 

with the lowest free-energy is determined or the maximum number of iterations is reached.  

HSRNAFold predicts RNA secondary structures with a higher proportion of true positive base-

pairs than RNAfold from the ViennaRNA package.  Both HSRNAFold and RNAfold are highly 

reliable for shorter sequences and become less accurate as sequence length increases.  

HSRNAFold requires less computational power than RNAfold (Mohsen et al., 2009).  

HSRNAFold is still reasonably new and not well cited, thus its true potential for predicting 

RNA secondary structures is still to be established. 

 

Thermodynamic predictions of RNA secondary structures are generally reliable.  Although the 

predictions of RNA secondary structures are always improving, there are still certain 

assumptions that are often made: 

1. The true RNA secondary structure is the structure with the lowest free-energy or 

energy similar to the lowest free-energy. 
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2. The energy associated with a base-pair is only influenced by the previous base-pair 

and no other base-pair in the structure. 

3. Single-stranded RNA folds back on itself to form secondary structures, in a way that 

produces no pseudo-knots (Tinoco and Bustamante, 1999). 

These assumptions are not always true, thus any prediction should be viewed with caution.  

The assumptions the RNA secondary structure prediction tool is based on should always be 

kept in mind when viewing the predictions of RNA secondary structures (Zuker and Sankoff, 

1984, Mount, 2004). 

 

Computational prediction of alternative splicing events 

 

It was long assumed that the proteome diversity of an organism is determined by its number 

of genes.  Bioinformatics has played a critical role in showing that it is not only the number of 

genes, but also the way in which transcripts are rearranged during alternative splicing that 

contribute to proteome diversity (Lee and Wang, 2005).  Much focus has been placed on the 

study and computational prediction of alternative splicing. 

 

The alignment of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) has been one of the pioneering 

computational methods in the identification of alternative splicing events.  Although ESTs 

have shed much light on the process of alternative splicing, the process of EST alignment is 

fraught with experimental biases and artifacts, which need to be considered during analysis 

(Modrek and Lee, 2002).  Microarray technologies, such as exon arrays have helped further 

identify alternative splicing events.  Microarrays do not have the same limitations of EST 

studies, such as the biases for the 3' end of genes and the inability to detect splicing in 

regions of low EST coverage (Johnson et al., 2003).  Consequently, microarrays have helped 

uncover alternative splicing events not identified by EST methods.  In addition, the 

availability of a large number of genomic sequences and a more complete version of the 

human genome sequence has aided the discovery of alternative splicing events, through 

comparative genomics, where no EST data is available (Kan et al., 2004, Sorek et al., 2004).  
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The combination of EST, microarray, genomic and cross-species data has not only confirmed 

the abundance of alternative splicing events, but also that alternative splicing is often 

regulated in a tissue-specific manner, further increasing proteome diversity (Kampa et al., 

2004). 

 

There are numerous tools available for the computational prediction of alternative splicing 

events from DNA sequences.  The Human Splicing Finder (HSF) tool is one of the most 

comprehensive tools for the prediction of alternative splicing events 

(http://www.umd.be/HSF/).  HSF is a freely available web-service.  HSF combines 

experimentally and computationally derived data, to predict the signal strength of splice-

sites, branch-point sites and regulatory motifs.  The predictions of these splicing regulatory 

regions are based on various different algorithms.  HSF also contains Ensembl exons and 

introns, as well as SNP data from dbSNP.  Ensembl can thus, be directly queried to identify 

SNPs within human genes.  This enables the comparison of various mutations within the 

splicing regulatory regions (Desmet et al., 2009). 

 

In-order to predict the signal strength of potential splice-sites, HSF assigns a given weighted 

score from a position weight matrix (PWM) to each nucleotide in the queried sequence.  

Each weighted score is summed and only n-mer sequences, 9-mer for the 5' splice-sites and 

23-mer for the 3' splice-sites, with a summed score greater or equal to the given threshold 

are considered potential splice-sites.  HSF also contains a maximum-entropy algorithm to 

analyze whole sequences, where the users may define their own threshold.  To identify 

splicing regulatory regions, matrices for SR and hnRNP proteins, as well as various other 

splicing motifs have been included in HSF.  Although many of the trans-acting proteins 

involved in splicing have been cloned and their cis-acting motifs identified, a lot of work still 

needs to be done before alternative splicing can be fully understood (Desmet et al., 2009).  

HSF is not designed to handle large-scale studies where many sequences are compared.  HSF 

is still based on version 54 (May 2009) of Ensembl.  Users have to be aware that some of the 
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genomic coordinates may have changed, if using a later version of Ensembl, which may 

influence the predictions made by HSF. 

 

The maximum-entropy distribution (MED) is one of the best algorithms to model short 

sequences and is thus ideally suited for the prediction of splice-site sequence motifs.  MED 

takes nearest neighboring contributions into account, has little bias and a very low false 

positive rate (Yeo and Burge, 2004).  Yeo and Burge have used the MED model to develop 

MaxEntScan (http://genes.mit.edu/burgelab/maxent/Xmaxentscan_scoreseq.html).  

MaxEntScan is a freely available web-tool for the prediction of splice-sites (Yeo and Burge, 

2004).  MaxEntScan is based on the maximum-entropy model, which generalizes previous 

probabilistic models, such as the weight matrix model and the inhomogeneous markov 

model.  The user may chose to perform the predictions based on a variety of models.  The 

models used to predict potential splice-sites could be run either directly from the web-based 

GUI or through Perl scripts that can be downloaded from the website.  To determine the 

signal strength of potential 5' splice-sites, MaxEntScan requires a 9-mer sequence, with three 

bases into the upstream exon and six bases into the downstream intron [-3 to +6].  To 

determine the signal strength of potential 3' splice-sites, MaxEntScan requires a 23-mer 

sequence, with 20 bases into the upstream intron and three bases into the downstream exon 

[-20 to +3].  MaxEntScan scores the input sequences using the models chosen and returns 

the log-likelihood score for the sequence.  A higher log-likelihood score represents a 

sequence that is more likely to be a true splice-site.  MaxEntScan does not provide a given 

threshold that will determine whether a sequence motif is a true splice-site or not.  In-order 

to determine a threshold, additional analysis of expression data may be required.  

MaxEntScan does not include the prediction of the cis-acting regulatory motifs, which are 

essential to understanding alternative splicing.  As MaxEntScan is based on an algorithm that 

includes global as well as local sequence information, it outperforms other algorithms used 

to predict the signal strength of potential splice-sites.  MaxEntScan is able to predict the log-

likelihood scores of thousands of sequences in a short period and is ideally suited for large-

scale studies (Yeo and Burge, 2004). 
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There is a difference between being able to identify alternative splicing events and 

understanding how alternative splicing is regulated, and how it affects gene function.  The 

identification of alternative splicing regulatory mechanisms is a growing field, in which 

bioinformatics is playing a critical role (Lee and Wang, 2005).  Using experimental and 

computational studies of hexameric sequences enriched within regions of weak splice-sites, 

in combination with SNP data and comparative genomics, numerous regulatory motifs 

associated with different alternative splicing events have been identified.  Much focus has 

been placed on ESEs (Fairbrother et al., 2002, Fairbrother et al., 2004, Sakai and Maruyama, 

2004). 

 

ESEs not only play an important role in enhancing the use of splice-sites, but also help 

identify true exons from pseudoexons (Wang and Burge, 2008).  Based on the assumption 

that ESEs are highly conserved and enriched within true-exons, a large number of ESE 

consensus sequences have been identified.  The identified ESE sequence motifs have been 

collected into databases and tools developed that can identify ESEs, based on sequence 

similarity (Fairbrother et al., 2002, Zhang and Chasin, 2004).  ESEfinder is one such tool. 

 

ESEfinder is a freely available tool for the identification of putative ESEs from RNA sequences 

(http://rulai.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/tools/ESE3/esefinder.cgi?process=home).  ESEfinder uses PWM 

corresponding to the different SR proteins to score the query sequences (Cartegni et al., 

2003).  High scoring sequence motifs are defined as sequences with a score greater than the 

chosen threshold value.  A sequence with a score greater than the threshold value does not 

necessarily mean that the sequence motif is a functional ESE.  The matrices used in ESEfinder 

were determined based on human SR proteins, thus ESEfinder may not accurately identify 

putative ESEs in other species (Cartegni et al., 2003). 

 

As there is a large range of ESEs that are recognized by splicing factors, we still cannot 

computationally identify all ESEs (Cartegni et al., 2002).  A number of naturally occurring ESEs 

have been identified that do not conform to the computationally predicted motifs.  This may 
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be because experimentally identified ESEs are generally identified in highly-purified in-vitro 

systems that do not represent the true splicing environment (Cartegni et al., 2002). 

 

The developments of tools that enable the identification of the potential functional impact of 

mutations have improved the ability to identify disease-causing variants.  It should however, 

be remembered that computational predictions are only as good as the models they are 

based on.  Computational predictions do not necessarily indicate what is truly occurring in 

the cell.  Experimental validation is still the ideal, but is not always feasible or possible.  

Computational predictions can provide insight where experimental studies are not possible. 
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1.3. Study rationale 

 

To date little research has been conducted on the potential functional impact of sSNPs, in 

comparison to the wealth of information available on the potential functional impact of 

nsSNPs.  There is a growing list of sSNPs that have been demonstrated to be associated with 

disease.  It is plausible that sSNPs have a greater effect on protein structure and function 

than originally proposed.  As highlighted in the literature review, sSNPs may have a potential 

functional impact through at least three molecular mechanisms: 

1. A change in codon-usage frequency may alter translational and protein folding 

kinetics, potentially resulting in a protein of altered structure and function. 

2. A change in mRNA secondary structure and stability may either affect the amount of 

protein product produced or alter translational and protein folding kinetics, which 

may alter the structure and function of the protein. 

3. A change in splice-site consensus sequences may result in aberrant splicing, which 

may affect the amount of a specific protein isoform or alter the protein structure and 

function. 

Each of these three mechanisms can be assessed computationally.  Although several sSNPs 

are no longer thought to be silent, no one has identified which sSNPs are more likely to 

contribute to phenotypic variation on a genome-wide scale. 

 

The objective of this study was to computationally determine the proportion of sSNPs within 

the human genome that may have a potential functional impact, either through a change in 

translational and protein folding kinetics or aberrant splicing.  As a further step, it was 

assessed whether any of the sSNPs predicted to potentially have a functional impact had 

previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occurred within genes 

known to be associated with diseases in OMIM. 
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STUDY AIMS: 

 

1. Identify all sSNPs published within dbSNP 

 

2. Assess whether any of the identified sSNPs may have a potential functional impact 

through: 

i. an extreme change in codon-usage frequency 

ii. an extreme change in the minimum free-energy of local mRNA secondary 

structure 

iii. an extreme change in the maximum-entropy score of splice-sites 

 

3. Determine whether any of the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact 

have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within 

genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM. 
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS 

 

2.1. SynSNP 

 

To computationally identify sSNPs with a potential functional impact, I created SynSNP.  

SynSNP is a text-based tool, written in Python and executed in command line.  The SynSNP 

pipe-line identifies sSNPs with a potential functional impact either through a change in 

translation and protein folding kinetics or aberrant splicing.  SynSNP then assesses whether 

the potentially functional sSNPs have previously been associated with a trait or disease in 

GWAS and/or occur within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM (see 

Appendix A, for a systematic manual on using SynSNP). 

 

All of the data files required to run SynSNP can be retrieved using the work-flows I have 

created in Galaxy.  SynSNP has a menu where the user can choose to execute specific 

sections, for instance only identify sSNPs, or run the entire analysis pipeline.  The first step 

when using SynSNP is to download all cSNPs from dbSNP, all SNPs known to be associated 

with a trait or disease in GWAS, from the GWAS catalogue and all genes known to be 

associated with a disease in OMIM.  SynSNP uses the cSNP file to identify all the sSNPs 

(Fig.2.1.a).  The GWAS and OMIM files are then used to determine whether any of the sSNPs 

have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes 

known to be associated with disease in OMIM. 

 

Once the sSNPs have been identified, the second option in SynSNP may be selected.  The 

second option determines whether any of the sSNPs may potentially cause an extreme 

change in codon-usage frequency (Fig.2.b).  The third option of SynSNP determines whether 

any of the sSNPs may contribute to a change in local mRNA secondary structures.  To achieve 

this, all coding sequences need to be retrieved from RefSeq.  SynSNP uses the coding 

sequence to create the 100 base mRNA sequence surrounding each sSNP.  RNAfold is used to 
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calculate the minimum free-energy of the 100 base local mRNA secondary structures.  

SynSNP then determines whether any of the sSNPs may potentially result in an extreme 

change in the minimum free-energy of the local mRNA secondary structures (Fig.2.1.c). 

 

The fourth option of SynSNP determines whether any of the sSNPs may contribute to 

abnormal splicing.  To identify sSNPs that may result in aberrant splicing, all exons need to be 

retrieved from RefSeq.  SynSNP uses the exons to determine which of the sSNPs are in the 

exonic part of the 3’ and 5’ splice-sites.  MaxEntScan is used to calculate the maximum-

entropy score of each splice-site that contains a sSNP.  SynSNP then determines whether any 

of the sSNPs may potentially result in an extreme change in the maximum-entropy score of 

splice-sites (Fig. 2.1.d). 

 

Once the sSNPs with a potential functional impact have been identified, option five may be 

selected.  Option five of SynSNP creates a summary report of all the sSNPs predicted to have 

a potential functional impact.  When option six is selected, SynSNP uses the files created in 

the first step of SynSNP to determine which of the sSNPs predicted to have a potential 

functional impact have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or 

occur within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM (Fig.2.1.e). 

 

 

Figure 2.1: The pipeline used in SynSNP, to identify sSNPs with a potential functional impact, which have previously been 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM. 
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    = files retrieved, using Galaxy 

             = files created by SynSNP 

(a) SynSNP identifies sSNPs from the cSNPs and determines which of the sSNPs may have a potential functional impact, 

either through: 

(b) an extreme  change in codon-usage frequency (CUF) 

(c) an extreme change in the minimum free-energy of local mRNA secondary structures (MFE) 

(d) an extreme change in the maximum-entropy score of splice-sites (ME) 

(e) SynSNP then determines whether any of the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact have previously 

been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known to be associated with disease in 

OMIM 

 

2.2. Identification of sSNPs 

 

sSNPs are defined as SNPs that do not change the amino acid encoded.  For this reason, 

sSNPs have to be within the coding regions of genes that encode a polypeptide.  Only sSNPs 

within translated coding regions of the human genome were assessed for potential 

functional impact.  The reference SNP alleles were chosen as the alleles given by NCBI’s 

dbSNP131, which are the nucleotides as annotated in the reference genome assembly. 

 

The data files required to identify sSNPs with a potential functional impact were retrieved 

using the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy.  The data files were retrieved for the February 

2009 (hg19/GRCh37) version of the human genome assembly on the 30
th

 of May 2011.  The 

first step to identify sSNPs with a potential functional impact was to retrieve all known 

coding SNPs (cSNPs) and determine which of the cSNPs were synonymous.  The methods 

used to identify the sSNPs are depicted in Figure 2.2. 
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cSNPs SNPs 

Join files (INNER JOIN) with min. 1bp overlap 

cSNPs (including errors and redundancies) 

Remove cSNP records with errors: 

-> Errors within dbSNP131 

-> Errors that would have occurred during the file joining process 

-> Correct the reference allele according to the transcript strand 

cSNPs with no errors cSNPs with errors 

Remove redundant cSNP records: 

Redundant records = 2 or more cSNP records with the same chromosome, SNP position and transcript strand 

Non-redundant cSNPs 

Identify sSNPs: 

sSNP = a SNP that does not change the amino acid encoded 

nsSNPs sSNPs 

Identify sSNPs previously associated with a trait 

or disease in GWAS: 

Identify sSNPs within genes known to be 

associated with disease in OMIM: 

sSNPs in OMIM sSNPs in GWAS 

Identify sSNS: 

Create one record for each nucleotide substitution of a sSNP, so that the functional impact of each sSNS may be investigated 

sSNS 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

(d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) 

(h) 

SNPs  in GWAS Disease genes in 

OMIM 

Create separate chromosome files: 

Separate the sSNS into separate files based on the chromosome on which they reside, in-order to join the sSNS file to other file 

more quickly 

(i) 

Redundant cSNPs 

sSNPs in GWAS and OMIM 
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The UCSC main table browser in Galaxy was used to retrieve cSNPs published within 

dbSNP131 (Fig.2.3). dbSNP131 contained SNPs annotated on genomic DNA and coding DNA.   

To ensure consistency and prevent redundancy, only the cSNPs annotated on genomic DNA 

were retrieved.  The cSNP file included the codons in which the cSNPs resided and the amino 

acids encoded by the codons.  The cSNP file did not include the reference SNP alleles, the 

observed alleles or the DNA strands on which the SNPs were located.  In-order to retrieve the 

additionally required data it was necessary to retrieve all SNPs published within dbSNP131.  

The UCSC main table browser in Galaxy was used to retrieve all the SNPs annotated on 

genomic DNA from dbSNP131 (Fig.2.4).  The SNP file contained data related to each SNP, 

including the reference SNP alleles, the observed alleles and the DNA strands on which the 

SNPs were located.  By combining the records in the cSNP file and the SNP file, one file could 

be created that contained all the data required.  Galaxy was used to join the cSNP and SNP 

files (Fig.2.5).  The records in the two files were joined based on the SNPs’ positions in the 

chromosomes, thus only SNPs within both the cSNP and SNP files were joined.  The resulting 

file contained the cSNPs, with all the data required to identify sSNPs (Fig.2.2.a and 

Table.2.1). 

 

Figure 2.2: The methods used to identify sSNPs, which have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or 

occur within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM. 

 = the methods used 

 = the records discarded from the datasets 

 = the records retained and used as input in the next step of analysis 

• in GWAS = sSNPs previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

• in OMIM = sSNPs within genes known to be associated with a disease in OMIM 
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Figure 2.3: The screen-shot of the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy, used to retrieve cSNPs from dbSNP131. 

The cSNPs were retrieved from dbSNP131, by selecting the ”variation and repeats group”, the  “SNPs(131) track”, and the 

“snp131 table” from the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy.  Under the filter settings, the class was chosen to match all 

variant of type “single” and the molecular type was selected to only retrieve SNPs annotated on the genomic DNA.  The 

function setting was selected to only retrieve SNPs within the coding regions of the human genome. 

 

 

Figure 2.4: The screen-shot of the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy, used to retrieve SNPs from dbSNP131. 

The cSNPs were retrieved from dbSNP131, by selecting the “variation and repeats group”, the “SNPs(131) track”, and the 

“snp131 table” from the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy.  Under the filter settings, the class was chosen to match all 

variant of type “single” and the molecular type was selected to only retrieve SNPs annotated on the genomic DNA. 
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Figure 2.5: The screen-shot of the tool used in Galaxy to join the cSNP and SNP files. 

The cSNP and SNP files were joined by selecting the “operate on genomics intervals” and “join the intervals of two datasets 

side-by-side” options, under the tools section of Galaxy.  The files were joined using an inner join, so that only the records of 

SNPs that occurred in both the cSNP and SNP files were joined. 

 

Table 2.1: The table schema of the cSNP data file 

Column Field Description 

0 Bin number Indexing field used by Galaxy 

1 Chromosome Reference SNP chromosome 

2 SNP start SNP start position in chromosome 

3 SNP end SNP end position in chromosome 

4 SNP name dbSNP reference SNP identifier (rs number) 

5 Score Not used 

6 SNP strand DNA strand on which the observed alleles are found 

7 RefNCBI Reference allele given by dbSNP, as on the positive DNA strand 

8 RefUCSC Reference allele given by UCSC 

9 Observed All observed alleles, as on the SNP strand 

10 Molecular type Sample type (e.g. genomic) 

11 Class Class of the variant (e.g. single) 

12 Valid Validation status of the SNP 

13 AvHet Average heterozygosity from all observations 

14 AvHetSE Average heterozygosity standard error 

15 SNP function Functional category of the SNP (e.g. synonymous) 

16 Locus type Type of mapping inferred from the size on reference 

17 Weight Code that represents the quality of the alignment 

18 Bin number Indexing field used by Galaxy for indexing 

19 cSNP chromosome Reference coding SNP chromosome 

20 cSNP start position Coding SNP start position in chromosome 

21 cSNP end position Coding SNP end position in chromosome 

22 cSNP name dbSNP reference SNP identifier (rs number) 

23 Transcript name Accession number of the transcript modified by the coding SNP 

24 cSNP frame Frame of transcripts codon modified by the coding SNP 

25 Allele count Number of annotated coding SNP alleles 

26 cSNP function code SNP function code assigned by dbSNP (e.g. 8 = sSNP) 

27 Alleles Observed alleles on transcripts modified by the coding SNP 

28 Codons Codon sequences corresponding to the cSNP function code (5’ → 3’) 

29 Amino acids Amino acid sequences corresponding to the cSNP function code 
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The cSNP file was downloaded from Galaxy onto a local desktop computer and checked for 

errors.  The error check removed any errors that may have occurred during the file joining 

process.  This error check included the removal of records that had data missing.  Records 

where the chromosome from the cSNP file was different from the chromosome from the SNP 

file were also removed.  In addition, records where the SNP coordinates from the cSNP file 

differed from the SNP coordinates from the SNP file were removed.  The error check also 

removed errors that existed in dbSNP131.  This error check included the removal of INDELS 

that were incorrectly annotated as SNPs in dbSNP131.  Records where the reference allele 

given by NCBI/dbSNP131 was different from the reference allele given by UCSC were also 

removed.   In addition, records where the reference allele given was not one nucleotide in 

length or the codons given were not three nucleotides in length were removed 

(B.sSNPs.Remove_Errors() and Fig.2.2.b). 

 

The DNA strands on which the cSNPs were originally identified were given by dbSNP131, 

however, the DNA strands from which the cSNPs were transcribed were not given.  It was, 

therefore, necessary to determine the transcript strands and the reference cSNP alleles as on 

the transcript stands (B.sSNPs.Write_File()).  As the reference alleles were annotated 

according to the reference genome assembly, the reference alleles given by dbSNP131 were 

always described on the positive DNA strand.  The observed alleles were always described as 

on the transcript strand.  Because the reference alleles were annotated on the positive DNA 

strand, if the reference allele given was in the observed alleles, it meant that the cSNP was 

transcribed from the positive DNA strand.  The reference allele was therefore the reference 

allele given by dbSNP131.  If the cSNP was published in dbSNP as on the positive DNA strand, 

the record did not require any corrections (Fig.2.6.a).  If the cSNP was published in dbSNP as 

on the negative DNA strand, only the DNA strand had to be changed to the positive strand, 

in-order to correct the cSNP record (Fig.2.6.b).  Because the reference alleles were annotated 

on the positive DNA strand, if the complement of the reference allele given was in the 

observed alleles, it meant that the cSNP was transcribed from the negative DNA strand.  The 

reference allele was therefore the complement of the reference allele given by dbSNP.  If the 
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cSNP was published in dbSNP as on the negative strand, only the reference allele needed to 

be complemented, in-order to correct the cSNP record (Fig.2.6.c).  If the cSNP was published 

in dbSNP as on the positive strand, the reference allele needed to be complemented and the 

DNA strand needed to be changed to the negative strand, in-order to correct the cSNP record 

(Fig.2.6.d). 

 

GTT,GTC T, C 

SNP strand RefNCBI Alleles Codons Amino acids 

Val, Val T + 

GTT,GTC T, C 

     

Val, Val T + 

(a) 

CAT, CAC T, C 

SNP strand RefNCBI Alleles Codons Amino acids 

His, His T - 

CAT, CAC T, C 

     

His, His T + 

(b) 

TAT, TAC T, C 

SNP strand RefNCBI Alleles Codons Amino acids 

Tyr, Tyr A - 

TAT, TAC

  

T, C 

     

Tyr,Tyr T - 

(c) 

TGT, TGC T, C 

SNP strand RefNCBI Alleles Codons Amino acids 

Cys, Cys A + 

TGT,TGC T, C 

     

Cys, Cys T - 

(d) 

Figure 2.6: Examples of how the reference alleles given by dbSNP131 have to be modified to reflect the reference 

alleles on the transcript strands. 

The SNP strand and RefNCBI are from the SNP file.  The alleles, codons and amino acids are from the cSNP file. 

• RefNCBI = the reference allele as given by dbSNP131 

• Alleles = the observed alleles, which are all of the alleles of a SNP 

= the records retrieved from dbSNP131 

= the records after the reference alleles have been corrected according to the transcript strands 

(a) SNP published in dbSNP as on the positive DNA strand and transcribed from the positive DNA strand 

(b) SNP published in dbSNP as on the negative DNA strand, but transcribed from the positive DNA strand 

(c) SNP published in dbSNP as on the negative DNA strand and transcribed from the negative DNA strand 

(d) SNP published in dbSNP as on the positive DNA strand, but transcribed from the negative DNA strand 
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SNPs published within dbSNP are assigned rs numbers.  Although the SNPs that have been 

assigned rs numbers are meant to represent a non-redundant set of SNPs, there is some 

redundancy in dbSNP.  In some cases, a single SNP may be assigned more than one rs 

number.  In other cases, two different SNPs may be assigned the same rs number (Table.2.2).  

Instead of using the rs numbers, it is better to describe SNPs according to their genomic 

positions, being mindful of the genome version.   

 

Table 2.2: Examples of redundant SNPs within dbSNP131, either one SNP assigned more than one rs number or two 

different SNPs assigned the same rs number 

Chromosome Position rs number Function Strand Reference 

allele 

Alleles Codons Amino 

acids 

chr1 12606 rs2974781 coding-synon + C C,T CCC,CCT P,P 

chr1 12606 rs71277363 coding-synon + C C,T CCC,CCT P,P 

chr5 69212070 rs10081586 missense + A A,G AAG,AGG K,R 

chr5 69497705 rs10081586 missense - G G,A AGG,AAG R,K 

 

As dbSNP131 contained some redundancy, it was necessary to check the cSNP file for 

redundant records.  The rs numbers of SNPs are sometimes unreliable identifiers, thus the 

genomic locations of the cSNPs were used to identify redundant cSNP records.  Redundant 

cSNP records were identified as more than one cSNP on the same chromosome, at the same 

position in the chromosome and on the same DNA strand.  When redundant cSNP records 

were identified, one copy of the cSNP records was retained in the non-redundant cSNP file 

and the additional redundant cSNP records removed (B.sSNPs.Remove_Redundancies() and 

Fig.2.2.c). 

 

After the errors and redundant records had been removed, the sSNPs could be identified 

from the non-redundant cSNPs.  The amino acids given by dbSNP131 in each of the cSNP 

records were used to identify the sSNPs.  As sSNPs do not change the amino acid encoded, if 

the encoded amino acids given by dbSNP were the same for the different alleles of the cSNP, 

the cSNP was identified as a sSNP.  cSNPs where the encoded amino acids given by dbSNP 

were different for the different alleles of the cSNP, were identified as nsSNPs and discarded 

from the dataset(B.sSNPs.Identify_sSNPs() and Fig.2.2.d). 
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The identified sSNPs were assessed to determine whether any had previously been 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS.  The UCSC main table browser in Galaxy was used 

to retrieve all of the SNPs that had previously been associated with a trait or disease in 

GWAS, from the GWAS catalogue (Fig.2.7).  The SNPs within the GWAS catalogue were 

associated with a trait or disease with a p-value less than 1.0x10
-5

 and were published 

between 2005/03/10 and 2011/02/10.  The GWAS file was downloaded onto a local desktop 

computer and any redundant records removed.  The positions of the SNPs in the 

chromosomes were used to determine whether any of the sSNPs had previously been 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS.  The sSNPs that had previously been associated 

with a trait or disease in GWAS were identified as sSNPs at the same positions in the 

chromosomes as SNPs in the GWAS catalogue (B.sSNPs.GWAS() and Fig.2.2.e). 

 

The sSNPs were assessed to determine which occurred within genes known to be associated 

with disease in OMIM (disease genes).  The UCSC main table browser in Galaxy was used to 

retrieve all genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM (Fig.2.8).  The disease genes 

file retrieved from OMIM contained the descriptions of the diseases and the MIM accession 

numbers for the disease genes.  The disease genes file retrieved from OMIM did not include 

the positions of the genes in the chromosomes.  To retrieve the additional data, the UCSC 

main table browser in Galaxy was used to retrieve all of the genes published with OMIM 

(Fig.2.9).  The genes file retrieved from OMIM contained the positions of the genes in the 

chromosomes, the genes names and the MIM accession numbers of the genes.  The genes 

file retrieved from OMIM did not describe which of the genes were associated with a disease 

and which were not.  By combining the records in the two files retrieved from OMIM, one file 

could be created that contained all of the data required.  Galaxy was used to join the disease 

genes file and the genes file (Fig.2.10).  The records in the two files were joined based on the 

MIM accession numbers.  Only genes with the same MIM accession numbers in both the 

disease genes file and the genes file were thus retained.  The resulting file contained all the 

genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM, with all the data required to identify 

sSNPs within disease genes. 
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Figure 2.7: The screen-shot of the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy, used to retrieve the SNPs associated with a trait or 

disease in GWAS, from the GWAS catalogue. 

The SNPs previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS were retrieved by selecting the “phenotype and disease 

associations group”, the “GWAS catalog track” and the “gwasCatalog table”, from the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy. 

 

Figure 2.8: The screen-shot of the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy, used to retrieve the genes known to be associated 

with disease in OMIM. 

The genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM were retrieved by selecting the “phenotype and disease 

associations group”, the “OMIM genes track” and the “omimMorbidMap table”, from the USCS main table browser in 

Galaxy. 
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Figure 2.10: The screen-shot of the tool used in Galaxy to join the file containing the genes known to be associated with 

disease in OMIM and the file containing all of the genes published within OMIM. 

The file containing the disease genes and the file containing all of the genes within OMIM were joined by selecting the “join, 

subtract and group” and “join the two datasets side by side on a specified field” options, under the tools section of Galaxy.  

The two files were joined based on the OMIM accession numbers (MIM numbers), which were in column three (c3) of the 

file containing the disease genes and column five (c5) of the file containing all of the genes within OMIM. 

 

Figure 2.9: The screen-shot of the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy, used to retrieve all genes published within OMIM. 

All of the genes published within OMIM were retrieved by selecting the “phenotypes and disease associations group”, the 

“OMIM genes track” and the “omimGene table”, from the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy. 
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The file containing the disease genes was downloaded from Galaxy onto a local desktop 

computer.  Records with data missing were removed. The file was then checked for any 

redundancy.  Redundant records were defined as genes with the same start and end 

positions in the chromosomes and on the same DNA strand.  When redundant records were 

identified, one copy of the records was retained and the additional redundant records 

removed.  If a redundant records occurred because a single gene was associated with more 

than one disease, the records were combined to produce one record.  The record thus 

described one gene associated with multiple diseases.  After the records with data missing 

and redundant records were removed, the sSNPs that occurred within disease genes were 

identified.  The sSNPs within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM were 

identified as sSNPs whose positions in the chromosomes were within the start and end 

positions in the chromosomes of the disease genes (B.sSNPs.OMIM() and Fig.2.2.f).  

 

The sSNPs were assessed to determine whether any had previously been associated with a 

trait or disease in GWAS and occurred within genes known to be associated with disease 

OMIM.  These sSNPs were identified based on their positions in the chromosomes.  The 

sSNPs that were in both the file containing the sSNPs associated with a trait or disease in 

GWAS and the file containing the sSNPs within disease genes were identified.  The sSNPs in 

both files were the sSNPs that had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

and occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM 

(B.General.GWAS_And_OMIM() and Fig.2.2.g). 

 

In-order to determine the potential functional impact of each sSNP, it was necessary to 

compare the allele changes from the reference sSNP allele to each of the variant sSNP alleles 

(B.sSNPs.SSNS() and Fig.2.2.h).  Each change from the reference sSNP allele to a variant sSNP 

allele was defined as a synonymous single nucleotide substitution (sSNS).  Since a number of 

the sSNPs had more than one variant allele, a separate sSNS record was created for each 

change from the reference sSNP allele to each of the variant sSNP alleles. 
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The sSNPs with two alleles represented one sSNS, from the reference allele to the variant 

allele.  The sSNPs with three alleles represented two sSNS.  One of the sSNS was from the 

reference allele to the first variant allele.  The second sSNS was from the reference allele to 

the second variant allele.  The sSNPs with four alleles represented three sSNS, one sSNS from 

the reference allele to each of the three variant alleles (Table.2.3). 

 

Table 2.3: Examples of the sSNS identified from the sSNPs 

sSNP records sSNS records 

Reference allele Observed alleles  

A A, C A>C 

A A, C, G A>C and A>G 

A A, C, G, T A>C, A>G and A>T 

 

The sSNS records were separated into different files according to the chromosomes on which 

the sSNS resided (B.sSNPs.Create_Chrom_Files() and Fig.2.2.i). The separation of the sSNS 

records according to chromosomes enabled the sSNS records to be joined to other records 

more quickly.  For instance, if the record of an exon on chromosome 1 had to be joined to a 

sSNS record, it would waste time and computation resources to search the entire sSNS file 

for the sSNS record.  By separating the sSNS according to chromosomes, only the 

chromosome 1 file needs to be opened and searched to find the sSNS record.   
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2.3. sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in 

codon-usage frequency 

 

The sSNS were assessed to determine whether any could potentially cause an extreme 

change in codon-usage frequency (CUF).  The methods used to identify sSNS that potentially 

cause an extreme change in CUF are depicted in Figure 2.11.  The human CUF table was used 

to calculate the change in CUF caused by each sSNS (Table.C.1).  To standardize the CUF 

values in the table, the CUFs were calculated as a percentage of the total CUF of all the 

codons that encode a specific amino acid.  For instance, alanine is encoded by four amino 

acids, thus, the CUFs of all four codons were summed (27.73 + 18.45 + 15.82 + 7.37 = 69.37).  

The CUF of each codon that encodes alanine was then calculated as a percentage of the 

summed CUF (e.g. (27.73/69.37)*100 = 39.97%) (Table.2.4). 

 

Table 2.4: Examples of the calculations used to standardize the codon-usage frequency values in the human codon-usage 

frequency table 

Amino acid Codon CUF Calculation CUF standardized as a percentage (%) 

Ala GCC 27.73 =(27.73/69.37)*100 39.97 

Ala GCT 18.45 =(18.45/69.37)*100 26.60 

Ala GCA 15.82 =(15.82/69.37)*100 22.81 

Ala GCG 7.37 =(7.37/69.37)*100 10.62 

Total 69.37  100.00 

 

The reference codon was defined as the codon that contained the reference sSNS allele.  The 

variant codon was defined as the codon that encoded the same amino acid as the reference 

codon, but contained the variant sSNS allele.  The standardized human CUF table was used to 

determine the CUF of each of the reference and variant codons.  The change in CUF caused 

by a sSNS was calculated by subtracting the reference CUF from the variant CUF.  A change in 

CUF less than zero indicated that a sSNS changed a more frequently used codon to a less 

frequently used codon (a decrease in CUF).  A change in CUF greater than zero indicated that 

a sSNS changed a less frequently used codon to a more frequently used codon (an increase in 

CUF) (B.Codons.Codon_Usage_Change() and Fig.2.11.a). 
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The sSNS that were predicted to cause a change in CUF were assessed to determine whether 

any could potentially cause an extreme change in CUF.  All of the observed changes in CUF 

were ordered in increasing order.  The 10% most extreme decrease and 10% most extreme 

increase in CUF were chosen to represent an extreme change in CUF (B.Extreme_CUF() and 

Fig.2.11.b). 

 

The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in CUF were assessed to 

determine whether any had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS.  The 

file containing the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in CUF and the file 

sSNS in codons 

Calculate Δ in CUF caused by each sSNS 

(Δ in CUF = variant CUF – reference CUF) 

↓ in CUF 

(Δ in CUF < 0) 

↑ in CUF 

(Δ in CUF > 0) 

Extreme ↓ in CUF Extreme ↑ in CUF 

Extreme ↓ in CUF in GWAS Extreme ↓ in CUF in OMIM Extreme ↑ in CUF in GWAS Extreme ↑ in CUF in OMIM 

Extreme ↓ in CUF in GWAS and OMIM Extreme ↑ in CUF in GWAS and OMIM 

(a) (a) 

(b) (b) 

(c) (d) (c) (d) 

(e) (e) 

Figure 2.11: The methods used to identify sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in codon-usage frequency, 

which have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known to be associated 

with disease in OMIM. 

(a) sSNS predicted cause a change in codon-usage frequency 

(b) sSNS predicted to cause an extreme change in codon-usage frequency  

(c) sSNS predicted to cause an extreme change in codon-usage frequency, which have previously been associated with a 

trait or disease in GWAS 

(d) sSNS predicted to cause an extreme change in codon-usage frequency, which occur within genes known to be 

associated with disease in OMIM 

(e) sSNS predicted to cause an extreme change in codon-usage frequency,  which have previously been associated with a 

trait or disease in GWAS and occur within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM 
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containing the sSNPs previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS (created in 

Methods 2.1) were joined.  The two files were joined based on the sSNS positions in the 

chromosomes.  After the joining of the two files, the resulting file (GWAS file) contained the 

sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in CUF, which had previously been 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS (B.Codons.Extreme_CUF_In_Disease() and 

Fig.2.11.c). 

 

The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in CUF where assessed to 

determine whether any occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in 

OMIM.  The file containing the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in CUF 

and the file containing the sSNPs within disease genes (created in Methods 2.1) were joined.  

The two files were joined based on the sSNS positions in the chromosomes.  The joined file 

(OMIM file) contained the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in CUF, 

which were within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM 

(B.Codons.Extreme_CUF_In_Disease()and Fig.2.11.d). 

 

The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in CUF were assessed to 

determine whether any had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and 

occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM.  The GWAS and OMIM 

files were joined, based on the sSNS positions in the chromosomes.  Only the records of the 

sSNS in both the GWAS and OMIM file were joined.  After the joining of the two files, the 

resulting file contained the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in CUF 

which had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and occurred within 

genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM (B.Codons.Extreme_CUF_In_Disease() 

and Fig.2.11.e). 
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2.4. sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in 

the minimum free-energy of local mRNA secondary 

structures 

 

The sSNS were assessed to determine whether any could potentially cause an extreme 

change in the minimum free-energy of local mRNA secondary structures (MFE).  Minimum 

free-energy is a measure of the stability of an mRNA secondary structure.  A sSNS that causes 

an extreme change in MFE could potentially have a functional impact, through a change in 

the rate of translation or mRNA degradation.   The methods used to predict sSNS that could 

potentially cause an extreme change in MFE are depicted in Figure 2.12. 

 

The positions of the sSNS were given by dbSNP131 as genomic coordinates.   To determine 

the positions of the sSNS in mRNA it was, therefore, necessary to have the genomic 

coordinates of the mRNA sequences.  The genomic coordinates are determined according to 

the reference genome assembly, which includes the coding regions and the introns.  As the 

genomic coordinates of mRNA sequences could not be retrieved, it was necessary to use the 

genomic coordinates of the coding regions with introns (CWI).  By removing the introns, the 

coding region sequences (CDS) that code for protein could be created, and the genomic 

coordinates used to identify the positions of the sSNS in the CDS.  The CDS were used to 

represent the mRNA sequences.  An unfortunate consequence of using CDS to represent the 

mRNA sequences is that the CDS does not include the 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs) 

(Fig.2.13).   
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CWI sequences CWI coordinates 

CWI sequences with coordinates 

Remove CWI records with errors: 

1. Records with data missing 

2. Records were the CWI sequence length does not correspond with the CWI coordinates given 

CWI records with errors CWI records without errors 

Remove redundant CWI records: 

Redundant CWI = more than one CWI on the same chromosome, with the same start and end position and 

transcribed from the same DNA strand 

Redundant CWI Non-redundant CWI 

Create separate chromosome files: 

Separate the CWI records into different file based on the chromosome on which the CWI reside 

Identify the sSNS in CWI: 

sSNS within the start and end of the coding regions of the CWI 

sSNS not in CWI sSNS in CWI 

Check reference alleles: 

Ensure that the reference allele given by dbSNP is in the CWI 

Reference allele not in CWI Reference allele in CWI 

Create CDS by removing the introns from the CWI: 

The CDS are used to represent the mRNA sequences 

sSNS in mRNA 

Create the reference and variant 100 base mRNA sequences: 

The 100 base mRNA sequences consist of 50 bases on each side of the sSNS 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 
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Figure 2.12: The methods used to identify sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in the minimum free-energy of 

local mRNA secondary structures, which have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur 

within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM. 

 = the methods used 

 = the records discarded from the datasets 

 = the records retained and used as input in the next step of analysis 

• CWI = coding sequences with introns 

• CDS = coding sequences (used to represent the mRNA sequences, excluding the untranslated regions) 

• MFE = the minimum free-energy of the 100 base local mRNA secondary structures 

• in GWAS = sSNS previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

• in OMIM = sSNS within genes known to be associated with a disease in OMIM 

sSNS in reference and variant 100 base mRNA sequences 

Create the FASTA file required by RNAfold: 

Convert the file containing the 100 base mRNA sequences from a tabular format to a FASTA format 

sSNS in 100 base mRNA sequences in FASTA format 

Use RNAfold to calculate the MFE of the reference and variant 100 base local mRNA 2° structures: 

MFE of the reference and variant 100 base mRNA 2° structures 

Calculate the change in MFE caused by each sSNS: 

Δ in MFE = variant MFE – reference MFE 

↓ in MFE (Δ in MFE < 0) ↑ in MFE (Δ in MFE > 0) 

Identify sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in MFE: 

Extreme = 10% most extreme ↓ and 10% most extreme ↑ in MFE 

Extreme ↓ in MFE Extreme ↑ in MFE 

Extreme ↓ in MFE 

in GWAS 

Extreme ↓ in MFE 

in OMIM 

Extreme ↑ in MFE 

in GWAS 

Extreme ↑ in MFE 

in OMIM 

Extreme ↓ in MFE in GWAS and OMIM Extreme ↑ in MFE in GWAS and OMIM 

Identify sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE, which have previously been 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known to be associated with disease 

in OMIM: 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(l) 

(m) (m) (n) (n) 

(o) (o) 
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The CWI coordinates and the CWI sequences could only be retrieved in two separate files.  

The two files would then have to be joined, in-order to acquire the CWI coordinates with 

sequences in one file. The UCSC main table browser in Galaxy was used to retrieve the CWI 

coordinates from RefSeq (Fig.2.14).  The CWI sequences were also retrieved from RefSeq 

using Galaxy (Fig.2.15).  The file containing the CWI sequences was in FASTA format.  In-order 

to join the two files, the file containing the CWI sequences had to be converted to a tabular 

format.  The file was converted from a FASTA format to a tabular format using Galaxy 

(Fig.2.16).  Galaxy was used to join the file containing the CWI coordinates and the file 

containing the CWI sequences, based on the RefSeq accession numbers (Fig.2.17).  The file 

containing the CWI coordinates and sequences was downloaded from Galaxy onto a local 

desktop computer (Fig.2.12.a). 

 

 

 

Coding sequence (CDS) 5’ UTR 3’ UTR 5’ cap Poly-A tail 

Figure 2.13: The structure of mature mRNA. 

              = the region used to represent the mRNA sequences in this project 

UTR = untranslated region 

Figure 2.14: The screen-shot of the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy, used to retrieve the coordinates of the coding 

sequences with introns. 

The coordinates of the coding sequences with introns were retrieved from RefSeq by selecting the “mRNA and EST group”, 

the “human mRNAs track” and the “RefSeq genes (refGene) table”, from the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy.  All of the 

fields from the selected table were chosen. 
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Figure 2.15: The screen-shot of the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy, used to retrieve the sequences of the coding 

sequences with introns. 

The coordinates of the coding sequences with introns were retrieved from RefSeq by selecting the “mRNA and EST group”, 

the “human mRNA track” and the “RefSeq genes (refGene) table”, from the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy.  The output 

format was selected to output the sequences. 

Figure 2.16: The screen-shot of the tool used in Galaxy to convert the file containing the sequences of the coding 

sequences with introns from a FASTA format to a tabular format. 

To convert the coding sequences with introns from a tabular format to a FASTA format the “FASTA manipulation” and 

“FASTA-to-tabular converter” was selected under the tools section of Galaxy. 
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Figure 2.17: The screen-shot of the tool used in Galaxy to join the file containing the coordinates of the coding sequences 

with introns and the file containing the sequences of the coding sequences with introns. 

The two files were joined by selecting the “join, subtract and group” and the “join two datasets side by side on a specified 

field” options under the tools section of Galaxy.  The files were joined based in the RefSeq accession numbers, which were in 

column four (c4) of the file containing the coordinates of the coding sequences with introns, and in column one (c1) of the 

file containing the sequences of the coding sequences with introns. 

 

The CWI file was checked for errors.  The error checked removed any CWI records that had 

data missing.  The error check also removed any CWI records where the CWI sequence 

lengths did not correspond to the CWI coordinates given (B.mRNA.Remove_Errors() and 

Fig.2.12.b).  After the errors were removed, the CWI records were checked for any 

redundancy.  Redundant records were defined as more than one CWI record, where the CWI 

were on the same chromosome, with the same start and end positions in the chromosome 

and on the same DNA strand.  Only one copy of each redundant set of records was retained.  

The additional redundant records were removed from the dataset 

(B.General.Remove_Redundancies() and Fig.2.12.c).  In-order to more quickly identify sSNS 

in CWI, the CWI records were separated into different files according to the chromosomes on 

which the CWI resided (B.General.Create_Chrom_Files() and Fig.2.12.d).  The sSNS in CWI 

were identified as sSNS whose positions in the chromosomes were within the start and end 

positions of the CWI in the chromosomes (B.General.Join_Files() and Fig.2.12.e).  After the 

sSNS in CWI had been identified, the records were checked to ensure that the reference 
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alleles given by NCBI/dbSNP131 were in the CWI sequences.  If the reference alleles given 

were not in the sequences, the record were removed (B.General.Check_Alleles() and 

Fig.2.12.f). 

 

The introns of the CWI were given in uppercase and the coding exons of the CWI were given 

in lowercase.  By removing the introns, given in lowercase, the CDS of the mRNA sequences 

were created.  The UTRs were not included in this study.  After the introns had been 

removed, the positions of the sSNS in the mRNA sequences were determined 

(B.mRNA.Create_mRNA() and Fig.2.12.g). 

 

It would have required several days to calculate the minimum free-energy of the global 

mRNA secondary structure for each of the mRNA sequences.  For this reason, the minimum 

free-energies of local mRNA secondary structures were compared.  It had previously been 

determined that a 100 base window allowed for the most accurate predictions of local mRNA 

secondary structures (Johnson et al., 2011).  To create the reference 100 base mRNA 

sequences, 50 bases on each side of the sSNS were sliced from the mRNA sequences.  The 

variant 100 base mRNA sequences were then created by replacing the reference alleles in the 

100 base mRNA sequences, with the variant sSNS alleles (B.mRNA.Ref_And_Var() and 

Fig.2.12.h). 

 

RNAfold, which is part of the Vienna RNA package, was used to calculate the MFE 

(http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/cgi-bin/RNAfold.cgi).  To calculate the MFE, RNAfold required the 

mRNA sequences in FASTA format.  The file containing the reference and variant 100 base 

mRNA sequences was converted from a tab-delaminated format to a FASTA format 

(B.mRNA.Fasta() and Fig.2.12.i).  RNAfold was used to calculate the minimum free-energy of 

each of the reference and variant 100 base local mRNA secondary structures, from the 100 

base mRNA sequences (B.mRNA.RNAfold() and Fig.2.12.j).  A lower (more negative) MFE 

indicates that the mRNA secondary structure contains more base-pairs.  An mRNA secondary 

structure with a lower MFE will be more stable.  The change in MFE caused by a sSNS was 
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calculated by subtracting the reference MFE from the variant MFE 

(B.mRNA.Change_In_MFE() and Fig.2.12.k).  A change in MFE less than zero indicated that a 

sSNS potentially caused a decrease in MFE.  A change in MFE greater than zero indicated that 

a sSNS potentially caused an increase in MFE.  The observed changes in MFE caused by sSNS 

were ordered in increasing order.  The 10% most extreme decrease and 10% most extreme 

increase in MFE were chosen to represent an extreme change in MFE 

(B.General.Cut_Off_Values() and Fig.2.12.l). 

 

The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE were assessed to 

determine whether any had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS.  The 

file containing the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE, and the file 

containing the sSNPs previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS (created in 

Methods 2.1) were joined.  The two files were joined based on the sSNS positions in the 

chromosomes.  After the two files were joined, the resulting file (GWAS file) contained the 

sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE, which had previously been 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS (B.General.GWAS_Or_OMIM() and Fig.2.12.m). 

 

The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE were assessed to 

determine which occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM.  The 

file containing the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE, and the file 

containing the sSNPs within disease genes (created in Methods 2.1), were joined.  The two 

files were joined based on the sSNS positions in the chromosomes.  After the two files were 

joined, the resulting file (OMIM file) contained the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an 

extreme change in MFE, which occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in 

OMIM (B.General.GWAS_Or_OMIM() and Fig.2.12.n). 

 

The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE were assessed to 

determine whether any had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and 

occurred within disease genes.  The GWAS and OMIM files were joined, based on the sSNS 
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positions in the chromosomes.  After the two files were joined, the resulting file contained 

the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE, which had previously 

been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and occurred within genes known to be 

associated with disease in OMIM (B.General.GWAS_And_OMIM() and Fig.2.12.o). 

 

2.5. sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in 

the maximum-entropy score of splice-sites 

 

The sSNS were assessed to determine whether any could potentially cause an extreme 

change in the maximum-entropy scores of splice-sites (ME).  The maximum-entropy score is a 

measure of the splicing signal strength of a splice-site.  The higher the ME the more likely it is 

that splicing will occur at the splice-site.  The methods used to predict sSNS that could 

potentially cause an extreme change in ME are depicted in Figure 2.18. 

 

The splice-sites are found at the intron-exon junctions.  Generally, three bases of the splice-

site motifs are within the exons and between six and twenty bases in the introns.  By 

definition sSNPs are not in introns, therefore, only sSNS within the exonic part of the splice-

sites were assessed.  In-order to calculate ME, the entire splice-site motif was required.  

Although only sSNS in the exonic part of the slice-sites were assessed, the flanking intron 

sequences were required to calculate ME.  

 

The splice-sites could not be directly retrieved, thus the exons with flanking introns were 

retrieved from RefSeq.  The splice-sites were identified from the exon-intron junctions.  The 

UCSC main table browser in Galaxy was used to retrieve the coordinates of the exons with an 

additional 20 bases into the introns at each end of the exons (exons+20) from RefSeq 

(Fig.2.19). The sequences corresponding to the coordinates of the exons+20 where retrieved 

from RefSeq, using Galaxy (Fig.2.20).  The file containing the exon+20 sequences and 

coordinates was downloaded from Galaxy onto a local desktop computer (Fig.2.18.a). 
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Exons+20 sequences Exons+20 coordinates 

Exons+20 

Remove exon+20 records with errors: 

1. Data missing 

2. Exon+20 sequence length does not correspond to the exon+20 coordinates given 

Exon+20 records with errors Exon+20 records without errors 

Remove redundant exon+20 records: 

Redundant records = more than one sequence on the same chromosome, with the same start and end positions 

and transcribed from the same DNA strand 

Redundant exon+20 records Non-redundant exon+20 records 

Create separate chromosome files: 

Separate the exon+20 records into different files based on the chromosomes on which the exon+20 sequences 

reside 

Identify the sSNS in exons+20: 

sSNS within the start and end positions of the exons 

sSNS not in exons sSNS in exons 

Check the reference alleles: 

Ensure that the reference allele given by dbSNP is in the exon 

Reference allele not in exon Reference allele in exon 

Identify sSNS in the three bases of the exonic part of the 3’ and 5’ splice-sites: 

sSNS not in exonic part of splice-sites sSNS in exonic part of splice-sites 

Create reference and variant splice-sites: 

Reference and variant 3’ splice-sites Reference and variant 5’ splice-sites 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 
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Figure 2.18: The methods used to identify sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in the maximum-entropy score 

of splice-sites, which have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known 

to be associated with disease in OMIM. 

 = the methods used 

 = the records discarded from the datasets 

 = the records retained and used as input in the next step of analysis 

• Exon+20 = the exon sequence with 20 bases into the flanking introns, on each side of the exon 

• ME = the maximum-entropy score of splice-sites 

• in GWAS = sSNS previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

• in OMIM = sSNS within genes known to be associated with a disease in OMIM 

 

Use MaxEntScan to calculate the ME of the reference and variant splice-sites: 

ME of reference and variant 3’ splice-sites ME of reference and variant 5’ splice-sites 

Calculate the change in ME caused by each sSNS in the exonic part of the splice-sites: 

Δ in ME = variant ME – reference ME 

Δ in ME of 3’ splice-sites Δ in ME of 5’ splice-sites 

Identify sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in ME: 

Extreme Δ = 10% most extreme ↓ and 10% most extreme ↑ in ME 

Extreme Δ in ME of 3’ splice-sites Extreme Δ in ME of 5’ splice-sites 

Extreme Δ in ME of 3’ 

splice-sites in GWAS 

Extreme Δ in ME of 3’ 

splice-sites in OMIM 

Extreme Δ in ME of 5’ 

splice-sites in OMIM 

Extreme Δ in ME of 5’ 

splice-sites in GWAS 

Extreme Δ in ME of 3’ splice-sites in GWAS and OMIM Extreme Δ in ME of 5’ splice-sites in GWAS and OMIM 

Identify sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in ME, which have previously been associated with a 

trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM: 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(l) (l) (m) (m) 

(n) (n) 
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Figure 2.19: The screen-shot of the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy, used to retrieve the coordinates of the exon with 

20 bases at each end sequences. 

The coordinates of the exons with 20 bases at each end where retrieved from RefSeq by selecting the “genes and gene 

prediction tracks group”, the “RefSeq genes track” and the “refGene table”, from the UCSC main table browser in Galaxy. 

 

Figure 2.20: The screen-shot of the tool used in Galaxy to retrieve the sequences of the exons with 20 bases at each end. 

The sequences of the exons with 20 bases at each end were retrieved from RefSeq by selecting the “fetch sequences” and 

the “extract genomic DNA using coordinates from assembled/unassembled genomes” options, under the tools section of 

Galaxy. 
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The exons+20 file was checked for errors.  The error checked removed any records with data 

missing.  The error check also removed any records where the exons+20 sequence lengths 

did not correspond to the sequence coordinates given (B.SpliceSites.Remove_Errors() and 

Fig.2.18.b).  After the errors were removed, the exons+20 records were checked for 

redundancy.  Redundant records were defined as records where the sequences where on the 

same chromosome, with the same start and end positions in the chromosome and from the 

same DNA strand.  Only one record for each set of redundant records was retained.  The 

additional redundant records were removed from the dataset 

(B.General.Remove_Redundancies() and Fig.2.18.c). 

 

In-order to more quickly identify sSNS in exons, the exons+20 records were separated into 

different files, according to the chromosomes on which the exon+20 sequences resided 

(B.General.Create_Chrom_Files() and Fig.2.18.d).  The sSNS in exons were identified as the 

sSNS whose positions in the chromosomes where within the start and end positions of the 

exons in the chromosomes, excluding the flanking intron sequences (B.General.Join_Files() 

and Fig.2.18.e).  After the sSNS in exons were identified, the records were checked to ensure 

that the reference alleles given by NCBI/dbSNP131 were in the exons.  If the reference alleles 

given were not in the exons, the records were removed from the dataset 

(B.General.Check_Alleles() and Fig.2.18.f). 

 

The 5’ donor and 3’ acceptor splice-sites are named according to the introns.  The 5’ donor 

splice-sites are at the 5’ start of the introns and the 3’ acceptor splice-sites are at the 3’ end 

of the introns.  When dealing with exons, it is important to remember that 5’ donor splice-

sites are at the 3’ end of the exons and the 3’ acceptor slice-sites are at the 5’ start of the 

exons (Fig.2.21). 

 

MaxEntScan was used to calculate ME.  According to the requirements of MaxEntScan 

(http://genes.mit.edu/burgelab/maxent/Xmaxentscan_scoreseq.html), the 3’ acceptor 

splice-sites were defined as 23-mer sequences.  Each 23-mer sequence consisted of twenty 
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bases into upstream intron and three bases into the downstream exon.  The 5’ donor splice-

sites were defined as 9-mer sequences.  Each 9-mer sequence consisted of three bases into 

the upstream exon and six bases into the downstream intron.  By definition, sSNPs can only 

be within the translated regions of the coding sequences.  For this reason, only the sSNS at 

any of the three bases in the exonic part of the 3’ splice-sites or at any of the three bases in 

the exonic part of the 5’ splice-sites were assessed for a potential functional impact on 

splicing (Fig.2.21). 

 

 

 

 

The sSNS within the exonic part of the splice-sites were identified from the sSNS in exon 

records.  The sequences in the sSNS in exon records still contained the exons plus 20 bases 

into the flaking introns, at each end of the exons.  The exon+20 sequences were written in 

the 5’ to 3’ direction, regardless of whether the exon sequences were transcribed from the 

positive or negative DNA strands. 

 

The genomic positions of the sSNPs were determined by NCBI/dbSNP131 according to the 

reference genome assembly, which is annotated on the positive DNA strand, in the 5’ to 3’ 

direction.  The genomic positions of the sSNS transcribed from the positive DNA strand were 

also determined in the 5’ to 3’ direction, by NCBI/dbSNP131.  The positions of the sSNS 

within the exons were thus determined by subtracting the start position of the exons+20 

Figure 2.21: Schematic of the exon plus 20 bases at each end sequences retrieved from RefSeq. 

The green boxes show the splice-site sequences sliced from the sequences of the exons plus 20 bases on each end.  The red boxes show  

the exonic part of the splice-sites.  Only sSNS within the exonic part of the splice-sites were assessed for a potential functional impact 

on alternative splicing. 

 

                    
   Exon    

                    

23-mer 3’ acceptor splice-site 9-mer 5’ donor splice-site 

Exonic part of 3’ splice-site Exonic part of 5’ splice-site 

A  G G  T 
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from the position of the sSNS (Fig.2.22.a).  As the genomic positions of the sSNS were 

determined on the positive DNA strand, in the 5’ to 3’ direction, the genomic positions of 

sSNS transcribed from the negative DNA strand were actually determined in the 3’ to 5’ 

direction by NCBI/dbSNP131.  Because the exon sequence were  written in the 5’ to 3’ 

direction, the positions of the sSNS within exons transcribed from the negative DNA strands 

had to be determined from the end of the exon sequences.  The positions of the sSNS within 

exons transcribed from the negative DNA strands were calculated by subtracting the position 

of the sSNS from the end position of the exons+20, minus one.  As the first base in a 

sequence was always counted as zero, when counting backwards from the end of the 

sequence an additional one always had to be subtracted (Fig.2.22.b). 

 

The equations used to determine the positions of the sSNS in the exons were used to identify 

which of the sSNS were in the exonic part of the splice-sites (B.SpliceSites.In_Splice_Sites() 

and Fig.2.18.g).  sSNS transcribed from the positive DNA strand and in the exonic part of the 

3’ splice-sites, were identified by subtracting the start position of the exon+20 from the 

position of the sSNS (Fig.2.23.a).  sSNS transcribed from the negative DNA strand and in the 

exonic part of the 3’ splice-sites, were identified by subtracting the position of the sSNS from 

the end position of the exon+20, minus one (Fig.2.23.b).  The sSNS in the exonic part of the 3’ 

splice-sites were identified as sSNS at the 20
th

, 21
st

 or 22
nd

 base, from the start of the 

exon+20 sequences.  These sSNS were at the first, second or third base of the exon.  To 

create the 23-mer reference 3’ splice-site sequences, 20 bases from the upstream intron 

together with three bases from the downstream exon were sliced from the exon+20 

sequences (Fig.2.23.c).  The variant 3’ splice-site sequences were created by replacing the 

reference sSNS allele in the 3’ splice-sites, with the variant sSNS alleles 

(B.SpliceSites.Acceptor_Splice_Site() and Fig.2.18.h). 
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Figure 2.22: Examples of the calculations used to determine the positions of the sSNS in the exons. 

(a) An exon sequence transcribed from the positive DNA strand 

(b) An exon sequence transcribed from the negative DNA strand 

(i) The exon sequences as in the human genome 

(ii) The exon sequences as in the records retrieved from RefSeq 

(iii) The equations used to calculate the positions of the sSNS in the exons 

GAGCCTGTATATGCCAATCCCTTTTACAGGCCTACAACCCCACAGAG

CTCGGACATATACGGTTAGGGAAAATGTCCGGATGTTGGGGTGTCT

5’ 

3’ 5’ 

3’ 

sSNS position determined in this direction 

(b) Exons as in the data file: 

SSNS 

position 

Strand Ref 

allele 

Var 

allele 

Exon 

start 

Exon 

end 

Exon sequence (5’ → 3’ direcJon) 

100154631 + A T 100154590 100154641 GAGCCTGTATATGCCAATCCCTTTTACAGGCCTACAACCCCACAGAGAGAA 

100154631 - T A 100154590 100154641 TTCTCTCTGTGGGGTTGTAGGCCTGTAAAAGGGATTGGCATATACAGGCTC 

 

sSNS on +ve strand: sSNS position – exon start = sSNS position in exon 

  100154631 – 100154590 = 41 

         Allele in exon at position 41 = A 

 

sSNS on -ve strand: exon end – sSNS position - 1 = sSNS position in exon 

  100154641-100154631 – 1 = 9 

         Allele in exon at position 9 = T 

+ve strand 

-ve strand (b.i) 

(a.i) 

(a.ii) 

(b.ii) 

(a.iii) 

(b.iii) 

(a) Exons as in genome: 
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MaxEntScan was used to calculate the ME of the reference and variant splice-site sequences 

(B.SpliceSites.MaxEntScan() and Fig.2.18.i).  The score3.pl Perl script of MaxEntScan was 

used to calculate the ME of the 3’ splice-sites.  The score5.pl Perl script of MaxEntScan was 

used to calculate the ME of the 5’ splice-sites.  The change in the ME caused by a sSNS was 

calculated by subtracting the reference ME from the variant ME 

(B.SpliceSites.Change_In_ME() and Fig.2.18.j).  A change in ME less than zero indicated that 

a sSNS potentially caused a decrease in ME.  A change in ME greater than zero indicated that 

a sSNS potentially caused an increase in ME.   

 

The observed changes in ME caused by sSNS were ordered in increasing order.  The 10% 

most extreme decrease and the 10% most extreme increase in ME were chosen to represent 

an extreme change in ME (B.General.Cut_Off_Values() and Fig.2.18.k).  This was done 

separately for the sSNS in the 3’ splice-sites and the sSNS in the 5’ splice-sites. 

 

The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME were assessed to 

determine whether any had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS.  The 

Figure 2.23: Schematic of the calculations used to identify sSNS within the exonic part of splice-sites. 

(a) The equation used to identify sSNS in the 3’splice-sites, transcribed from the positive DNA strand 

(b) The equation used to identify sSNS in the 3’splice-sites, transcribed from the negative DNA strand 

(c) The 3’ splice-site motif, sliced from the exon plus 20 bases at each end sequence 

(d) The equation used to identify sSNS in the 5’splice-sites, transcribed from the negative DNA strand 

(e) The equation used to identify sSNS in the 5’splice-sites, transcribed from the positive DNA strand 

(f) The 5’ splice-site motif, sliced from the exon plus 20 bases at each end sequence 

                                        
   Exon    

(a) sSNS in exonic part of 3’ splice-site (+ve strand): 

     sSNS position – exon start = 20, 21 or 22 

(b) sSNS in exonic part of 3’ splice-site (-ve strand): 

     exon end – sSNS position - 1 = 20, 21 or 22 

(e) sSNS in exonic part of 5’ splice-site (+ve strand): 

     exon end – sSNS position = 21, 22 or 23 

(d) sSNS in exonic part of 5’ splice-site (-ve strand): 

      sSNS position – exon start - 1 = 21, 22 or 23 

(c) (f) 
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file containing the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME and the file 

containing the sSNPs previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS (created in 

Method 2.1) were joined.  The two files were joined based on the sSNS positions in the 

chromosomes.  After the two files were joined, the resulting file (GWAS file) contained the 

sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME, which had previously been 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS (B.General.GWAS_Or_OMIM() and Fig.2.18.l). 

 

The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME were assessed to 

determine which occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM.  The 

file containing the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME, and the file 

containing the sSNPs in disease genes (created in Methods 2.1) were joined.  The two files 

were joined based on the sSNS positions in the chromosomes.  After the two files were 

joined, the resulting file (OMIM file) contained the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an 

extreme change in ME, which occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in 

OMIM (B.General.GWAS_Or_OMIM() and Fig.2.18.m). 

 

The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME were assessed to 

determine whether any had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and 

occurred within disease genes.  The GWAS and OMIM files were joined based on the sSNS 

positions in the chromosomes.  After the two files were joined, the resulting file contained 

the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME, which had previously been 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and occurred within genes known to be associated 

with disease in OMIM (B.General.GWAS_And_OMIM() and Fig.2.18.n). 
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2.6. Identification of sSNPs with a potential functional impact 

 

The proportion of sSNPs with a potential functional impact was identified from the sSNS 

predicted to potentially have a functional impact.  The files containing the sSNS predicted to 

have a potential functional impact through an extreme change in CUF, MFE or ME were 

merged.  Each sSNS record contained only one synonymous substitution, from the reference 

sSNP allele to one of the sSNP’s variant alleles. 

 

To identify the sSNPs, each sSNS record of a sSNP was combined.  Each record in the merged 

file, thus, contained a sSNP with all of the alleles of the sSNP.  Some of the sSNPs were within 

more than one of the files that were merged.  The sSNPs within more than one file were 

predicted to potentially have a functional impact through more than one of the three 

molecular mechanisms investigated.  The records of these sSNPs, within more than one file 

were combined.  Each record, thus, contained a sSNP with all of the alleles of the sSNP and 

all of the molecular mechanisms by which the sSNP was predicted to potentially have a 

functional impact (B.Functional.sSNPs() and Fig.2.24). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

rs123 A>T 

rs number sSNS 

MFE file 

rs789 G>C 

rs number sSNS 

MFE file 

rs789 T>C 

rs789 T>G 

(a.iii) 

rs123 A,T,C CUF,MFE 

rs456 T,C CUF 

rs789 G,C MFE 

rs789 T,C,G ME 

rs number Alleles 

sSNPs file 

Potential function 

(b) 

rs123 A>T 

rs number sSNS 

CUF file 

rs123 A>C 

rs456 T>C 

(a.i) 

(a.ii) 

Figure 2.24: Example of the identification of sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact through one ore more of the 

three molecular mechanisms investigated. 

(a) Examples of the three files merged, containing sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in: (i) codon-usage 

frequency, (ii) the minimum free-energy of local mRNA secondary structures, (iii) the maximum-entropy score of splice-sites 

(b) The merged file, containing the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact, through one or more of the three 

molecular mechanisms investigated 
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2.7. sSNPs predicted to have a potential  functional impact, 

which have previously been associated with a trait or 

disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known to be 

associated with disease in OMIM 

 

The sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact were assessed to determine 

whether any had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS.  The file 

containing the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact (created in Methods 

2.7) and the file containing the sSNPs previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

(created in Method 2.1) were joined.  The two files were joined based on the sSNPs positions 

in the chromosomes.  After the two files were joined, the resulting file (GWAS file) contained 

the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact, which had previously been 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS (B.Disease.Disease()). 

 

The sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact were assessed to determine which 

occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM.  The file containing the 

sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact (created in Methods 2.7) and the file 

containing the sSNPs in disease genes (created in Methods 2.1) were joined.  The two files 

were joined based on the sSNPs positions in the chromosomes.  After the two files were 

joined, the resulting file (OMIM file) contained the sSNPs predicted to have a potential 

functional impact, which occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in 

OMIM (B.Disease.Disease()). 

 

The sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact were assessed to determine 

whether any had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and occurred 

within disease genes.  These sSNPs were identified by joining the GWAS and OMIM files, 

based on the sSNPs positions in the chromosomes (B.Disease.Disease()). 
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 

 

3.1. Identification of sSNPs 

 

sSNPs were identified from the cSNPs retrieved from dbSNP131 using Galaxy.  Approximately 

26 million SNPs and 400,000 cSNPs were retrieved.  The SNP and cSNP files were joined to 

produce a dataset consisting of 392,046 cSNPs (Fig.3.1.a).This joined cSNP file contained 

records with errors and redundant records. 

 

The joined cSNP file was checked for errors and 35,123 (9.0%) records with errors removed 

(Fig.3.1.b).  The removed records included 1,402 INDELS incorrectly annotated as SNPs in 

dbSNP131.  In addition, 1,134 records where the reference allele given was more than one 

nucleotide in length or the codons given were not three nucleotides in length.  The removed 

records also included 19 records where the reference allele was not in the reference codon.  

The error check also removed errors that occurred during the file joining process, including 

32,568 records where the SNP coordinates from the SNP file did not correspond with the SNP 

coordinates from the cSNP file.  Once the records with errors were removed, the dataset 

consisted of 356,923 true cSNPs (Fig.3.1.c). 

 

The true cSNP dataset was checked for redundancies.  Of the true cSNP records, 132,032 

(37.0%) redundant records were removed (Fig.3.1.d) to produce a dataset of 224,891 non-

redundant true cSNPs (Fig.3.1.e).  The main cause of redundancy was because dbSNP 

sometimes assigned more than one rs number to a single SNP.  A SNP that has been assigned 

more than one rs number will have multiple records in dbSNP, each with a different rs 

number, but with the same SNP coordinate.  The redundant SNP records may be in both the 

SNP file and cSNP file retrieved from dbSNP.  The SNP file is joined to the cSNP file based on 

the coordinates of the SNPs, rather than the rs numbers.  Each of the redundant records for a 

single SNP in the SNP file will, therefore, be joined to each redundant record for the same 
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SNP in the cSNP file to produce even more redundant records.  There is redundancy in 

dbSNP; however, it is the joining of the two SNP files retrieved from dbSNP that further 

escalates the problem of redundancy (Fig.3.2). 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the main cause of redundancy in the cSNP file retrieved from dbSNP131, using Galaxy. 

(a) The SNP file contains a SNP that has been assigned more than one rs number 

(b) The same redundant SNP, as in the SNP file, occurs in the cSNP file 

(c) Each of the redundant records are joined, during the file joining process 

(d) The redundant records in the final joined file 

392,046 joined cSNPs 

35,123 cSNP records with errors (9%) 

 - 1,402 INDELS 

 - 32,568 different cSNP and SNP coordinates 

 - 1,134 alleles or codons incorrect length 

 - 19 reference alleles not in codons 

356,923 true cSNPs (91%) 

132,032 redundant cSNPs (37%) 224,891 non-redundant cSNPs (63%) 

134,789 nsSNPs (60%) 

4,636 SNPs in GWAS 

2,734 disease genes in 

OMIM 

55 sSNPs in GWAS (0.06%) 17,858 sSNPs in OMIM (19.9%) 

97,670 sSNS 

~ 40,000 cSNPs ~ 26 million SNPs 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

(f) (g) 

17 sSNPs in GWAS and OMIM 

(h) 

90,102 sNPs (40%) 

(j) 

(i) (l) 

(m) 

(n) 

Figure 3.1: Flow-diagram for the identification of sSNPs, which have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

and/or occur within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM. 

   = records that were discarded from the datasets.  

   = records that were retained in the datasets and used as input for the next analysis step. 

cSNP  = coding SNP 

nsSNP = non-synonymous SNP 

sSNP = synonymous SNP 

sSNS = synonymous single nucleotide substitution 

in GWAS = sSNS previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

in OMIM = sSNS within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM 
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sSNPs were identified from the non-redundant true cSNPs as those that do not change the 

amino acid encoded.  Of the non-redundant true cSNPs, 134,789 (60.0%) were predicted to 

be nsSNPs (Fig.3.1.f).  A subset of 90,102 (40.0%) of the cSNPs were predicted to be sSNPs 

(Fig.3.1.g).  The identified sSNPs were assessed to determine whether any had previously 

been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occurred within genes known to be 

associated with disease in OMIM.  The GWAS catalogue contained 4,636 SNPs associated 

with a trait or disease (Fig.3.1.h).  Of the identified sSNPs, 55 (0.06%) had previously been 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS (Fig.3.1.i).  At the time of this study, OMIM 

contained 2,734 genes known to be associated with disease (Fig.3.1.j).  A subset of 17,858 

(19.9%) of the identified sSNPs were within genes known to be associated with disease 

(Fig.3.1.k).  Only 17 (0.02%) of the sSNPs had previously been associated with a trait or 

disease in GWAS and occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM 

(Fig.3.1.l).  The majority of these sSNPs were associated with complex multifactoral traits 

(Table.3.1). 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the main cause of redundancy in the cSNP file retrieved from dbSNP131, using Galaxy. 

(a) The SNP file contains a SNP that has been assigned more than one rs number 

(b) The same redundant SNP, as in the SNP file, occurs in the cSNP file 

(c) Each of the redundant records are joined, during the file joining process 

(d) The redundant records in the final joined file 
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Table 3.1: The 17 sSNPs that have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and occur within genes 

known to be associated with disease in OMIM 

Chromosome sSNS 

position 

Trait or disease in GWAS 
� gene: trait: risk-allele, p-value 

Gene associated with disease in OMIM 
� gene: disease (OMIM accession number) 

chr1 17674536 PAD14: Rheumatoid arthritis: rs2240335-?, 2.00E-08 PADI4, PADI5, PAD: Rheumatoid arthritis, susceptibility to 

(605347) 

chr2 21232194 APOB: LDL cholesterol, Triglycerides: rs693-G, 4.00E-17 APOB, FLDB, LDLCQ4: Hypercholesterolemia, due to 

ligand-defective apo B; Hypobetalipoproteinemia; 

Hypobetalipoproteinemia,normotriglyceridemic  (107730) 

chr3 133475721 TF: Serum markers of iron status: rs1799852-?, 5.00E-

06 

TF: Atransferrinemia; Iron deficiency anemia, 

susceptibility to (190000) 

chr3 172165726 GHSR: Height: rs572169-T, 3.00E-18 GHSR: Short stature (601898) 

chr4 6303021 WFS1: Type 2 diabetes: rs1801214-T, 3.00E-08 WFS, WFRS,WFS1,DFNA6: Hearing loss, low-frequency 

sensorineural; Wolfram syndrome; Wolfram-like 

syndrome, autosomal dominant; Diabetes mellitus, 

noninsulin-dependent, association with (606201) 

chr4 15482359 KIAA1345: Conduct disorder (case status): rs1861050-?, 

8.00E-06 

MKS6,CC2D2A, KIAA1345: Joubert syndrome 9; Meckel 

syndrome, type 6 (612013) 

chr4 155488820 FGB, FGA, FGG: Fibrinogen: rs6056-A, 8.00E-39 FGB: Afibrinogenemia, congenital; Dysfibrinogenemia, 

beta type; Thrombophilia, dysfibrinogenemic (134830) 

chr6 32363843 BTNL2: Ulcerative colitis: rs9268480-G, 3.00E-06 BTNL2: Sarcoidosis, susceptibility to (606000) 

chr6 32363954 BTNL2: Waist-hip ratio: rs2076529-C, 4.00E-07 SS2: Sarcoidosis, susceptibility to (606000) 

chr10 90771828 ACTA2, FAS: Immunoglobulin A: rs2234978-A, 6.00E-06 TNFRSF6, APT, FAS, CD95, ALP,S1A: Autoimmune 

lymphoproliferative syndrome, type IA; Squamous cell 

carcinoma, burn scar-related, somatic; Autoimmune 

lymphoproliferative syndrome (134637) 

chr13 50080846 PHF11: Cardiac hypertrophy: rs2031532-?, 5.00E-06 PHF11, NYREN34: IgE levels QTL; Asthma (607796) 

chr15 78894338 CHRNA3, CHRNA5, NR: Smoking behavior, Lung 

adenocarcinoma, Nicotine dependence: rs1051730-G, 

3.00E-73 

CHRNA3, LNCR2, PAOD2: Lung cancer susceptibility 

(118503) 

chr17 61566030 ACE: Angiotensin-converting enzyme activity: rs4343-

G, 3.00E-25 

ACE, DCP1, ACE1, MVCD3: Renal tubular dysgenesis; 

Angiotensin I-converting enzyme, benign serum increase; 

Alzheimer disease, susceptibility to; Microvascular 

complications of diabetes; Myocardial infarction, 

susceptibility to; SARS, progression of (106180) 

chr19 11210911 LDLR: LDL cholesterol: rs2228671-G, 4.00E-14 LDLR, FHC, FH, LDLCQ2: Hypercholesterolemia, familial 

(606945) 

chr19 49206416 FUT2: Plasma level of vitamin B12: rs492602-G,    

5.00E-17 

FUT2, SE, B12QTL1: Bombay phenotype; Norwalk virus 

infection, resistance to; Vitamin B12 plasma level QTL1 

(182100) 

chr21 37833306 CLDN14: Kidney stones: rs219780-C, 4.00E-12 CLDN14, DFNB29: Deafness, autosomal recessive (605608) 

chr22 37469590 TMPRSS6: Serum iron concentration, Red blood cell 

traits, Hematology traits, Serum marker ion status: 

rs4820268-G, 4.00E-11 

TMPRSS6, IRIDA: Iron-refractory iron deficiency anemia 

(609862) 

 

To determine the potential functional impact of each sSNP, the sSNS from the reference 

allele to each of the variant alleles needed to be compared.  A number of the sSNPs had 

more than two alleles.   It was, therefore, necessary for a separate record to be created for 

each of the alleles at the sSNPs (Table.2.3).  Each of the sSNPs with two alleles represented 

one sSNS from the reference allele to the variant allele.  Of the 90,102 identified sSNPs, 

84,751 (94.0%) had two alleles.  The sSNPs with three alleles each represented two sSNS, one 

sSNS from the reference allele to the first variant allele and another sSNS from the reference 
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allele to the second variant allele.  The 3,134 (3.5%) sSNPs with two alleles, therefore, 

produced 6,268 sSNS.  The sSNPs with four alleles each represented three sSNS, one for each 

of the sSNS from the reference allele to each of the three variant alleles.  The 2,217 (2.5%) 

sSNPs each with four alleles, therefore, produced 6,651 sSNS.  From the 90,102 sSNP records, 

97,670 sSNS records were created (Fig.3.1.m and Table.3.2). 

 

Table 3.2: The frequency of sSNPs with two or more alleles and the number of sSNS identified 

 Number of sSNPs Number of sSNS 

sSNPs 90,102  

sSNPs with 2 alleles 84,751 84,751 

sSNPs with 3 alleles 3,134 6,268 

sSNPs with 4 alleles 2,217 6,651 

sSNS  97,670 

 

Due to the degeneracy of the genetic code, a single amino acid can be encoded by more than 

one codon.  According to the wobble hypothesis, the base pairing rule is not followed as 

closely at the third position of the codon.  A majority of SNPs that alter the nucleotide at the 

third position of the codon will therefore still encode the same amino acid.  As a result, most 

of the sSNPs will be at the third position of the codon and a few at the first position of the 

codon.  Any SNP that alters the second nucleotide of the codon will always result in a non-

synonymous change.  As observed in the sSNS dataset, 95% of the sSNS were at the third 

position of the codon and 5% were at the first position of the codon.  No sSNS resulted from 

changes in the second position of the codon (Table.3.3). 

 

Table 3.3: The frequency of sSNS at the first, second and third positions of codons 

Positions of sSNS in codons Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

1 4,841 4.96 

2 0 0.00 

3 92,829 95.04 

Total 97,670 100.00 
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The two most common sSNS were cytosine to thymine (C>T) transitions (31.7%) and guanine 

to adenine (G>A) transitions (21.5%), most likely due to cytosine deamination.  The next two 

most common sSNS were thymine to cytosine (T>C) transition (13.0%) and adenine to 

guanine (A>G) transitions (10.5%), most likely due to cytosine deamination that has occurred 

on the opposite strand of the sSNS.  Of the 97,670 sSNS, 74,932 (76.7%) were transition 

substitutions and 22,738 (23.3%) were transversion substitutions.  The two least frequent 

sSNS were thymine to adenine (T>A) transversions (91.6%) and adenine to thymine (A>T) 

transversions (1.5%)  (Table.3.4). 

 

Table 3.4: The frequency of sSNS changes 

sSNS Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

C>T 30,959 31.70 

G>A 20,986 21.49 

T>C 12,736 13.04 

A>G 10,251 10.50 

C>A 4,527 4.63 

C>G 4,000 4.10 

G>C 3,988 4.08 

G>T 2,887 2.96 

A>C 2,477 2.54 

T>G 1,848 1.89 

T>A 1,524 1.56 

A>T 1,487 1.51 

Total 97,670 100.00 

 

The most common codons affected by a sSNS, encoded the leucine amino acid (12.1%).  This 

is because leucine is encoded by six different codons (TTA, TTG, CTT, CTC, CTA and CTG).  A 

SNP that alters the first or third nucleotide of the leucine codon is, therefore, likely to result 

in a synonymous change.   Cysteine was the least frequently observed synonymous amino 

acid.  Since cysteine is only encoded by two codons (TGT and TGC), the third nucleotide of 

the cysteine codon can only either be a thymine or cytosine.  SNPs in codons that encode 

methionine (ATG) or tryptophan (TGG) were not included, as methionine and tryptophan are 

each encoded by one codon.  Any nucleotide substitution within a methionine or tryptophan 
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codon would result in a non-synonymous or missense change.  The three stop codons (TAA, 

TAG and TGA) were not included, as they do not encode an amino acid (Table.3.5). 

 

Table 3.5: The frequency of amino acids involved in sSNS 

Synonymous amino acids Number of codons Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

Leucine 6 11,797 12.08 

Proline 4 10,448 10.7 

Alanine 4 10,418 10.67 

Threonine 4 9,211 9.43 

Serine 6 9,112 9.33 

Glycine 4 6,968 7.13 

Arginine 6 5,209 5.33 

Valine 4 4,810 4.92 

Aspartic acid 2 4,253 4.35 

Glutamic acid 2 3,572 3.66 

Asparagine 2 3,297 3.38 

Isoleucine 3 3,169 3.24 

Glutamine 2 3,141 3.22 

Histidine 2 2,824 2.89 

Lysine 2 2,783 2.85 

Tyrosine 2 2,760 2.83 

Phenylalanine 2 2,311 2.37 

Cysteine 2 1,587 1.62 

Methionine 1 0 0.00 

Tryptophan 1 0 0.00 

Stop codons 3 0 0.00 

Total 64 97,670 100.00 

 

The sSNS were separated according to the chromosomes on which they resided, in-order to 

join the sSNS records to other records more efficiently.  Chromosome 1 contained the most 

sSNS (10%), as would be expected since it is the largest chromosome.  The Y chromosome, 

which is the second smallest chromosome, contained the least sSNS (0.2%).  Only 0.18% of 

the sSNS were from unknown chromosomes (Table.3.6). 
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Table 3.6: The frequency of sSNS on the different chromosomes
1
 

Chromosome Approximate 

number of 

mapped genes 

    () = not placed 

Approximate 

number of 

mapped CDS 

() = not placed 

Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

chr1 3,511 (6) 4,058 (17) 9,760 9.99 

chr19 2,066 (10) 2,547 (15) 7,244 7.42 

chr6 2,057 2,056 7,137 7.31 

chr2 2,368 2,502 6,451 6.60 

chr11 2,168 2,351 5,588 5.72 

chr17 1,773 (8) 2,241 (8) 5,502 5.63 

chr3 1,926 2,221 4,712 4.82 

chr9 1,534 (6) 1,545 (2) 4,680 4.79 

chr12 1,714 2,016 4,545 4.65 

chr7 1,882 (5) 1,977 (5) 4,488 4.60 

chr16 1,326 1,589 4,451 4.56 

chr5 1,633 1,728 4,190 4.29 

chr10 1,391 1,646 4,081 4.18 

chr4 1,444 (3) 1,450 (2) 3,605 3.69 

chr15 1,249 1,337 3,236 3.31 

chr8 1,315 (2) 1,437 (2) 3,230 3.31 

chr20 891 1,111 2,868 2.94 

chr14 1,532 1,314 2,829 2.90 

chr22 855 931 2,454 2.51 

chrX 1,672 1,809 2,087 2.14 

chr13 720 656 1,681 1.72 

chr18 557 598 1,409 1.44 

chr21 450 524 1,068 1.09 

chrY 429 191 198 0.20 

chrUn (87) (46) 176 0.18 

Total 36,463 (127) 39,835 (97) 97,670 100.00 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1
 The approximate number of genes and coding sequences (CDS) mapped to the human genome were retrieved 

from the “object count” of the NCBI statistics for the Homo sapiens genome build 37 version 3 on the 3
rd

 of 

November 2011 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mapview/stats/BuildStats.cgi?taxid=9606&build=37&ver=3) 
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3.2. sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in 

codon-usage frequency 

 

The sSNS were assessed to determine whether any could potentially cause an extreme 

change in codon-usage frequency (CUF).  The change in CUF caused by a sSNS was calculated 

by subtracting the reference CUF from the variant CUF.  A change in CUF less than zero 

indicated that a sSNS changed a more frequently used codon to a less frequently used codon 

(decrease in CUF).  A change in CUF greater than zero indicated that a sSNS changed less 

frequently used codon to a more frequently used codon (increase in CUF).  Of the 97,670 

identified sSNS, 58,015 (60.0%) caused a codon change that resulted in a codon with reduced 

usage frequency.  A subset of 39,655 (40.0%) of the sSNS caused a codon change that 

resulted in a codon with increased usage frequency (Fig.3.3.a).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

97,670 sSNS 

39,655↑ CUF (40%) 58,015 ↓ CUF (60%) 

6,793 extreme ↑ CUF (17%) 11,208 extreme ↓ CUF (19%) 

7 extreme ↑ CUF in 

GWAS (0.10%) 

2,227 extreme ↓ CUF 

in OMIM (19.9%) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c)   (d) 

3 extreme ↑ CUF in GWAS and OMIM 

6 extreme ↓ CUF in 

GWAS (0.05%) 

1,261 extreme ↓ CUF 

in OMIM (18.6%) 

3 extreme ↓ CUF in GWAS and OMIM (e) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c)   (d) 

(e) 

Figure 3.3: Flow-diagram for the identification of sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in codon-usage frequency, which 

have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known to be associated with disease in 

OMIM. 

(a) sSNS predicted to cause a change in codon-usage frequency 

(b) sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in codon-usage frequency 

(c) sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in codon-usage frequency, which have previously been associated with a trait or 

disease in GWAS 

(d) sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in codon-usage frequency, which occur within genes known to be associated with 

disease in OMIM 

(e) sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in codon-usage frequency, which have previously been associated with a trait or 

disease in GWAS and occur within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM 
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All of the observed changes in CUF were ordered in increasing order.  The 10% most extreme 

decrease and the 10% most extreme increase in CUF were chosen to represent an extreme 

change in CUF.  The changes in CUF caused by sSNS ranged from -47.0 to 47.0.  A change in 

CUF less than or equal to -19.2056 was chosen to represent an extreme decrease in CUF.  A 

change in CUF greater or equal to 19.2056 was chosen to represent an extreme increase in 

CUF (Fig.3.4).  Based on the chosen cut-off values, 18,001 (18.4%) of the sSNS were predicted 

to potentially cause an extreme change in CUF.  Of these sSNS, 11,208 were predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme decrease in CUF.  A subset of 6,793 of the sSNS was predicted 

to potentially cause an extreme increase in CUF (Fig.3.3b). 

 

Figure 3.4: Frequency distribution graph of all the changes in codon-usage frequency caused by sSNS. 

The changes in CUF to the left of zero (negative values) on the graph, represent synonymous changes from a more 

frequently used codon to a less frequently used codon (decrease in CUF).  The changes in CUF to the right of zero (positive 

values) on the graph, represent synonymous changes from a less frequently used codon to a more frequently used codon 

(increase in CUF).  The two red squares show the 10% most extreme decrease and 10% most extreme increase in CUF 

caused by sSNS. 
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The second most common sSNS we

Guanine to adenine transitions were, however, the most common sSNS predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme decrease in CUF (40.4%) 

(T>C) or adenine to guanine (A>G

extreme decrease in CUF, despite that they were the third (13.0%) and fourth (10.5%) most 

frequent sSNS.  No adenine to cytosine (A>C), thymine to guanine (T>G) or adenine to 

thymine (A>T) transversions were predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in CUF 

(Fig.3.5).  This is unsurprising as transversion substitution occur less frequently than 

transition substitutions. 

 

Figure 3.5: The frequency of sSNS predicted 

 = sSNS 

 = sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in codon

 = sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in codon
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The second most common sSNS were guanine to adenine (G>A) transitions 

Guanine to adenine transitions were, however, the most common sSNS predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme decrease in CUF (40.4%) (Table.D.1).  No thymine to cytosine 

to guanine (A>G) transitions were predicted to potentially result in an 

extreme decrease in CUF, despite that they were the third (13.0%) and fourth (10.5%) most 

frequent sSNS.  No adenine to cytosine (A>C), thymine to guanine (T>G) or adenine to 

ons were predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in CUF 

.  This is unsurprising as transversion substitution occur less frequently than 

: The frequency of sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in codon

= sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in codon-usage frequency

= sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in codon-usage frequency 
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denine (G>A) transitions (Table.3.4).  

Guanine to adenine transitions were, however, the most common sSNS predicted to 

.  No thymine to cytosine 

) transitions were predicted to potentially result in an 

extreme decrease in CUF, despite that they were the third (13.0%) and fourth (10.5%) most 

frequent sSNS.  No adenine to cytosine (A>C), thymine to guanine (T>G) or adenine to 

ons were predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in CUF 

.  This is unsurprising as transversion substitution occur less frequently than 
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Adenine to guanine (A>G) transition were the most common sSNS predicted to potentially 

cause an extreme increase in CUF (34.9%) (Table.D.2).  None of the most commonly 

occurring cytosine to thymine (C>T) or guanine to adenine (G>A) transitions were predicted 

to potentially cause an extreme increase in CUF.  No cytosine to adenine (C>A), guanine to 

thymine (G>T) or thymine to adenine (T>A) transversions were predicted to potentially result 

in an extreme increase in CUF (Fig.3.5).  The reason for this may be that these transversion 

substitutions are only a minor proportion of the sSNS identified. 

 

The most common extreme changes from a frequently used codon to a less frequently used 

codon were CTG to TTG synonymous leucine changes (19.4%).  The second most common 

extreme decrease in CUF was for CAG to CAA synonymous glutamine changes (17.5%).  This 

synonymous glutamine codon change results in a change in CUF of -47, which is the most 

extreme decrease in CUF observed.  ATT to ATA isoleucine changes were the least frequent 

synonymous codon changes predicted to potentially result in an extreme decrease in CUF 

(1.1%).  This synonymous isoleucine change results in a change in CUF of -19.2, which is the 

cut-off value chosen to represent an extreme decrease in CUF (Table.3.7). 

 

Table 3.7: The frequency of predicted extreme codon changes from a more frequently used codon to a less frequently 

used codon (decrease in codon-usage frequency) 

Codon change Codon-usage frequency change Synonymous amino acid Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

CTG->TTG 39.57 -> 12.91 = -26.66 Leucine 2,170 19.36 

CAG->CAA 73.50 -> 26.50 = -47.00 Glutamine 1,960 17.49 

CTG->CTA 39.57 -> 7.14 = -32.43 Leucine 1,462 13.04 

GTG->GTA 46.33 -> 11.67 = -34.67  Valine 1,110 9.9 

CCC->CCG 32.35 - > 11.31 = -21.04 Proline 694 6.19 

CTG->CTC 39.57 -> 19.56 = -20.02 Leucine 675 6.02 

GCC->GCG 39.97 – 10.62 = -29.35 Alanine 591 5.27 

ACC->ACG 35.53 -> 11.38 = -24.15 Serine 572 5.1 

ATC->ATA 46.99 -> 16.9 = -30.08 Isoleucine 547 4.88 

CTG->CTT 39.57 -> 13.17 = -26.41 Leucine 539 4.81 

GTG->GTC 46.33 -> 23.83 = -22.51 Valine 402 3.59 

GTG->GTT 46.33 -> 18.17 = -28.16 Valine 365 3.27 

ATT->ATA 36.11 -> 16.90 = -19.21 Isoleucine 121 1.08 

Total   11,208 100.00 
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The most common extreme changes from a less frequently used codon to a more frequently 

used codon were CAA to CAG synonymous glutamine changes (17.4%).  These synonymous 

glutamine codon changes result in a change in CUF of 47, which is the most extreme increase 

in CUF caused by sSNS.   ATT to ATT isoleucine changes were the least frequent synonymous 

codon changes predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in CUF (1.1%).  This 

synonymous isoleucine change results in a change in CUF of 19.2, which is the cut-off value 

chosen to represent an extreme increase in CUF (Table.3.8). 

 

Table 3.8: The frequency of predicted extreme codon changes from a less frequently used codon to a more frequently 

used codon (increase in codon-usage frequency) 

Codon change Codon-usage frequency 

change 

Synonymous 

amino acid 

Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

CAA->CAG 26.50 -> 73.50 = 47.00 Glutamine 1,181 17.39 

TTG->CTG 12.91 ->39.57 = 26.66 Leucine 917 13.6 

CTA->CTG 7.14 -> 39.57 = 32.43 Leucine 680 10.01 

CTC->CTG 19.56 -> 39.57 = 20.02 Leucine 679 10 

GCG->GCC 10.62 -> 39.97 = 29.35 Alanine 626 9.22 

CCG->CCC 11.31 -> 32.35 = 21.04 Proline 619 9.11 

GTA->GTG 11.67 -> 46.33 = 34.67 Valine 507 7.46 

ACG->ACC 11.38 -> 35.53 = 24.15 Threonine 503 7.4 

GTC->GTG 23.83 -> 46.33 = 22.51 Valine 378 5.56 

CTT->CTG 13.17 -> 39.57 = 26.41 Leucine 227 3.34 

GTT->GTG 18.17 -> 46.33 = 28.16 Valine 169 2.49 

ATA->ATC 16.90 -> 46.99 = 30.08 Isoleucine 162 2.38 

ATA->ATT 16.90 -> 36.11 = 19.21 Isoleucine 145 2.13 

Total   6,793 100.00 

 

Of the 11,208 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in CUF, six (0.05%) 

had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS (Fig.3.3.c).  A subset of 2,227 

(19.9%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in CUF were within 

genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM (Fig.3.3.d).  Only three (0.03%) of the 

sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in CUF had previously been 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and occurred within genes known to be associated 

with disease in OMIM (Fig.3.3.e and Table.3.9). 
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Table 3.9: The three sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in codon-usage frequency, which have 

previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and occur within genes known to be associated with disease in 

OMIM 

Chromosome sSNS 

position 

Trait or disease in GWAS 
� Gene: trait: risk-allele, p-value 

Gene associated with disease in OMIM 
� Gene : disease (OMIM accession number) 

chr3 133475721 TF: Serum markers of iron status: rs1799852-?, 5.00E-06 TF: Atransferrinemia; Iron deficiency anemia, susceptibility 

to (190000) 

chr6 32363843 BTNL2: Ulcerative colitis: rs9268480-G, 3.00E-06 BTNL2: Sarcoidosis, susceptibility to (606000) 

chr21 37833306 CLDN14: Kidney stones: rs219780-C, 4.00E-12 CLDN14, DFNB29: Deafness, autosomal recessive (605608) 

 

Of the 6,793 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in CUF, seven (0.1%) 

had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS (Fig.3.3.c).  A subset of 1,261 

(18.6%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in CUF were within 

genes known to be associated with disease (Fig.3.3.d).  Only three (0.04%) of the sSNS 

predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in CUF had previously been associated 

with a trait or disease in GWAS and occurred within genes known to be associated with 

disease in OMIM (Fig.3.3.e and Table.3.10).  The sSNS at position 32363843 on chromosome 

six, which was predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in CUF and associated with 

ulcerative colitis, is 111 bases away from the sSNS at position 32363954, which was predicted 

to potentially cause an extreme increase in CUF and associated with waist-hip ratio. 

 

Table 3.10: The three sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in codon-usage frequency, which have 

previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and occur within genes known to be associated with disease in 

OMIM 

Chromosome SSNS 

position 

Trait or disease in GWAS 
� Gene: trait: risk-allele, p-value 

Gene associated with disease in OMIM 
� Gene: disease (OMIM accession number) 

chr2 21232194 APOB: LDL cholesterol, Triglycerides: rs693-G, 4.00E-17 APOB, FLDB, LDLCQ4: Hypercholesterolemia, due 

to ligand-defective apo B; 

Hypobetalipoproteinemia; 

Hypobetalipoproteinemia, normotriglyceridemic 

(107730) 

chr6 32363954 BTNL2: Waist-hip ratio: rs2076529-C, 4.00E-07 BTNL2, SS2: Sarcoidosis, susceptibility to (606000) 

chr13 50080846 PHF11: Cardiac hypertrophy: rs2031532-?, 5.00E-06 PHF11, NYREN34: IgE levels QTL; Asthma (607796) 
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3.3. sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in 

the minimum free-energy of local mRNA secondary 

structures 

 

The sSNS were assessed to determine whether any could potentially cause an extreme 

change in the minimum free-energy of local mRNA secondary structures (MFE).  An extreme 

change in MFE could indicate that a sSNS changes the stability of the local mRNA secondary 

structure.  Galaxy was used to retrieve 49,083 CWI from RefSeq (Fig. 3.6.a).  The CWI 

contained the coding exons as well as the introns.   

 

The CWI were checked for errors and redundancies.  A subset of 8,223 (16.8%) of the CWI 

records with errors were removed.  The removed records included one record with data 

missing and 8,222 records where the length of the CWI sequence did not correspond to the 

CWI coordinates given (Fig.3.6.b).  Once the records with errors were removed, the dataset 

consisted of 40,865 CWI records (Fig.3.6.c).  The CWI dataset was checked for redundancies.   

Of the CWI records, 15,997 (39.1%) redundant records were removed (Fig.3.6.d) to produce 

a dataset of 24,868 non-redundant records (Fig.3.6.e). 

 

The CWI records were separated according to the chromosomes on which the CWI resided.  

The separation of the CWI records according to chromosome allowed the sSNS and CWI 

records to be joined more quickly. Chromosome 1, which is the largest chromosome, 

contained the most CWI (10.1%).  The Y chromosome, which is the second smallest 

chromosome, contained the least CWI (0.6%).  Only 17 (0.07%) of the CWI were from 

unknown chromosomes (Table.3.11). 
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Figure 3.6: Flow-diagram for the identification of sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in the minimum free-energy of local 

mRNA secondary structures, which have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known to 

be associated with disease in OMIM. 

 = records that were discarded from the datasets.  

 1  = records that were retained in the datasets and used as input for the next analysis step. 

CWI = coding regions with introns 

CDS = coding sequences 

MFE = the minimum free-energy of the 100 base local mRNA secondary structures 

in GWAS = sSNS previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

in OMIM = sSNS within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM 

 1

49,088 CWI 

8,223 CWI with errors (16.8%) 

-1 data missing 

- 8,222 CWI sequence length does not = CWI coordinates 

40,865 CWI with no errors (83.2%) 

15,997 redundant CWI (39.1%) 24,868 non-redundant CWI (60.1%) 

97,670 sSNS 

5,883 sSNS not in CWI (6.0%) 91,787 sSNS in one or more CWI (94.0%) 

119,816 sSNS in CWI 

10,536 sSNS reference allele is 

not in the CDS (8.8%) 

7,111 sSNS less than 50 bases from the 

start or end of the CDS (5.9%) 

102,169 sSNS in 100 base mRNA 

sequences (85.3%) 

21,069 no change in 

MFE (20.6%) 

44,155 ↑ MFE (43.2%) 36,945 ↓ MFE (36.2%) 

2,713 extreme ↓ MFE (7.3%) 2,442  extreme ↑ MFE (5.5%) 

2 extreme ↓ MFE in 

GWAS (0.07%) 

0 extreme ↑ MFE in 

GWAS 

652 extreme ↓ MFE 

in OMIM (24.0%) 

576 extreme ↑ MFE 

in OMIM (23.6%) 

1 extreme ↓ MFE in GWAS and OMIM 

(a) 
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Table 3.11: The frequency of coding regions with introns (CWI) on the different chromosomes 

Chromosome Number of CWI Percentage of CWI (%) 

chr1 2,508 10.09 

chr6 2,399 9.65 

chr19 1,600 6.43 

chr2 1,487 5.98 

chr11 1,486 5.98 

chr17 1,356 5.45 

chr3 1,312 5.28 

chr12 1,218 4.90 

chr5 1,084 4.36 

chr7 1,083 4.35 

chrX 1,051 4.23 

chr16 960 3.86 

chr10 950 3.82 

chr9 936 3.76 

chr4 911 3.66 

chr8 844 3.39 

chr14 728 2.93 

chr15 690 2.77 

chr20 639 2.57 

chr22 517 2.08 

chr13 390 1.57 

chr18 338 1.36 

chr21 277 1.11 

chrY 87 0.35 

chrUn 17 0.07 

Total 24,868 100.00 

 

The sSNS and CWI records were joined to identify sSNS in CWI.  Of the 97,670 sSNS, 5,833 

(6.0%) were not within any of the CWI retrieved (Fig.3.6.f).  A subset of 91,787 (94.0%) were 

within one or more of the CWI, thus, 119,816 sSNS in CWI records were created (Fig.3.6.g). 

 

The introns were removed from the CWI sequences, to create the sSNS in mRNA (excluding 

the 5’ and 3’ UTRs) records.  The 119,816 sSNS in mRNA records were checked for errors.  A 

subset of 10,536 (8.8%) records was removed, as the reference alleles given by 

dbSNP131/NCBI were not in the mRNA sequences (Fig.3.6.h). 

 

To accurately determine the MFE, 100 bases around each sSNS (50 bases on each end) were 

required.  As the assessment of the local mRNA secondary structures did not include the 5’ 
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and 3’ UTRs, sSNS that were less than 50 bases from the start or end of the translated region 

of the mRNA sequences were excluded.  Of the sSNS in mRNA sequence records, 7,111 

(5.9%) records were removed as the sSNS were less than 50 bases from the start or end of 

the translated regions of the mRNA sequences (Fig.3.6.i).  The 100 base reference and 

variant mRNA sequences were created for the remaining 102,126 sSNS in mRNA records 

(Fig.3.6.j).  The frequency of the nucleotide changes in sSNS in the 100 base mRNA 

sequences followed the frequency distribution of the nucleotide change of the sSNS.  As 

would be expected the most common nucleotide changes of the sSNS in the 100 base mRNA 

sequence were cytosine to thymine (C>T) transitions (32.0%) and guanine to adenine (G>A) 

transitions (21.7%) (Table.D.3). 

 

RNAfold was used to calculate the MFE of the reference and variant 100 base local mRNA 

secondary structures.  The change in MFE caused by sSNS in the 100 base local mRNA 

secondary structures was calculated by subtracting the reference MFE from the variant MFE.  

A change in MFE less than zero indicated that a sSNS potentially resulted in a decrease in 

MFE.  A decrease in MFE could indicate that a sSNS increased the proportion of pairing bases 

in the mRNA secondary structure.  A change in the MFE greater than zero indicated that a 

sSNS potentially resulted in an increase in MFE.  An increase in MFE could indicate that a 

sSNS decreased the proportion of pairing bases in the mRNA secondary structure. 

 

Of the 102,169 sSNS in the 100 base mRNA sequences, 21,069 (20.6%) were predicted to 

have no effect on MFE (Fig.3.6.k).  A subset of 36,945 (36.2%) of the sSNS in the 100 base 

mRNA sequences were predicted to potentially cause a decrease in MFE (Fig.3.6.l).  In 

addition, 44,155 (43.2%) of the sSNS in the 100 base mRNA sequences were predicted to 

potentially cause an increase in MFE (Fig.3.6.m).   

 

All of the observed changes in the MFE caused by sSNS in the 100 base mRNA secondary 

were ordered in increasing order.  The 10% most extreme decrease and 10% most extreme 

increase in MFE were chosen to represent an extreme change in MFE.  The changes in MFE 
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ranged from -7.1 to 7.1.  A change in MFE less than or equal to -3.7 was chosen to represent 

an extreme decrease in MFE.  A change in MFE greater or equal to 4.0 was chosen to 

represent an extreme increase in MFE (Fig.3.7).  Based on the chosen cut-off values, 2,713 

sSNS were predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in MFE.  A subset of 2,442 of 

the sSNS was predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in MFE (Fig.3.6.n).  Of the 

102,169 sSNS in the 100 base mRNA sequences, 5,155 (5.0%) were predicted to potentially 

cause and extreme change in MFE. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Frequency distribution graph of all the changes in the minimum free-energy of local mRNA secondary 

structures caused by sSNS. 

The changes in MFE to the left of zero (negative values) on the graph, represent a decrease in MFE.  The changes in MFE to 

the right of zero (positive values) on the graph, represent an increase in MFE.  The two red squares show the 10% most 

extreme decrease and 10% most extreme increase in MFE caused by sSNS. 
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(55.2%) sSNS changes predicted to potentially result in an extreme increase in MF

transitions were, however, predicted to potentially result in an extreme 

decrease in MFE.  Thymine to cytosine (T>C) transitions were the least frequent (1.1%) sSNS 

predicted to potentially result in an extreme decrease in MFE, despite that thymine to 

transitions are the most common sSNS (Fig.3.8). 
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The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE were assessed to 

determine whether any had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

and/or occurred within genes know to be associated with disease in OMIM.  Only two 

(0.07%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in MFE had 

previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAs.  None of the sSNS predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme increase in MFE had previously been associated with a trait or 

disease in GWAS (Fig.3.6.o).  Of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease 

in MFE, 652 (24.0%) were within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM.  A 

subset of 576 (23.6%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in MFE 

occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM (Fig.3.6.p).  Only one 

sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in MFE had previously been 

associated with a trait in GWAS and occurred within a gene known to be associated with 

disease in OMIM (Fig.3.6.q and Table.3.12). 

 

Table 3.12: The one sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the minimum free-energy of a local mRNA 

secondary structure, which has previously been associated with a trait in GWAS and occurs within a gene known to be 

associated with disease in OMIM 

Chromosome sSNS position Trait or disease in GWAS 
� Gene: trait: risk-allele, p-value 

Gene associated with disease in OMIM 
� Gene: disease (OMIM accession number) 

chr6 32363954 BTNL2: Waist-hip ratio: rs2076529-C, 4.00E-07 BTNL2: Sarcoidosis, susceptibility to (606000) 

 

3.4. sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in 

the maximum-entropy score of splice-sites 

 

The sSNS were assessed to determine whether any could potentially cause aberrant splicing 

through an extreme change in the maximum-entropy score of splice-sites (ME).  To identify 

which of the sSNS were within splice-sites, all known exons were first retrieved.  Using 

Galaxy, 732,668 exons were retrieved from RefSeq (Fig.3.9.a).  The retrieved exons were 

checked for errors.  One of the records was removed, as the exon sequence length did not 

correspond to the exon coordinates given (Fig.3.9.b).  The remaining, 732,667 exon records 
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with no errors were checked for redundancies (Fig.3.9.c).  A subset of 501,569 (68.5%) of the 

exons were removed as redundant exons (Fig.3.9.d).  The remaining dataset consisted of 

231,098 non-redundant exons (Fig.3.9.e).   

 

Figure 3.9: Flow-diagram for the identification of sSNS that potentially cause an extreme change in the maximum-entropy 

score of splice-sites, which occur within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM. 

         = records that were discarded from the datasets. 

         = records that were retained in the datasets and used as input for the next analysis step. 

3’ ME = the maximum-entropy score of 3’ acceptor splice-sites 

5’ ME = the maximum-entropy score of 5’ donor splice-sites 

in OMIM = sSNS within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM 

 

732,668 exons 

1 exon record with an error (<0.001%) 732,776 exon records with no errors (>99.9%) 

501,569 redundant exons (68.5%) 231,098 non-redundant exons (31.5%) 
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1,133 sSNS in 3’ splice-sites (1.2%) 1,004 sSNS in 5’ splice-sites (1.0%) 

6 do not change 

3’ ME (0.5%) 

504 ↓ 3’ ME 

(44.5%) 

623 ↑ 3’ ME 

(55.0%) 

339 ↓ 5’ ME 

(33.8%) 

665 ↑ 5’ ME 

(66.2%) 

60 extreme 

↓ 3’ ME 

(11.9%) 

74 extreme 

↑ 3’ ME 

(11.9%) 

68 extreme 

↓ 5’ ME 

(20.1%) 

68 extreme 

↓ 5’ ME 

(10.2%) 

11 extreme 

↓ 3’ ME in 

OMIM 

(18.3%) 

23 extreme 

↑ 3’ ME in 

OMIM 

(31.1%) 

18 extreme 

↓ 5’ ME in 

OMIM 

(26.5%) 

8 extreme  

↑ 5’ ME in 

OMIM 

(11.8%) 

92,379 sSNS in one or more exons (94.6%) 

98,121 sSNS in exon records 
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The exon records were separated according to the chromosomes on which the exons 

resided, to more quickly join the sSNS and exon records.  As would be expected, 

chromosomes 1 contained the most exons (9.8%).  The smallest chromosome, chromosome 

21 contained the second least amount of exons (1.0 %). The Y chromosome, which is the 

second smallest and least gene rich chromosome, contained the least amount of exons 

(0.4%).  Only 85 (0.04%) of the exons were from unknown chromosomes (Table.3.13). 

 

Table 3.13: The frequency of exons on the different chromosomes 

Chromosome Number of exons Percentage of exons (%) 

chr1 22,567 9.77 

chr6 20,401 8.83 

chr2 16,412 7.10 

chr17 13,206 5.71 

chr3 13,104 5.67 

chr19 12,975 5.61 

chr11 12,258 5.30 

chr12 12,192 5.28 

chr7 10,753 4.65 

chr5 9,660 4.18 

chr16 9,495 4.11 

chr10 9,138 3.95 

chr9 8,865 3.84 

chr4 8,551 3.70 

chrX 8,278 3.58 

chr15 7,975 3.45 

chr8 7,599 3.29 

chr14 6,622 2.87 

chr20 5,569 2.41 

chr22 4,796 2.08 

chr13 3,938 1.70 

chr18 3,344 1.45 

chr21 2,367 1.02 

chrY 948 0.41 

chrUn 85 0.04 

Total 231,098 100.00 

 

The sSNS in exon records were joined to identify sSNS in exons.  Of the 97,670 sSNS, 5,291 

(5.4%) were not within any of the exons retrieved (Fig.3.9.f).  These sSNS may reside in 

introns or the exons in which these sSNS reside may have not been retrieved from RefSeq.  

The remaining, 92,379 sSNS were within one or more of the exons, thus, 98,121 sSNS in 
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individual exons were identified (Fig.3.9.g).  A subset of 8,441 (2.5%) of the sSNS in exons 

were excluded as the reference alleles given by dbSNP 131/NCBI were not in the exon 

sequences (Fig.3.9.h). 

 

The 95,680 sSNS in exons were assessed to determine which of the sSNS were in the exonic 

part of the splice-sites (Fig.3.9.i).  sSNS in the exonic part of the 3’ acceptor splice-sites were 

identified as sSNS in the first, second or third position of the exon (last three bases of the 3’ 

splice-site).  sSNS in the exonic part of the 5’ donor splice-site were identified as sSNS in any 

of the last three bases of the exon (first three bases of the 5’ splice-site) (Fig.2.21).  Of the 

sSNS in exons, 1,133 (1.2%) were within the exonic part of the 3’ splice-sites and 1,004 (1.0%) 

were within the exonic part of the 5’ splice-sites (Fig.3.9.j). 

 

Of the 1,133 sSNS in the exonic part of the 3’ splice-sites, 193 (17.0%) were at the first 

position of the exon (third last base of the 3’ splice-site).  A subset of 348 (30.7%) of the sSNS 

in the exonic part of the 3’ splice-site were at the second position of the exon (second last 

base of the 3’ splice-site).  The majority (592, 52.3%) of sSNS in the exonic part of the 3’ 

splice-sites were at the third position of the exon (last base of the 3’ splice-sites).  Based on 

these observations it seems that the frequency of sSNS at each position in the exonic part of 

the 3’ splice-sites increases the further away the base position is from the intron-exon 

junction (Table.3.14).  As would be expected the most common sSNS changes in the exonic 

part of the 3’ splice-sites were cytosine to thymine (C>T) transitions (24.6%) and guanine to 

adenine (G>A) transitions (22.7%) (Table.D.6). 

 

Table 3.14: The frequency of sSNS at the three bases in the exonic part of the 3’ acceptor splice-sites  

sSNS position in the exonic part of 

the 3’ splice-site 

Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

1 193 17.0 

2 348 30.7 

3 592 52.3 

Total 1,133 100.0 

 

Intron 

Exon 

 

5’ 

3’ 
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Of the 1,004 sSNS in the exonic part of the 5’ splice-site, 245 (24.4%) were at the third last 

position of the exon (first base of the 5’ splice-site).  A subset of 395 (39.3%) of the sSNS in 

the exonic part of the 5’ splice-site were at the second last position of the exon (second base 

of the 5’ splice-site) and 364  (36.3%) were at the last position of the exon (third base of the 

5’ splice-site).  Based on these observations it seems that there is not a considerable 

difference between the proportion of sSNS at each of the three base positions in the exonic 

part of the 5’ splice-sites (Table.3.15).  As opposed to cytosine to thymine (C>T) transitions, 

guanine to adenine (G>A) transitions was the most common sSNS changes (31.2%) within the 

exonic part of the 5’ splice-sites.  Cytosine to thymine transitions was the second most 

frequent (26.8%) sSNS changes in the exonic part of the 5’ splice-sites (Table.D.7). 

 

Table 3.15: The frequency of sSNS at the three bases in the exonic part of the 5’ donor splice-sites 

sSNS position in the exonic part of 

the 5’ splice-site 

Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

1 245 24.4 

2 395 39.3 

3 364 36.3 

Total 1,004 100.0 

 

 

MaxEntScan was used to calculate the ME of the reference and variant splice-sites.  The 

change in ME caused by a sSNS was calculated by subtracting the reference ME from the 

variant ME.  A change in ME less than zero indicated that a sSNS potentially resulted in a 

decrease in ME.  A decrease in ME could indicate that the sSNS decreased the signal strength 

of the splice-site.  A change in the ME greater than zero indicated that a sSNS potentially 

resulted in an increase in ME.  An increase in ME could indicate that the sSNS increased the 

signal strength of the splice-site. 

 

Of the 1,133 sSNS in the exonic part of the 3’ splice-sites, six (0.5%) were predicted to have 

no affect on the ME of the 3’ splice-sites (Fig.3.9.k).  A subset of 504 (44.5%) of the sSNS in 

the exonic part of the 3’ splice-sites were predicted to potentially cause a decrease in ME 

Intron 

Exon 

 

5’ 

3’ 
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(Fig.3.9.l).  In additions, 623 (55.0%) of the sSNS in the exonic part of the 3’ splice-sites were 

predicted to potentially cause an increase in ME (Fig.3.9.m).   

 

All of the observed changes in ME, caused by sSNS, were ordered in increasing order.  The 

10% most extreme decrease and 10% most extreme increase in ME were chosen to represent 

an extreme change in ME.  The changes in the ME of the 3’ splice-sites ranged from -6.30 to 

2.48.  A change in ME less than or equal to -1.27 was chosen to represent an extreme 

decrease in the ME of 3’ splice-sites.  A change in ME greater or equal to 1.11 was chosen to 

represent an extreme increase in the ME of 3’ splice-sites (Fig.3.10).  Based on the chosen 

cut-off values, 60 sSNS were predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 

the 3’ splice-sites.  In addition, 74 sSNS were predicted to potentially cause an extreme 

increase in the ME of the 3’ splice-sites (Fig.3.9.n).  Of the sSNS in the exonic part of the 3’ 

splice-sites, 134 (11.8%) were predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME. 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Frequency distribution graph of all the changes in the maximum-entropy score of 3’ acceptor splice-sites 

caused by sSNS. 

The changes in ME to the left of zero (negative values) on the graph, represent a decrease in ME.  The changes in ME to the 

right of zero (positive values) on the graph, represent an increase in ME.  The two red squares show the 10% most extreme 

decrease and 10% most extreme increase in ME caused by sSNS. 
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Of the 60 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 3’ splice

sites, 36 (60.0%) were at the first position of the exons (third last b

subset of 24 (40.0%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the 

ME of the 3’ splice-sites were at the second position of the exon (second last base of the 3’ 

splice-site).  None of the sSNS predicte

of 3’ splice-site were at the third position of the exon (last base on the splice

 

Of the 74 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the ME of 3’ splice

19 (25.7%) were at the first position of the exon (third base of the 3’ splice

majority (54, 73.0%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the 

ME of 3’ splice-sites were at the second position of the exon (second last base

splice-site).  Only one (1.3%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase 

in the ME of the 3’ splice-sites was at the third position of the exon (last base of the 3’ splice

sites) (Fig 3.11). 

 

Figure 3.11: The frequency of sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in the maximum

splice-sites, at the three bases in the exonic part of the 3’ splice

 = sSNS in the exonic part of the 3’ splice

 = sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the maximum

 = sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the maximum
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.7%) were at the first position of the exon (third base of the 3’ splice

majority (54, 73.0%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the 

sites were at the second position of the exon (second last base

site).  Only one (1.3%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase 

sites was at the third position of the exon (last base of the 3’ splice
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Of the 60 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 3’ splice-

ase of the 3’ splice-site).  A 

subset of 24 (40.0%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the 

sites were at the second position of the exon (second last base of the 3’ 

d to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME 

site were at the third position of the exon (last base on the splice-site) (Fig.3.11). 

Of the 74 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the ME of 3’ splice-sites, 

.7%) were at the first position of the exon (third base of the 3’ splice-sites).  The 

majority (54, 73.0%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the 

sites were at the second position of the exon (second last base of the 3’ 

site).  Only one (1.3%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase 

sites was at the third position of the exon (last base of the 3’ splice-
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From the predictions, it seems that the third base in the exonic part of the 3’ splice-site is 

more tolerant to change.  Although the majority of sSNS in the 3’ splice-site were at the third 

position of the exonic part of the splice-site, only one sSNS was predicted to potentially cause 

an extreme change in the ME of the 3’ splice-site.  The third base in the exonic part of the 3’ 

splice-site may be under less selective pressure, allowing for single nucleotide substitutions 

that will not dramatically alter the signal strength of the 3’ splice-sites.  Of the 193 sSNS at 

the first position of the exonic part of the 3’ splice-site, 55 (28.5%) were predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme change in ME.  Of the 348 sSNS at the second position of the 

exonic part of the 3’ splice-site, 78 (22.4%) were predicted to potentially cause an extreme 

change in ME.  A large proportion of sSNS at the first two bases in the exonic part of the 3’ 

splice-sites may potentially cause an extreme change in ME.  The first two bases in the exonic 

part of the 3’ splice-sites may be under more selective pressure to remain constant.  Any 

changes in the first two bases in the exonic part of the 3’ splice-site are thus more likely to 

alter the signal strength of the 3’ splice-sites.   

 

The two most common sSNS changes predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in 

the ME of 3’ splice-sites were guanine to adenine (G>A) transitions (28.3%) and thymine to 

cytosine (T>C) transitions (28.3%).  The least frequent sSNS changes predicted to potentially 

cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 3’ splice-sites was cytosine to thymine (C>T) 

transitions (1.7%), despite that cytosine to thymine transitions was the most common sSNS 

(Table.D.8).  Although adenine to guanine (A>G) transitions was the fourth most common 

sSNS, none were predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 3’ splice-

sites.  No cytosine to guanine (C>G), cytosine to adenine (C>A) or adenine to cytosine (A>C) 

transversion were predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 3’ splice-

sites.  The reason for this may be that these transversion substitutions are only a minor 

proportion of sSNS (Fig.3.12). 

 

The two most common sSNS changes predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in 

the ME of 3’ splice-sites were cytosine to thymine (C>T) transitions (59.5%) and guanine to 



 

adenine (G>A) transitions (19.0%). Thymine to cytosine (T>C) transition are the third most 

common sSNS.  Guanine to adenine (G>A) transitions are the second most common

Thymine to cytosine transitions (2.

however, the least frequent sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the 

ME of 3’ splice-sites (Table.D.9)

adenine to cytosine (A>C) or thy

potentially cause an extreme increase in the ME of 3’ splice

that these transversion substitutions are only a small proportion of sSNS

Figure 3.12: The frequency of sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in the maximum

splice-sites. 

 = sSNS in the exonic part of 3’ splice

 = sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease 

 = sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the 
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than or equal to -5.28 was chosen to represent an extreme decrease in the ME of 5’ splice

sites.  A change in ME greater or equal to 1.87 was chosen to represent an extreme increase 

in the ME of 5’ splice-sites 

predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 5’ splice
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adenine (G>A) transitions (19.0%). Thymine to cytosine (T>C) transition are the third most 

common sSNS.  Guanine to adenine (G>A) transitions are the second most common

transitions (2.7%) and guanine to adenine transition (1.4%) were, 

however, the least frequent sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the 

(Table.D.9).  No cytosine to adenine (C>A), guanine to cytosine (G>C), 

adenine to cytosine (A>C) or thymine to adenine (T>C) transversions were predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme increase in the ME of 3’ splice-sites.  The reason for this may be 

that these transversion substitutions are only a small proportion of sSNS

: The frequency of sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in the maximum

in the exonic part of 3’ splice-sites 

= sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the maximum-entropy score of 3’ splice

= sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the maximum-entropy score of 3’ splice

The changes in the ME of the 5’ splice-sites ranged from -12.3 to 7.83.  A change in ME less 

5.28 was chosen to represent an extreme decrease in the ME of 5’ splice

sites.  A change in ME greater or equal to 1.87 was chosen to represent an extreme increase 

sites (Fig.3.13).  Based on the chosen cut-off values, 68 sSNS

predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 5’ splice

were predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the ME of 5’ splice

.  Of the 1,004 sSNS in the exonic part of the 5’ splice-sites, 136 (13.5%) were 

predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME. 
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adenine (G>A) transitions (19.0%). Thymine to cytosine (T>C) transition are the third most 

common sSNS.  Guanine to adenine (G>A) transitions are the second most common sSNS. 

transition (1.4%) were, 

however, the least frequent sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the 

.  No cytosine to adenine (C>A), guanine to cytosine (G>C), 

mine to adenine (T>C) transversions were predicted to 

sites.  The reason for this may be 

that these transversion substitutions are only a small proportion of sSNS (Fig.3.12). 
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Figure 3.13: Frequency distribution graph of all the changes in the maximum-entropy score of 5’ donor splice-sites caused 

by sSNS. 

The changes in ME to the left of zero (negative values) on the graph, represent a decrease in ME.  The changes in ME to the 

right of zero (positive values) on the graph, represent an increase in ME.  The two red squares show the 10% most extreme 

decrease and 10% most extreme increase in ME caused by sSNS. 

 

Of the 68 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of the 5’ splice-

sites, only one (1.5%) was at the third last position of the exon (first base of the 5’ splice-

sites).  Only one (1.5%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the 

ME of the 5’ splice-sites was at the second base of the 5’ splice-site.  The majority (66, 97.0%) 

of sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in ME of the 5’ splice-sites were 

at the last potions of the exon (third base of the 5’ splice-site) (Fig.3.14). 
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Figure 3.14: The frequency of sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in

splice-sites, at the three bases in the exonic part of the 5’ splice

 = sSNS in the exonic part of the 5’ splice

 = sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the maximum

 = sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the maximum

 

Of the 68 sSNS predicted to potentially cau

sites, 14 (20.6%) were at the third last p

subset of 18 (26.5%) of the sSNS

ME of 5’ splice-sites were at the second last base of the exon (second base of the 5’ splice

sites).  The majority (36, 52.9%) of sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in 

the ME of 5’ splice-sites were at the last base position of the exon (third base of the splice

site) (Fig.3.14). 
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: The frequency of sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in the maximum

sites, at the three bases in the exonic part of the 5’ splice-sites. 

= sSNS in the exonic part of the 5’ splice-sites 

= sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the maximum-entropy score of 5’ s

= sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the maximum-entropy score of 5’ splice

Of the 68 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the ME

sites, 14 (20.6%) were at the third last position of the exon (first base of the 5’ splice

subset of 18 (26.5%) of the sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the 

sites were at the second last base of the exon (second base of the 5’ splice

sites).  The majority (36, 52.9%) of sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in 

ites were at the last base position of the exon (third base of the splice

observations it seems that the third base in the exonic part of the 5’ splice

sites is less tolerant to change.  Of the 364 sSNS at the third base position of the exonic part 

sites, 102 (28.0%) were predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in 

The third base of the exonic part of the 5’ splice-sites may be under more selective 

to prevent single nucleotide substitutions that will dramatically alter the signal 

sites.  Of the 245 sSNS at the first base of the exonic part of the 5’ 

site, 15 (6.1%) were predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME.  Of the 
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395 sSNS at the second base of the exonic part of the 5’ splice-sites, 19 (4.8%) were predicted 

to potentially cause an extreme change in ME.  Only a small portion of sSNS at the first two 

bases of the exonic part on the 5’ splice-sites will potentially cause an extreme change in ME.  

The first two bases in the exonic part of the 5’ splice-sites may be under less selective 

pressure, allowing for single nucleotide substitutions that will not dramatically alter the 

signal strength of the 5’ splice-sites.  Comparing the predictions of the sSNS predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme change in the ME of the 3’ splice-sites (Fig.3.11) and the 5’ 

splice-sites (Fig.3.14), it seems that the closer the base is to the intron-exon junction the less 

tolerant it is to change. 

 

By far the most common sSNS changes predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in 

the ME of the 5’ splice-sites was guanine to adenine (G>A) transitions (86.8%).  Cytosine to 

thymine (C>T) transition were the most common sSNS.  Adenine to guanine (A>G) transitions 

were the fourth most common sSNS.  Cytosine to thymine (C>T) transitions (1.5%) and 

adenine to guanine (A>G) transitions (1.5%) were, however, the least frequent sSNS changes 

predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 5’ splice-sites. (Table.D.10).  

No thymine to cytosine (T>C) transitions were predicted to potentially cause an extreme 

decrease in the ME of 5’ splice-sites, despite that thymine to cytosine transitions was the 

third most common sSNS changes.  Of the all the possible transversion substitutions, only 

guanine to thymine (G>T) transversions (5.8%) and guanine to cytosine (G>C) transversions 

(4.4%) were predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 5’ splice-sites 

(Fig.3.15). 

 

The most frequent sSNS change predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the ME 

of 5’ splice-sites was thymine to cytosine (T>C) transitions (45.6%) (Table.D.11).  No cytosine 

to thymine (C>T) transitions were predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the 

ME score of 5’ splice-sites, despite that cytosine to thymine transitions was the most 

common sSNS change.  Of all the possible transversion substitutions, only guanine to 

cytosine (G>C) transversions (10.3%), cytosine to guanine (C>G) transversions (1.5%) and 



 

thymine to guanine (T>G) transversions (1.5%) were predicted to potentially cause an 

extreme increase in the ME of 5’ splice

 

Figure 3.15: The frequency of sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme 

splice-sites. 

 = sSNS in the exonic part of 5’ splice

 = sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the maximum

 = sSNS predicted to potentially cause an ex

 

 The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME were assessed to 

determine whether any had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

and/or occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM.  None of the 

sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in the ME of

had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS.  Of the 60 sSNS predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 3’ splice

disease genes.  Of the 74 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the ME 

of 3’ splice-sites, 23 (31.1%) were within disease genes.  Of the 68 sSNS predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 

disease genes.  Of the 68 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the ME 

of the 5’ splice-sites, eight (11.8%) were within disease genes.  A subset of 60 (22.2%), of the 
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thymine to guanine (T>G) transversions (1.5%) were predicted to potentially cause an 

extreme increase in the ME of 5’ splice-sites (Fig.3.15). 

: The frequency of sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in the maximum

= sSNS in the exonic part of 5’ splice-sites 

= sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the maximum-entropy score of 5’ splice

= sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the maximum-entropy score of 5’ splice

The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME were assessed to 

determine whether any had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

and/or occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM.  None of the 

NS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in the ME of the

had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS.  Of the 60 sSNS predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme decrease in the ME of 3’ splice-sites, 11 (18.3%) were within 

disease genes.  Of the 74 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the ME 

sites, 23 (31.1%) were within disease genes.  Of the 68 sSNS predicted to 

se an extreme decrease in the ME of the 5’ splice-sites, 18 (26.5%) were within 

disease genes.  Of the 68 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the ME 

sites, eight (11.8%) were within disease genes.  A subset of 60 (22.2%), of the 

270 sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME were within genes know to 

be associated with disease in OMIM (Fig.3.9.o). 
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thymine to guanine (T>G) transversions (1.5%) were predicted to potentially cause an 

 

change in the maximum-entropy score of 5’ 

entropy score of 5’ splice-sites 

entropy score of 5’ splice-sites 

The sSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in ME were assessed to 
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3.5. Identification of sSNPs with a potential functional impact 

 

The proportion of sSNPs with a potential functional impact was determined from the sSNS 

predicted to have a potential functional impact.  Of the 90,102 sSNPs identified, 17,603 

(19.5%) were predicted to potentially cause one extreme change in CUF.  A subset of 4,029 

(4.5%) of the sSNPs were predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE.  In 

addition, 256 (0.3%) of the sSNPs were predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in 

ME.  Of the sSNPs, 21,888 (24.3%) were predicted to have a potential functional impact 

either through a change in CUF, MFE or ME (Fig.3.16).  

 

A proportion of the sSNPs were predicted to have a potential functional impact through 

more than one of the three molecular mechanisms investigated.  Of the sSNPs identified, 

21,086 (23.4%) were predicted to potentially have a functional impact through one or more 

of the three molecular mechanisms investigated (Fig.3.17).  Of the sSNPs, 16,808 (18.7%) 

were predicted to have a potential functional impact only through an extreme change in CUF.  

A subset of 3,263 (3.6%) of the sSNPs were predicted to have a potential functional impact 

only through an extreme change in MFE.  In addition, 215 (0.2%) of the sSNPs were predicted 

to have a potential functional impact only through an extreme change in ME.  Of the sSNPs, 

759 (0.8%) were predicted to have a potential functional impact through an extreme change 

in CUF and MFE.  A subset of 34 (0.04%) of the sSNPs were predicted to have a potential 

functional impact through an extreme change in CUF and ME.  In addition, five (0.01%) of the 

sSNPs were predicted to have a potential functional impact through an extreme change in 

MFE and ME.  Only two (0.002%) of the sSNPs were predicted to have a potential functional 

impact through an extreme change in CUF, MFE and ME.  One of these sSNPs is at position 

49212676 of chromosome 20 (rs6126047). This sSNP is within the family with sequence 

similarity 65, member c (FAM65C) gene.  The function of the protein encoded by FAM65C is 

unknown (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/140876).  The other sSNP predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme change in CUF, MFE and ME is within the adenylate cyclase 7 



 

(ADCY7) gene.  ADCY7  encodes ad

AMP from ATP (http://www.genecards.org/cgibin/carddisp.pl?gene=ADCY7&search=ADCY7

 

 

Figure 3.16: The proportion of sSNPs predicted to potentially have a functional impact either through an extreme change 

in codon-usage frequency, the minimum free

of splice-sites. 

There is some redundancy between the segments of the graph.

 = sSNPs not predicted to have a potential functional impact

 = sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in codon

 = sSNPs predicted to potentially caus

                     structures 

 = sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in the maximum

 

encodes adenylate cyclase, which catalysis the production of cyclic 

http://www.genecards.org/cgibin/carddisp.pl?gene=ADCY7&search=ADCY7
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enylate cyclase, which catalysis the production of cyclic 

http://www.genecards.org/cgibin/carddisp.pl?gene=ADCY7&search=ADCY7).   

 

: The proportion of sSNPs predicted to potentially have a functional impact either through an extreme change 

energy of local mRNA secondary structures or the maximum-entropy score 

 

energy of local mRNA secondary 

entropy score of splice-sites 
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3.6. sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact, 

which have previously been associated with a trait or 

disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known to be 

associated with disease in OMIM 

 

The sSNPs predicted have a potential functional impact were assessed to determine how 

many had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occurred within 

genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM.  None of the sSNPs predicted 

potentially cause an extreme change in ME had previously been associated with a trait or 

disease in GWAS.  A subset of 12 (0.07%) of the sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an 
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Figure 3.17: The number of sSNPs predicted to potentially have a functional impact through one or more of the 

three molecular mechanisms investigated. 

• CUF = sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in codon-usage frequency 

• MFE = sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in the minimum free-energy of local mRNA 

secondary structures 

• ME = sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in the maximum-entropy score of splice-sites 
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extreme change in CUF had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS.  Only 

one (0.03%) of the 3,263 sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE had 

previously been associated with a trait in GWAS.  Of the 759 sSNPs predicted to potentially 

cause an extreme change in CUF and MFE, only one (0.1%) had previously been associated 

with a trait in GWAS.  A subset of 14 (0.07%) of the 21,086 sSNPs predicted to potentially 

have a functional impact through one or more of the three molecular mechanisms 

investigated had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS (Table.3.16).  

This small number is not unexpected as SNPs on GWAS platforms are generally chosen for 

allele frequency (greater than 0.05) and ability to tag linkage-disequilibrium blocks.  They are 

not expected to be enriched for causal or functional alleles. 

 

Table 3.16: The frequency of sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact, which have been associated with a 

trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM 

 Potentially functional sSNPs GWAS OMIM GWAS and OMIM 

CUF 16,808 12 3,151 5 

MFE 3,263 1 627 0 

ME 215 0 28 0 

CUF+MFE 759 1 247 1 

CUF+ME 34 0 3 0 

MFE+ME 5 0 1 0 

CUF+MFE+ME 2 0 0 0 

Total 21,086 14 4,057 6 

 

As would be expected, a much larger proportion of sSNPs predicted to have a potential 

functional impact were within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM, than 

associated with a trait or disease in GWAS.  Of the 16,808 sSNPs predicted to potentially 

cause an extreme change in CUF, 3,151 (18.7%) occurred within disease genes.  A subset of 

627 (19.2%) of the 3,263 sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE 

were within disease genes.  In addition, 28 (13.0%) of the 215 sSNPs predicted to potentially 

cause an extreme change in ME were within disease genes.  Of the 759 sSNPs predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme change in CUF and MFE, 247 (32.5%) were within disease 

genes.  A subset of three (8.8%) of the 34 sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an extreme 
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change in CUF and ME were within disease genes.  Only one (20.0%) of the five sSNPs 

predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MFE and ME were within disease genes.  

None of the two sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in CUF, MFE and 

ME were within disease genes. Of the 21,086 sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional 

impact through one or more of the three molecular mechanisms investigated, 4,057 (19.2%) 

were within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM (Table.3.16). 

 

A minor proportion of the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact had 

previously been associated with a trait of disease in GWAS and occurred within genes known 

to be associated with disease in OMIM.  Of the 16,808 sSNPs predicted to potentially cause 

an extreme change in CUF, five (0.03%) had previously been associated with a trait or disease 

in GWAS and were within disease genes.  Only one (0.1%) of the 759 sSNPs predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme change in CUF and MFE had previously been associated with a 

trait in GWAS and was in a disease gene (Table.3.17).  None of the other sSNPs predicted to 

have a potential functional impact had previously been associated with a trait or disease in 

GWAS and occurred within disease genes.  Of the 21,086 sSNPs predicted to have a potential 

functional impact through one or more of the three molecular mechanisms investigated, only 

six (0.03%) had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and occurred 

within genes know to be associated with disease in OMIM (Table.3.16). 

 

Table 3.17: The six sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact through one or more of the three molecular 

mechanisms investigated, which have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and occur within genes 

known to be associated with disease in OMIM 

Chrom SSNS 

position 

Molecular 

mechanism 

Trait or disease in GWAS 
� trait: risk-allele, p-value 

Gene associated with disease in OMIM 
� gene start – gene end: disease (OMIM accession number) 

chr2 21232194 CUF APOB: LDL cholesterol: rs693-G, 

4.00E-17 

APOB, FLDB, LDLCQ4: Hypercholesterolemia, due to ligand-defective 

apo B (107730); Hypobetalipoproteinemia (107730); 

Hypobetalipoproteinemia, normotriglyceridemic (107730) 

chr3 133475721 CUF TF: Serum markers of iron status: 

rs1799852-?, 5.00E-06 

TF: Atransferrinemia, (190000); Iron deficiency anemia, susceptibility to 

(190000) 

chr6 32363954 CUF + MFE BTNL2: Waist-hip ratio: rs2076529-C,    

4.00E-07 

BTNL2, SS2: Sarcoidosis, susceptibility to (606000) 

chr6 32363843 CUF BTNL2: Ulcerative colitis: rs9268480-

G, 3.00E-06 

BTNL2, SS2: Sarcoidosis, susceptibility to (606000) 

chr13 50080846 CUF PHF11: Cardiac hypertrophy: 

rs2031532-?, 5.00E-06 

PHF11, NYREN34: IgE levels QTL (607796); Asthma (607796) 

chr21 37833306 CUF CLDN14: Kidney stones: rs219780-C, 

4.00E-12 

TMPRSS6, IRIDA: Deafness, autosomal recessive (605608) 
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION 

 

sSNPs were thought to be silent, as they do not change the amino acid encoded.  Although a 

number of sSNPs are not silent and several have been associated with disease mechanisms, 

the potential functional impact of sSNPs on a genome-wide scale has not been determined.  

In-order to identify sSNPs on a genome-wide scale that may have a potential functional 

impact, I created SynSNP. 

 

SynSNP is the first computational tool that predicts the potential functional impact of sSNPs 

either through a change in translational and protein folding kinetics or aberrant splicing.  

SynSNP determines which of the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact are 

within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM.  SynSNP also determines 

whether any of the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact have previously 

been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS.  The sSNPs previously associated with a trait 

or disease may contribute to the trait or disease risk, or may be in linkage disequilibrium with 

the causative agent. 

 

The purpose of SynSNP is to add to our understanding of the contribution of synonymous 

mutations to human disease.  SynSNP may be used to identify the potential functional impact 

of any sSNP, given that the input file contains all of the columns required by SynSNP.  For this 

reason, SynSNP may be used to identify the potential functional impact of novel synonymous 

variants as they are discovered.  Although nsSNPs change the amino acid encoded, nsSNPs 

may also alter the final protein structure and/or function through a change in translational 

kinetics or alternative splicing.  It may be interesting to determine the proportion of nsSNPs 

that may potentially alter translational kinetics or alternative splicing, with the use of 

SynSNP. 
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One potential use of SynSNP may be to assess chromosomal regions identified by associated 

SNPs in GWAS data.  Once the disease associated tagged SNPs have been identified, SynSNP 

could be used to determine the potential functional impact of all sSNPs lying in the same 

haploblock as the associated SNPs from the GWAS data.  As SynSNP was created to use 

dbSNP data, some parts of SynSNP may need to be modified to cater for the different data 

structure.  The principles of how SynSNP identifies potentially functional sSNPs will however 

remain the same.  In this way, SynSNP could be used by researchers to identify which of the 

sSNPs within the chromosomal regions identified by GWAS may potentially contribute to 

human disease and may be worth investigating further. 

 

SynSNP was used to identify sSNPs with a potential functional impact, from cSNPs retrieved 

from dbSNP131.  Of the cSNPs retrieved from dbSNP 131, 90,102 (40%) were predicted to be 

sSNPs. It may seem surprising that there are more nsSNPs (60%) than sSNPs (40%) in 

dbSNP131, as sSNPs are believed to be more likely to be tolerated than nsSNPs and are 

generally found in much higher abundance.  In general, sSNPs have little to no selective 

advantage or disadvantage.  Due to the lack of selective pressure, sSNPs occur more 

frequently than nsSNPs within the human genome (Fairbanks and Anderson, 1999).  An allele 

that provides a selective advantage may become fixed in a population due to positive 

selection.  As many sSNPs have little or no selective advantage, there is little reason for sSNPs 

to become fixed within a population.  For these reasons, sSNPs may occur more frequently 

than nsSNPs within individual genomes, however, more nsSNPs than sSNPs will become fixed 

in a population, due to local adaption. 

 

In the 1000 Genomes Project, each of the population comparisons had on average a low level 

of population differentiation; however, hundreds of thousands of SNPs had large allele 

frequency differences.  These SNPs, with large allele frequency differences were highly 

enriched with nsSNPs, indicative of local adaption (Consortium, 2010). When comparing 

different populations more nsSNPs with large allele frequency differences than sSNPs will be 

identified, due to local adaption.   As dbSNP contains SNPs from various different population 
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groups, the database may contain more nsSNPs than sSNPs due to the impact of local 

adaption in the different population groups included in dbSNP.   Local adaption often causes 

large allele frequency changes, predominantly on nsSNPs.  As more targeted sequencing is 

performed, it is possible that additional rare variants will be identified and included in dbSNP.  

As additional rare variants are included, it is possible that the ratio of synonymous variants 

within dbSNP will increase in relation to the number of non-synonymous variants. 

 

4.1. sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an extreme change 

in codon-usage frequency 

 

A sSNP that results in a change in CUF may potentially alter translational and protein folding 

kinetics, which may result in a protein of altered structure and function (Kimchi-Sarfaty et al., 

2007).  Of the 90,102 sSNP identified, 17,603 (19.5%) were predicted to potentially cause an 

extreme change in CUF.  A sSNP that changes a more frequently used codon to a less 

frequently used codon may cause the ribosome to be stalled while the corresponding iso-

acceptor tRNA is being recruited.  A pause in translation may provide additional waiting time 

where the growing polypeptide may fold into a different conformation.  This change in the 

folding of the polypeptide may result in a protein of altered structure and function (Kimchi-

Sarfaty et al., 2007, Tsai et al., 2008).   

 

sSNPs that cause a codon change that results in a codon with reduced usage frequency may 

alter translational and protein folding kinetics.  However, it is still unknown whether sSNPs 

that result in a codon with increased codon-usage frequency may have a functional impact.  

sSNPs that change a less frequently used codon to a more  frequently used codon may 

increase the rate of translation, as the codon’s corresponding iso-acceptor tRNA may be 

recruited more quickly.  In the majority of cases the growing polypeptide will likely still fold at 

the preferred regions, despite the increase in translational kinetics.  The increase in 

translational kinetics may make more of the polypeptide sequences available more quickly.  
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As more of the polypeptide sequence is available, the polypeptide may fold in a different 

way.  If the folded polypeptide remains kinetically trapped it may result in a protein of 

altered structure and function.  It is, thus, plausible that sSNPs that cause a codon change 

that results in a codon with a decreased or increase usage frequency may alter translational 

and protein folding kinetics, but experimental evidence is required to confirm this possibility. 

  

The change in CUF caused by each sSNP was calculated, using the human CUF table.  It is 

likely that the abundance of iso-acceptor tRNAs differ in different tissues, due to the 

requirement of varied gene expression patterns in different tissues.  Consequently, because 

CUF is dependent on the abundance of iso-acceptor tRNAs it is possible that CUF differs 

between different tissues (Plotkin et al., 2004, Dittmar et al., 2006, Kotlar and Lavner, 2006).  

It may have been interesting to compare the changes in CUF in different tissues; however, no 

tissue specific CUF tables are yet available.  sSNPs that alter translational kinetics may alter 

the protein folding pattern of upstream protein domains (Fung and Gottesman, 2009).  Thus, 

it may have been interesting to determine whether any of the sSNPs that were predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme change in CUF were downstream of any functionally important 

protein domains.   

 

Using the chosen cut-off values to represent an extreme change in CUF, the C3435T sSNP 

that contributes to a change in the MDR1 protein structure and function was not identified.  

In this study, an extreme decrease in CUF was defined as a change in CUF of -19.2 or a more 

extreme change.  The C3435T sSNP results in a change in CUF of -10.9, thus, the sSNP was 

not predicted to result in an extreme change in CUF.  SynSNP did not identify the C3435T 

sSNP as a sSNP with a potential functional impact, which could indicate that the chosen cut-

off values were too stringent.  On the other hand, it is unlikely that a single sSNP will alone 

have a dramatic effect on the rate of translation.  The MDR1, C3435T sSNP does reduce the 

rate of translation; however, it is the three SNPs in the MDR1 common haplotype that 

together contribute to the dramatic affect on translational and protein folding kinetics.  It is, 

therefore, more likely that a number of sSNPs in cis and on the same allele, rather than a 
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single sSNP, will together contribute to a change in translational and protein folding kinetics 

(Kimchi-Sarfaty et al., 2007, Tsai et al., 2008).  The next step would be to assess the changes 

in CUF caused by sSNPs in close-proximity to other SNPs.  This may be achieved through the 

identification of sSNPs in common haplotype blocks.  The results obtained in this study give 

an indication of the proportion of individual sSNPs that may potentially result in an extreme 

change in CUF.  These sSNPs may alter translational and protein folding kinetics when in 

close-proximity to other SNPs that also result in an extreme change in CUF. 

 

4.2. sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an extreme change 

in the minimum free-energy of local mRNA secondary 

structures 

 

MFE gives an indication of the proportion of base-pairs and consequently the stabilities of 

mRNA secondary structures (Tinoco et al., 1971, Zuker and Stiegler, 1981).  sSNPs that 

increase the proportion of pairing bases in an mRNA secondary structure would decrease the 

MFE and increase the stability of the mRNA secondary structure.  sSNPs that decrease the 

proportion of pairing bases in an mRNA secondary structure would increase the MFE and 

decrease the stability of the mRNA secondary structure (Tinoco et al., 1971, Zuker and 

Stiegler, 1981). 

 

Much is known about the base-pairing rules that govern mRNA secondary structures.  It is, 

however, unclear how changes in mRNA secondary structures may alter translational 

kinetics.  An increase in mRNA stability may decrease the rate of mRNA degradation (Hollams 

et al., 2002).  The reduced rate of mRNA degradation may allow the transcript to be 

translated more times, increasing the amount of protein product (Duan et al., 2003, Duan 

and Antezana, 2003).  In addition, mRNA secondary structures at the translation initiation 

factor binding sites may hinder the binding of the ribosome to the mRNA, reducing the rate 

of translation and amount of protein product (Nackley et al., 2006).  The mRNA secondary 
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structures need to be unfolded before the ribosome can proceed during translation 

elongation.  The pause in translation may reduce the rate of translation and the amount of 

protein product produced (Sosnick, 2008).  Interestingly, the ribosome stalling may also 

provide additional waiting time where the growing polypeptide may fold into a different 

conformation (Tsai et al., 2008).  The change in the polypeptide folding pattern may result in 

a protein of altered structure and function (Hollams et al., 2002).  My view is that none of 

these mechanisms can yet be ruled out.  Under different scenarios, the mRNA secondary 

structures may affect translation kinetics and the protein product in different ways.  The 

effect of a sSNP on mRNA secondary structure and the downstream consequences on 

translation will not only depend on the nature of the SNP, but also on the location of the SNP 

(Sauna and Kimchi-Sarfaty, 2011).  This field requires more exploration before the effects of 

sSNPs on mRNA secondary structures and the downstream consequences on translation can 

be fully understood and predicted. 

 

To investigate the effects of sSNPs on mRNA secondary structures, 100 bases around each 

sSNP was assessed.  Evaluation of the minimum free-energy of the full length mRNA may 

have given a better indication of the stability of the global mRNA secondary structure.  It is 

however, unlikely that a single sSNP will have a major impact on the overall stability of the 

mRNA secondary structure.  By assessing the minimum free-energy of the entire mRNA 

secondary structure, many of the sSNPs with a potential functional impact may have been 

missed.   

 

sSNPs may alter mRNA secondary structures through the removal or inclusion of pairing 

bases.  The mRNA secondary structures need to be unfolded before the ribosome can 

proceed during translation.  Changes in local mRNA secondary structures may therefore, 

alter the rate of translation (Johnson et al., 2011).  In this study, only the local mRNA 

secondary structures were assessed to obtain a better indication of which sSNPs may 

contribute to a change in translational and protein folding kinetics. 
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Of the 90,102 sSNPs identified, 4,029 (4.5%) were predicted to potentially cause an extreme 

change in MFE.  It is still unclear how or if these sSNPs may alter translation kinetics.  It is, 

however, possible that these sSNPs may alter the amount or structure and function of the 

protein product, through changes in local mRNA secondary structures and may be worth 

investigating further. 

 

The UTRs of the mRNA sequences were not included in this study.  For this reason, sSNPs 

that were less than 50 bases from the start or end of the translated regions of the mRNA 

sequences were excluded.  The exclusion of these sSNPs excluded those where the 100 base 

mRNA sequence would have been within the UTRs of the mRNA. The UTRs play an important 

role in determining mRNA secondary structures (Fairbanks and Anderson, 1999).  By 

including the UTRs, more sSNPs may be identified that contribute to changes in mRNA 

secondary structures. 

 

SynSNP was designed to run on a personal computer and not on a computer cluster.  Since 

computational resources were limited, only the MFE structures were predicted.  The true 

mRNA secondary structure is not always the structure with the lowest free-energy, but 

rather within a 10% range of the MFE (Zuker and Sankoff, 1984).  mRNA that is folded or 

partly unfolded often unfolds and refolds on the path to the thermodynamically most stable 

structure.  Occasionally, the mRNA is kinetically trapped before reaching the 

thermodynamically most stable structure.  For this reason, mRNA often occurs in a 

heterogeneous group, consisting of several different mRNA secondary structure species.  It is, 

therefore, more accurate to include all possible suboptimal structures during the prediction 

of mRNA secondary structures (Zuker et al., 1991).  There is, however, merit to predicting 

MFE structures, as it saves on computational resources and provides a rough estimate of the 

most likely mRNA secondary structure.  The prediction of all possible suboptimal mRNA 

secondary structures provides a better estimate of the true mRNA secondary structures.  

Thus, an extension of this project could be to determine which sSNPs may potentially alter 

mRNA secondary structures by comparing possible suboptimal structures.  The suboptimal 
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structures can be predicted using RNAfold, as used in SynSNP, but with different parameters.  

The prediction of suboptimal structures can be run on a computer cluster that can manage 

the computational power required. 

 

Of the sSNPs identified, 21,632 (24%) were predicted to potentially have an effect on 

translational kinetics through an extreme change in CUF and/or MFE.  It is, however, still 

unclear how big a change in translational kinetics is required to influence the final protein 

abundance or structure and function.  There have been a number of studies that have 

investigated the effects of sSNPs on mRNA secondary structures.  The problem is that few of 

these studies use experimental evidence to explore the mechanisms by which sSNPs may 

alter translational kinetics, through a change in mRNA secondary structures. 

 

It has been four years since Kimchi-Sarfaty et al. first showed direct experimental evidence 

that sSNPs could potentially alter translational and protein folding kinetics (Kimchi-Sarfaty et 

al., 2007).  Since then most of the studies on the functional role of sSNPs have been either 

reviews or the further investigation of Kimchi-Sarfaty’s findings through energy kinetics 

(Chamary et al., 2006, Sauna et al., 2007, Tsai et al., 2008, Fung and Gottesman, 2009, Sauna 

and Kimchi-Sarfaty, 2011).  These resources aid in our understanding of the potential 

functional impact of sSNPs, however, far too many studies on sSNPs just mention that sSNPs 

may have a potential functional impact, instead of investigating the molecular effects of 

sSNPs through experimental evidence. 

 

Besides the C3435T sSNP in the MDR1 gene, no other sSNP has been found to alter 

translational and protein folding kinetics through a change in CUF.  I do not think that this is 

because no other sSNP alters protein structure and function in a similar manner.  The reason 

is more likely to be related to the time and financial constraints of doing the laboratory-

based experiments and the biases towards the idea that most sSNPs are silent and do not 

warrant further attention. 
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4.3. sSNPs predicted to potentially cause an extreme change 

in the maximum-entropy score of splice-sites 

 

ME provides an indication of the signal strength of a splice-site and the likelihood that 

splicing will occur at the splice-site.  sSNPs that result in an increase in ME may increase the 

likelihood of splicing at the splice-site.  sSNPs that result in a decrease in ME may reduce the 

likelihood of splicing at the splice-site.  Of the 90,102 identified sSNPs, 256 (0.3%) were 

predicted to potentially result in an extreme change in ME.  These sSNPs may potentially 

alter the normal splicing pattern. 

 

The splice-site with the highest splicing signal strength is not always the splice-site that is 

used.  Sometimes a splice-site with weaker signal strength will be used, as opposed to a 

splice-site with stronger signal strength, due to its proximity to a splicing enhancer.  sSNPs 

that increase the signal strength of splice-sites will not necessarily determine that the splice-

site will be used.  The splice-site might only be used if it is in close-proximity to a splicing 

enhancer.  Similarly, sSNPs that reduce the signal strength of a splice-site will not necessarily 

prevent the splice-site from being used, unless the splice-site is in close-proximity to a 

splicing silencer.  To fully understand splicing it is important to assess the core splice-sites as 

well as the regulatory elements. 

 

To identify sSNPs that may contribute to aberrant splicing, only the sSNPs within the core 

splice-sites were assessed.  As only splice-sites of known exons were included, it was known 

that splicing occurred at these splice-sites.  It could be assumed that these splice-sites were 

likely to be in close-proximity to splicing enhancers.  It is possible that a sSNP that enhances 

the signal strength of a splice-site will still determine that the splice-site is used.  The sSNPs 

predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in ME may have no molecular effect.  

sSNPs that increase ME may, however, have an effect on splicing when there are two or 

more alternatively used splice-sites in close-proximity to a splicing enhancer.  A sSNP that 

results in an increase in the signal strength of one of the alternatively used splice-sites may 
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determine that the splice-site is used more frequently.  The increased usage of this splice-site 

may influence the abundance of the protein isoforms.  sSNPs that result in a decrease in ME 

may reduce the likelihood of splicing, regardless of the splice-site’s proximity to a splicing 

enhancer.  sSNPs may reduce the signal strength of a splice-site to a point where the splice-

site is no longer recognized by the splicing machinery.  A sSNP may also alter a splice-site so 

that it is recognized by a splicing silencer rather than a splicing enhancer.  The assessment of 

splicing regulatory regions were not included in this study, however, the sSNPs predicted to 

potentially cause an extreme change in the ME of the core splice-sites may contribute to 

aberrant splicing. 

 

Alternative splicing is a highly complex process.  As alternative splicing is dependent on the 

interaction of many different components, there are several ways in which sSNPs may 

contribute to aberrant splicing.  sSNPs may alter the core splice-sites, splicing enhancers or 

splicing silencers (Chamary et al., 2006, Parmley and Hurst, 2007).  Splicing regulatory regions 

may be computationally predicted, for instance with the use of ESEfinder.  One of the next 

steps in this project could be to determine which of the sSNPs predicted to potentially alter 

the splicing signal strength of splice-sites are within close-proximity to splicing regulatory 

regions.  It may also be useful to determine whether any of the identified sSNPs may 

potentially alter any of the splicing regulatory regions. 
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4.4. sSNPs and disease associations 

 

Of the non-redundant 90,102 sSNPs identified, 21,086 (23.4%) where predicted to have a 

potential functional impact through one or more of the three molecular mechanisms 

investigated.  Of the 21,086 sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact, 4,057 

(19.2%) were within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM (Fig.4.1).  Most of 

the disease genes were related to complex diseases, such as various forms of mental 

retardation and cancers.  OMIM is one of the most well established databases for gene and 

genetic phenotype data, however, the number of complex disorders that are cataloged in 

OMIM is still limited (Amberger et al., 2011).  The effect of sSNPs may be more subtle and 

therefore they seldom, if ever, cause monogenic traits and are more likely to contribute to 

complex diseases.  More sSNPs may be within disease genes that are not cataloged in OMIM, 

especially genes that contribute to complex diseases. 
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Figure 4.1:  The proportion of sSNPs, identified from cSNPs, predicted to have a potential functional impact, which had previously 

been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM. 

• cSNPs = the coding SNPs retrieved from dbSNP131 

• sSNPs = the synonymous SNPs, identified from the cSNPs 

• GWAS = the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact, which had previously been associated with a trait or disease 

in GWAS 

• OMIM = the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact, which occurred within genes known to be associated with 

disease in OMIM 
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Only 14 (0.07%) of the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact had previously 

been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS (Fig.4.1).  SNPs for GWAS are not generally 

chosen for functional impact, but rather on the SNPs’ frequency in the population.  In 

general, SNPs whose minor allele frequency is more than 5% in a control population will be 

included in GWAS (Hindorff et al., 2009).  A SNP associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

may, therefore, not be the causal SNP, but rather in linkage disequilibrium with the causal 

SNP.  The 14 sSNPs previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS were predicted to 

have a potential functional impact through an extreme change in CUF and/or MFE.  These 

sSNPs may therefore have an impact on translational and protein folding kinetics.  These 

potentially functional sSNPs may not be the causal SNPs; however, these sSNPs are likely in 

close-proximity to other SNPs, due to linkage disequilibrium.  If the SNPs that are in close-

proximity to the sSNPs also result in a change in translation kinetics, the effect of the 

different SNPs may together contribute to a dramatic change in translational kinetics and 

protein folding.  This could potentially result in a protein of altered structure and function. 

 

Of the 4,636 SNPs associated with a trait or disease in the GWAS catalog, only 57 (1.2%) were 

sSNPs.  As sSNPs accounted for 40% of the cSNPs retrieved from dbSNP131, it seems that 

sSNPs are far underrepresented in GWAS.  This could imply that sSNPs are being included in 

GWAS, but the majority of investigated sSNPs are not associated with the assessed traits.  It 

is, however, more likely that sSNPs are not included in GWAS nearly as frequently as nsSNPs.  

Genetic studies have shown that many sSNPs are associated with disease.  Although sSNPs 

do not change the amino acids encoded, sSNPs may contribute to phenotypic variation, such 

as disease risk, through various molecular mechanisms.  For these reasons, it is important to 

include all cSNPs in GWAS, including nsSNPs and sSNPs. 

 

The ability to identify disease-associated SNPs using GWAS depends on the strengths and the 

limitations of the methods used (Elbers et al., 2009).  Many of the genes within the human 

genome are of unknown biological function, or have not yet been identified.  GWAS can 

therefore be biased towards SNPs in well-studied genes.  The platforms used in GWAS are 
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designed to cover the entire genome, but not all of the regions within the genome are 

equally covered.  SNPs within poorly covered regions may be missed (Elbers et al., 2009).  In 

addition, the commonly used GWAS platforms are often biased towards populations of 

European descent (Hindorff et al., 2009). 

 

At present GWAS are designed to identify common variants with a risk allele frequency above 

5% and that are associated with modest effect sizes (Elbers et al., 2009).  Although GWAS 

have helped identify many disease associations, GWAS have not been able to explain the 

missing heritability of complex disease.  This may be because most of the disease associated 

SNPs identified by GWAS only confer small effect sizes.  Some of the missing heritability may 

be due to rare variants (Baker, 2010).  As technology advances more rare variants will be 

identified, which will improve our knowledge of the contributions of genetic variants to 

complex traits (Elbers et al., 2009).  GWAS are using an ever increasing number of SNPs, such 

as the Illumina Omni5 array, which includes more than 4.3 million SNPs, with minor allele 

frequencies as low as 1% (http://www.illumina.com/applications/gwas.ilmn).  It is therefore 

probable that more SNPs that are functional would be included and may be the causal 

variants associated with disease traits.  Many sSNPs are associated with disease; however, 

the underlying molecular mechanisms involved are often not fully investigated.  sSNPs 

identified in GWAS should be included in follow-up studies of function and mechanism. 

 

Of the 21,086 sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact, only six (0.03%) were 

within disease genes and had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

(Fig.4.1).  Five of these sSNPs were predicted to have a potential functional impact through 

an extreme change in CUF and one was predicted to have a potential functional impact 

through an extreme change in CUF and MFE.  These six sSNPs are within genes known to be 

associated with disease and are significantly associated with the disease.  For this reason, the 

potential molecular mechanisms of these sSNPs in combination with the effects of other 

SNPs in close-proximity, due to linkage disequilibrium, may contribute to disease risk.  These 

sSNPs may therefore be worth investigating experimentally. 
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4.5. Conclusion 

 

It is possible that the majority of sSNPs would not alone have a dramatic phenotypic effect.  

Mutations often have an interactive or additive effect on downstream processes.  It is, 

therefore, plausible that sSNPs may act in combination with other polymorphisms to affect 

downstream processes, which may ultimately result in phenotypic variation.  If sSNPs could 

alone have a dramatic phenotypic effect more monogenetic traits would have been 

influenced by sSNPs and the potential phenotypic effect of sSNPs would have easily been 

identified.  For these reasons, it is likely that more sSNPs could contribute to variations in 

complex multifactoral traits than monogenetic traits.  This may especially be the case in 

complex diseases, where instead of a single causative agent a number of factors, each with a 

minor phenotypic effect, contribute to the disease mechanism.  Some of the disease 

mechanisms responsible for complex disease phenotypes may be influenced at least in part 

by sSNPs. 

 

The conclusion from this study emphasizes the need to examine disease processes at 

multiple levels.  It is important not only to evaluate the potential consequences of variants 

based on DNA sequence information, but also to study the transcriptome and proteome in 

different tissues at different times in the development of the disease progression.  sSNPs 

may have been assumed to be silent as more focus has been placed on DNA sequence 

information rather than transcriptome and proteome information.  By combining genomic, 

transcriptome and proteome information sSNPs with a potential functional impact can be 

better identified.  For instance, a sSNP that changes the rate of transcription will change the 

amount of mRNA transcribed as well as an equivalent change in the amount of protein 

translated.  A sSNP that changes the rate of translation will have no affect on the amount of 

mRNA transcribed but could influence the amount of protein translated.  A sSNP that has no 

effect on the amount of mRNA transcribed or the amount of protein translated, but still 

results in a phenotypic change, could change translational and protein folding kinetics or 
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alternative splicing.  The change in translation and protein folding kinetics does not change 

the amount of protein product, but rather the structure and function of the protein. 

 

This is the first study to assess which sSNPs may have a potential functional impact either 

through a change in translational kinetics or alternative splicing on a genome-wide scale.  

This is only a single step towards the complete understanding of the potential functional 

impact of sSNPs.  More sSNPs may have a potential functional impact through other 

molecular mechanisms.  sSNPs that alter transcription factor binding sites, translation 

initiation factors or micro-RNA binding sites may also contribute to phenotypic variation 

(Sauna and Kimchi-Sarfaty, 2011).  It may be possible that sSNPs could alter any regulatory 

sequences within the genome.  The change in the regulatory sequences could have 

downstream consequences, which could result in phenotypic variation. 

 

The sSNPs were identified from the SNPs published within dbSNP131.  In April 2010, 

dbSNP131 contained 23,653,737 rs SNPs.  The August 2011 version of dbSNP134 contained 

41,365,915 rs SNPs (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/snp_summary.cgi).  In just 

over a year, the number of rs SNPs in dbSNP has almost doubled.  The 1000 genomes project 

contains sequence data for 1,094 individuals (http://www.1000genomes.org/).  HapMap 

phase 3 has sampled 1.6 million SNPs in 1,184 individuals from 11 populations 

(http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/).  The improved sequencing methods, including next 

generation sequencing, and the increase in the number of whole genome sequences will help 

identify more genetic variants, including rarer variants that may contribute to phenotypic 

variation.  Many more genome, exome, transcriptome and proteome projects are being 

conducted.  As variants cannot be fully characterized based on DNA sequence alone, the 

exome, transcriptome and proteome data will help uncover other causal variants associated 

with disease traits and the molecular mechanisms involved.  Undoubtedly, due to the 

advances in technologies and the explosion of data available, more sSNPs will be identified 

that may have a potential functional impact. 
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This study was not limited to SNPs that occur in any specific population group.  All of the 

sSNPs published within dbSNP131, which have been identified in various populations were 

assessed.  Genetic studies are often biased towards populations of European descent.  

African genomes contain the most genetic variation (Schuster et al., 2010).  As more African 

genomes become available, more SNPs that are novel will be identified.  The comparison of 

variants in different population groups may further uncover rare synonymous variants that 

may have a potential functional impact. 

 

Functionally important regions are often conserved (Fairbanks and Anderson, 1999).  Cross-

species homology would have been another way of identifying potentially functional sSNPs.  

It may also have been useful to determine which of the sSNPs predicted to have a potential 

functional impact were within highly conserved regions.  sSNPs that were predicted to have a 

potential functional impact and were within conserved regions would be well worth 

investigating experimentally to assess their potential functional impact. 

 

The objective of this project was to do an exploratory study to determine the proportion of 

sSNPs within the human genome that are more likely to have a functional impact.  The sSNPs 

predicted to have a potential functional impact were assessed to determine whether they 

had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occurred within genes 

known to be associated with disease in OMIM.  A number of sSNPs were predicted to have a 

potential functional impact.  A proportion of the sSNPs predicted to have a potential 

functional impact had previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and 

occurred within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM.  Although much work 

still needs to be done before the functional impact of sSNPs can be fully appreciated, it can 

be assumed that a significant proportion of sSNPs may have a functional impact.  The 

functional impact and the role of sSNPs in disease should therefore not be underestimated or 

ignored. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

******************************************************************************* 

*          ------------------              * 

*         SynSNP               * 

*          ------------------                   * 

*                    * 

*    Created by Lee-Ann Wood as (Bioinformatics/Human Genetics) MSc project   * 

*    at the University of the Witwatersrand (2011)                            * 

*                    * 

*    Project title:                  * 

*    --------------                  * 

*    Computational identification of synonymous SNPs in the human genome      * 

*    and their potential role in disease               * 

*                      * 

*    Direct any queries to sharma.leeann@gmail.com                   * 

*                    * 

******************************************************************************* 

 

SynSNP is designed to identify sSNPs within the human genome that may have a  

potential functional affects either though: 

 

1. a change in codon-usage frequency 

 (translational kinetics) 

2. a change in local mRNA secondary structure and stability 

 (rate of mRNA degradation or translation) 

3. disruption of splice-site motifs 

 (abnormal splicing pattern) 

 

and to determine which of the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional 

impact have previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or  

are within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM. 

 

-> All files required are downloaded from Galaxy (http://main.g2.bx.psu.edu/) 

  

******************************************************************************** 

*  1. Identify all sSNPs published within dbSNP         * 

******************************************************************************** 

 

1.1. Retrieve all SNPs published within dbSNP 

================================================================================ 

 

 Tools > Get data > UCSC main table browser 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 

 - clade:   Mammal 

 - genome:   Human 

 - assembly:   Feb.2009(GRCh37/hg19) 

 - group:   variation and Repeats 

 - track:   SNP(131) 

 - table:   SNP(131) 

 - region:   genome 
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 - filter:   - bin is: ignored 

     - chrom: does 

     - ChromStart: ignored 

     - ChromEnd: ignored 

     - name: does 

     - score is: ignored 

     - strand: does 

     - refNCBI: does 

     - refUCSC: does 

     - observed: does 

     - molType: does, match: genomic 

     - class: does, match: single 

     - valid: does, match: * 

     - avHet is: ignored 

     - avHetSE is: ignored 

     - func: does, include: * 

     - locType: does, match: * 

     - weight is: ignored 

 

 - output format:  all fields from selected table 

 

 > get output 

 

 > Once Galaxy has retrieved all the SNPs click on the pencil icon  

   (top right of history item) to edit the file attributes 

   - save as interval 

 

1.2. Retrieve all coding SNPs published within dbSNP 

================================================================================ 

 

 Tools > Get data > UCSC main table browser 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 

 - clade:   Mammal 

 - genome:   Human 

 - assembly:   Feb.2009(GRCh37/hg19) 

 - group:   variation and Repeats 

 - track:   SNP(131) 

 - table:   snp131CodingDbSNP 

 - region:   genome 

 - filter:   - bin is: ignored 

     - chrom: does 

     - ChromStart: ignored 

     - ChromEnd: ignored 

     - name: does 

     - transcript: does 

     - frame: does 

     - alleleCount is: ignored 

     - funcCodes: does 

     - alleles: does 

     - codons: does 

     - peptides: does 

 

 - output format:  all fields from selected table 
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 > get output 

 

 > Once Galaxy has retrieved all the SNPs click on the pencil icon  

   (top right of history item) to edit the file attributes 

   - save as interval 

 

1.3. Join SNP file to coding SNP file 

================================================================================ 

 

 Tools > Operate on Genomic Intervals > Join the intervals of two  

 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 datasets side-by-side 

 --------------------- 

 

 - Join: "SNP file" 

 - with: "Coding SNP file" 

 - with min overlap: 1 (bp) 

 - return: Only records that are joined (INNNER JOIN) 

 

 > Execute 

 

 .................................................................... 

 . SNPs joined to coding SNPs from Galaxy file structure        . 

 . =====================================================        . 

 . - First two lines = Headings            . 

 . - Rec[0]  = bin number            . 

 . - Rec[1]  = SNP chromosome            . 

 . - Rec[2]  = SNP chromosome start position          . 

 . - Rec[3]  = SNP chromosome end position          . 

 . - Rec[4]  = SNP name (rs number)           . 

 . - Rec[5]  = score             . 

 . - Rec[6]  = SNP strand            . 

 . - Rec[7]  = refNCBI (reference allele)          . 

 . - Rec[8]  = refUCSC (reference allele)          . 

 . - Rec[9]  = observed allele (e.g. A/G)          . 

 . - Rec[10] = SNP molecular type (e.g. genomic)         . 

 . - Rec[11] = SNP class (e.g. single)           . 

 . - Rec[12] = valid             . 

 . - Rec[13] = average heterozygosity           . 

 . - Rec[14] = average heterozygosity standard error         . 

 . - Rec[15] = SNP function (e.g. coding-synon)         . 

 . - Rec[16] = locus type            . 

 . - Rec[17] = weight             . 

 . - Rec[18] = bin number            . 

 . - Rec[19] = coding SNP chromosome           . 

 . - Rec[20] = coding SNP chromosome start position         . 

 . - Rec[21] = coding SNP chromosome end position         . 

 . - Rec[22] = coding SNP name (rs number)          . 

 . - Rec[23] = transcript name (accession number)         . 

 . - Rec[24] = coding SNP frame           . 

 . - Rec[25] = number of alleles                  . 

 . - Rec[26] = coding SNP function codes          . 

 . - Rec[27] = alleles (as in codons)           . 
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 . - Rec[28] = codons             . 

 . - Rec[29] = amino acids encoded           . 

 .................................................................... 

 

1.4.1. Retrieve all genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM 

================================================================================ 

 

 Tools > Get Data > UCSC Main table browser 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 

 - clade:  Mammal 

 - genome:  Human 

 - assembly:  Feb. 2009 (GRCh37/hg19) 

 - group:  Phenotype and Disease Association 

 - track:  OMIM Genes 

 - table:  omimMorbidMap 

 - region:  genome 

 - output format: selected fields from primary and related tables 

 - Send output to: Galaxy 

 

 > get output 

 

 - Select Fields from hg19.knownGene:  - description 

       - omimID 

 - Linked Tables:    - hg19.kgXref 

 

 > Allow selection from table 

 

 - Select Fields from hg19.omimMorbidMap: - description 

       - omimId 

 - hg19.kgXref fields:    - refseq.RefSeq ID 

 

 > done with selections 

 

1.4.2. Remove additional commas (,) from file retrieved from OMIM 

================================================================================ 

 

 Tools > Text Manipulation > Condense consecutive characters 

 ----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 - Condense all consecutive: Commas 

 - in this Query: "OMIM file" 

 

 > Execute 

 

1.4.3. Retrieve all genes within OMIM 

================================================================================ 

 

 Tools > Get Data > UCSC Main table browser 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 

 - clade:  Mammal 

 - genome:  Human 

 - assembly:  Feb. 2009 (GRCh37/hg19) 
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 - group:  Phenotype and Disease Association 

 - track:  OMIM Genes 

 - table:  omimGene 

 - region:  genome 

 - output format: selected fields from primary and related tables 

 - Send output to: Galaxy 

 

 > get output 

 

 - Select Fields from hg19.knownGene:  - description 

       - omimID 

 - Linked Tables:    - hg19.kgXref 

 

 > Allow selection from table 

 

 - Select Fields from hg19.omimMorbidMap: - description 

       - omimId 

 - hg19.kgXref fields:    - refseq.RefSeq ID 

 

 > done with selections 

 

1.4.4. Join the two OMIM files 

================================================================================ 

 

 Tools > Join, Subtract and Group > Join two Datasets side by side on a 

 specified field 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 - Join:  "Disease gene file" 

 - using: c3 

 - with:  "Gene file" 

 - and column: c5 

 - Keep lines of the first input that do not join with second input: No 

 - Keep lines of first input that are incomplete:    : No 

 - Fill empty columns:        : No 

 

 > Execute 

 

 .................................................................... 

 . OMIM from Galaxy file structure                  . 

 . ===============================           . 

 . - Rec[0]  = disease             . 

 . - Rec[1]  = gene name            . 

 . - Rec[2]  = MIM accession number           . 

 . - Rec[3]  = position of gene in chromosome          . 

 . - Rec[4]  = score             . 

 . - Rec[5]  = chromosome            . 

 . - Rec[6]  = gene start position           . 

 . - Rec[7]  = gene end position           . 

 . - Rec[8]  = MIM accession number           . 

 .................................................................... 
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1.5. Retrieve all SNPs known to be associated with disease from GWAS 

================================================================================ 

 

 Tools > Get Data > UCSC Main table browser 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 

 - clade:  Mammal 

 - genome:  Human 

 - assembly:  Feb. 2009 (GRCh37/hg19) 

 - group:  Phenotype and Disease Association 

 - track:  GWAS 

 - table:  gwasCatalog 

 - region:  genome 

 - output format: all fields from selected table 

 - Send output to: Galaxy 

 

 > get output 

 

 .................................................................... 

 . GWAS from Galaxy file structure                  . 

 . ===============================           . 

 . - First line = Headings             . 

 . - Rec[0]  = bin number            . 

 . - Rec[1]  = SNP chromosome            . 

 . - Rec[2]  = SNP chromosome start position          . 

 . - Rec[3]  = SNP chromosome end position          . 

 . - Rec[4]  = SNP name (rs number)           . 

 . - Rec[5]  = PubMed ID            . 

 . - Rec[6]  = author             . 

 . - Rec[7]  = publication date           . 

 . - Rec[8]  = journal             . 

 . - Rec[9]  = title             . 

 . - Rec[10] = trait             . 

 . - Rec[11] = initial sample            . 

 . - Rec[12] = replicate sample           . 

 . - Rec[13] = chromosome region           . 

 . - Rec[14] = genes             . 

 . - Rec[15] = risk alleles            . 

 . - Rec[16] = risk allele frequency           . 

 . - Rec[17] = p-value             . 

 . - Rec[18] = p-value desc            . 

 . - Rec[19] = orOrBeta             . 

 . - Rec[20] = 95% confidence-interval           . 

 . - Rec[21] = platform             . 

 . - Rec[22] = cnv             . 

 .................................................................... 

 

 

1.6. Identify sSNPs from coding SNPs 

================================================================================ 

  

 > Run SynSNP.py 

 > from the menu chose option 1, which will: 
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  1. Remove coding SNP records with errors 

   - sSNPs.Remove_Errors() 

  2. Remove redundant coding SNP records 

   - sSNPs.Remove_Redundancies() 

  3. Identify the synonymous SNPs (sSNPs) from the coding SNPs 

   - sSNPs.Identify_sSNPs() 

  4. Identify sSNPs previously associated with a trait/disease in 

     GWAS 

   - sSNPs.GWAS() 

  5. Identify sSNPs within genes known to be associated with  

     disease in OMIM 

   - sSNPs.OMIM() 

  6. Identify sSNPs previously associated with a trait/disease in 

     GWAS and within genes known to be associated with disease  

     in OMIM. 

   - General.GWAS_And_OMIM() 

  7. Creates a separate record for each synonymous single  

            nucleotide substitution from the sSNP records so that the 

     potential functional impact of each sSNP allele may be  

     investigated 

   - sSNPs.SSNS() 

  8. Separates the synonymous single nucleotide substitutions into 

     separate file for each chromosome so that the synonymous 

     single nucleotide substitution records may be joined to other 

     records later in a more efficient manner 

   - sSNPs.Create_Chrom_Files() 

 

 - The log file is saved in  

   "Home"\SynSNP\Results\1_sSNPs\Log_sSNPs.txt 

 

 - The sSNP file is saved in  

   "Home"\SynSNP\Results\1_sSNPs\3_2_Synonymous_SNPs.txt 

 

 .................................................................... 

 . sSNPs file structure             . 

 . ====================             . 

 . - Rec[0]  = sSNP CHROMOSOMES           . 

 . - Rec[1]  = sSNP START position on the chromosome         . 

 . - Rec[2]  = sSNP END position on the chromosome         . 

 . - Rec[3]  = sSNP NAME (rs number)           . 

 . - Rec[4]  = sSNP FUNCTION CODE           . 

 . - Rec[5]  = sSNP FUNCTION                   . 

 . - Rec[6]  = transcript STRAND           . 

 . - Rec[7]  = sSNP REFERENCE ALLELES as on transcript strand       . 

 . - Rec[8]  = sSNP ALLELE as on transcript strand         . 

 . - Rec[9]  = CODONS as on transcript strand          . 

 . - Rec[10] = sSNP FRAME (i.e. position in codons)         . 

 . - Rec[11] = synonymous AMINO ACIDS encoded          . 

 .................................................................... 

 

 .................................................................... 

 . Synonymous single nucleotide substitution file structure        . 

 . ========================================================        . 

 . - Rec[0]  = sSNS CHROMOSOMES           . 
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 . - Rec[1]  = sSNS START position on the chromosome         . 

 . - Rec[2]  = sSNS END position on the chromosome         . 

 . - Rec[3]  = sSNS NAME (rs number)           . 

 . - Rec[4]  = sSNS FUNCTION CODE           . 

 . - Rec[5]  = sSNP FUNCTION                   . 

 . - Rec[6]  = transcript STRAND           . 

 . - Rec[7]  = REFERENCE ALLELE                  . 

 . - Rec[8]  = VARIANT ALLELE                . 

 . - Rec[9]  = REFERENCE CODON            . 

 . - Rec[10] = VARIANT CODON            . 

 . - Rec[11] = sSNS FRAME in codon           . 

 . - Rec[12] = REFERENCE AMINO ACID           . 

 . - Rec[13] = VARIANT AMINO ACID           . 

 .................................................................... 

 

******************************************************************************** 

* 2. Identify sSNPs that may potentially alter codon-usage frequency     * 

******************************************************************************** 

 

 > Run SynSNP.py 

 > from the menu chose option 2, which will: 

 

  1. Calculate the change in codon-usage frequency caused by each  

     synonymous single nucleotide substitution 

   - Codons.Codon_Usage_Change() 

  2. Determine the cut-off values chosen to represent an extreme 

     change in codon-usage frequency 

   - General.Cut_Off_Value() 

  3. Determine which synonymous single nucleotide substitutions 

     result in an extreme change in codon-usage frequency based  

     on the chosen cut-off values 

   - Codon.Extreme_CUF() 

  4. Determine if any of the synonymous single nucleotide  

            substitutions predicted here to potentially result in an  

     extreme change in codon-usage frequency have previously been 

     associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

   - General.GWAS_Or_OMIM() 

  5. Determine if any of the synonymous single nucleotide  

     substitutions predicted here to potentially result in an  

     extreme change in codon-usage frequency are within genes  

     known to be associated with disease in OMIM 

   - General.GWAS_Or_OMIM() 

  6. Determine whether any of the sSNS predicted too potentially 

     result in an extreme change in codon-usage frequency have  

     previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS 

     and are within genes known to be associated with disease 

     in OMIM 

   - General.GWAS_And_OMIM() 

   

 - The log file is saved in  

   "Home"\SynSNP\Results\2_Codon_usage\Log_Codons.txt 

 

 - The sSNP that potentially result in an extreme change in codon-usage  

   file is saved in : 
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      "Home"\SynSNP\Results\2_Codon_usage\2_1_Extreme_DECREASE_CUF.txt  

      "Home"\SynSNP\Results\2_Codon_usage\2_2_Extreme_INCREASE_CUF.txt 

 

 .................................................................... 

 . Change in codon-usage frequency file structure         . 

 . ==============================================         . 

 . - Rec[0]  = sSNS CHROMOSOMES           . 

 . - Rec[1]  = sSNS START position on the chromosome         . 

 . - Rec[2]  = sSNS END position on the chromosome         . 

 . - Rec[3]  = sSNS NAME (rs number)           . 

 . - Rec[4]  = sSNS FUNCTION CODE           . 

 . - Rec[5]  = sSNP FUNCTION                   . 

 . - Rec[6]  = transcript STRAND           . 

 . - Rec[7]  = REFERENCE ALLELE                  . 

 . - Rec[8]  = VARIANT ALLELE                . 

 . - Rec[9]  = REFERENCE CODON            . 

 . - Rec[10] = VARIANT CODON            . 

 . - Rec[11] = sSNS FRAME in codon           . 

 . - Rec[12] = REFERENCE CODON            . 

 . - Rec[13] = VARIANT CODON            . 

 . - Rec[14] = sSNS frame            . 

 . - Rec[15] = REFERENCE AMINO ACID           . 

 . - Rec[16] = VARIANT AMINO ACID           . 

 . - Rec[17] = REFERENCE CODON-USAGE FREQUENCY          . 

 . - Rec[18] = VARIANT CODON-USAGE FREQUENCY          . 

 . - Rec[19] = CHANGE IN CODON-USAGE FREQUENCY         . 

 .................................................................... 

 

******************************************************************************** 

* 3. Identify sSNPs that may potentially alter mRNA secondary structure     * 

*    and stability            * 

******************************************************************************** 

 

3.1. Retrieve the coordinates of the coding sequences with introns 

================================================================================ 

  

 Tools > Get Data > UCSC Main table browser 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 

 - clade:  Mammal 

 - genome:  Human 

 - assembly:  Feb. 2009 (GRCh37/hg19) 

 - group:  mRNA and EST Tracks 

 - track:  Human mRNAs 

 - table:  RefSeq Genes (refGene) 

 - region:  genome 

 - output format: all fields from selected file 

 - Send output to: Galaxy 

 

 > get output 

 

 - Create one BED record per: Whole Gene 
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3.2. Retrieve the sequences of the coding sequences with introns 

================================================================================ 

  

 Tools > Get Data > UCSC Main table browser 

 ------------------------------------------ 

 

 - clade:  Mammal 

 - genome:  Human 

 - assembly:  Feb. 2009 (GRCh37/hg19) 

 - group:  mRNA and EST Tracks 

 - track:  Human mRNAs 

 - table:  RefSeq Genes (refGene) 

 - region:  genome 

 - output format: sequences 

 - Send output to: Galaxy 

 

 > get output 

 

 - Select sequence type for RefSeq Genes: genomic 

 

 Sequence Retrieval Region Options: - CDS Exons 

      - Introns 

      - One FAST record per gene 

 Sequence Formatting Options:  - Exons in upper case,  

        everything else in lower case 

 

3.3.1. Convert the sequences of the coding sequences with introns from FASTA  

       format to tabular format 

============================================================================= 

 

 Tools > FASTA-to-Tabular converter 

 ---------------------------------- 

 

 - Convert these sequences: "Sequence file" 

 - How many columns to divide string into?: 2 

 - How many title characters to keep?: 0 

 

3.3.2. Remove excess columns 

============================ 

  

 Tools > Text Manipulation > Cut columns from table 

 -------------------------------------------------- 

 

 - Cut columns: c1, c3 

 - Delimintaed by: Tab 

 - From: "Tabular sequence file" 

 

3.3.3. Trim heading to just NM number 

===================================== 

 

 Tools > Text Manipulation > Trim leading or trailing characters 

 --------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 - this dataset: "Tabular sequence file" 
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 - Trim this column only: 1 

 - Trim from the beginning to this position: 14 

 - Remove everything from this position to the end: 0 

 - Is input dataset in fastq format?: No 

 

3.3.4. Join co-ordinates and sequences of the coding sequences with introns 

=========================================================================== 

  

 Tools > Join, Subtract and Group > Join two Datasets side by side on a  

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 specified field 

 --------------- 

 

 - Join: "Co-ordinates file" 

 - using column: c4 

 - with: "Sequence file" 

 - and column: c1 

 - Keep lines of first input that do not join with second input: No 

 - Keep lines of first input that are incomplete: No 

 - Keep lines of first input that are incomplete: No 

 - Fill empty columns: No 

 

 > Execute 

 

3.3.5 Remove excess columns 

=========================== 

 

 Tools > Text Manipulation > Cut columns from table 

 -------------------------------------------------- 

 

 - Cut columns: c1,c2,c3,c4,c6,c7,c8,c14 

 - Delimintaed by: Tab 

 - From: "Coding sequences with introns file"  

 

 .................................................................... 

 . Coding sequences with introns file structure              . 

 . ============================================         . 

 . - Rec[16] = chromosome            . 

 . - Rec[17] = sequence start               . 

 . - Rec[18] = sequences end            . 

 . - Rec[19] = Sequence name (NM number)          . 

 . - Rec[20] = DNA strand            . 

 . - Rec[21] = sequence start position           . 

 . - Rec[22] = sequence end position           . 

 . - Rec[23] = sequence             . 

 .................................................................... 

 

 

3.4. Identify sSNPs that potentially result in an extreme change in minimum-free 

     energy of mRNA: 

================================================================================ 

 

 > Run SynSNP.py 

 > from the menu chose option 3, which will: 
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  1. Remove records with errors 

   - mRNA.Remove_Errors() 

  2. Remove redundant records 

   - General.Remove_Redundancies() 

  3. Separate the records into separate files based on their 

     chromosomes 

   - General.Create_Files() 

  4. Identify synonymous single nucleotide substitutions in the 

     coding sequences with introns 

   - General.Join_Files() 

  5. Ensures that the reference allele is in the  

     coding sequences with introns 

   - General.Check_Alleles() 

  6. Create the reference and variant 100 base mRNA sequences 

   - mRNA.Ref_And_Var() 

  7. Create the Fasta file required for RNAfold 

   - mRNA.Fasta() 

  8. Run RNA fold to calculate the minimum-free energy of the  

     reference and variant mRNA secondary structures 

   - mRNA.RNAfold() 

  9. Calculate the change in the minimum-free energy caused by  

     each synonymous single nucleotide substitution 

   - mRNA.Change_In_MFE() 

  10. Identify single nucleotide substitutions that result in an  

      extreme change in the minimum-free energy 

   - mRNA.Extreme_MFE() 

  11. Determine whether the synonymous single nucleotide  

      substitutions predicted to potentially cause an extreme 

      change in the minimum-free energy of the local mRNA 

      secondary structures have previously been associated with 

      a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known 

      to be associated with disease in OMIM 

   - mRNA.MFE_In_Disease() 

 

 - The log file is saved in  

   "Home"\SynSNP\Results\3_mRNA\Log_mRNA.txt 

 

 - The sSNP that potentially result in an extreme change in the   

   minimum-free energy of local mRNA secondary structures  

   file is saved in : 

      "Home"\SynSNP\Results\3_mRNA\8_1_Extreme_DECREASE_MFE.txt  

      "Home"\SynSNP\Results\3_mRNA\8_2_Extreme_INCREASE_MFE.txt 

 

 .................................................................... 

 . sSNS in mRNA with change in MFE file structure          . 

 . ==============================================         . 

 . - Rec[0]  = sSNS chromosome            . 

 . - Rec[1]  = sSNS start position (genomic)          . 

 . - Rec[2]  = sSNS end position (genomic)          . 

 . - Rec[3]  = sSNS name (rs number)           . 

 . - Rec[4]  = sSNS function code           . 

 . - Rec[5]  = sSNS function            . 

 . - Rec[6]  = strand                    . 
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 . - Rec[7]  = reference allele           . 

 . - Rec[8]  = variant allele            . 

 . - Rec[9]  = CDS start position           . 

 . - Rec[10] = CDS end position           . 

 . - Rec[11] = CDs name (NM number)           . 

 . - Rec[12] = sSNS position in CDS           . 

 . - Rec[13] = reference 100 base mRNA sequence         . 

 . - Rec[14] = variant 100 base mRNA sequence          . 

 . - Rec[15] = reference 100 base mRNA secondary structure        . 

 . - Rec[16] = variant 100 base mRNA secondary structure        . 

 . - Rec[17] = reference mRNA minimum-free energy         . 

 . - Rec[18] = variant mRNA minimum-free energy         . 

 . - Rec[19] = change in minimum free energy          . 

 .................................................................... 

 

******************************************************************************** 

* 4. Identify sSNPs that may potentially disrupt or increase splice-site     * 

*    signal strength            * 

******************************************************************************** 

 

4.1. Retrieve exon (plus 20 bases at each end) coordinates 

================================================================================ 

 

 UCSC main table browser 

 ----------------------- 

 

 - clade:   Mammal 

 - genome:   Human 

 - assembly:   Feb.2009(GRCh37/hg19) 

 - group:   Genes and Gene Prediction Tracks 

 - track:   RefSeq Genes 

 - table:   refGene 

 - region:   genome 

 - output format:  BED-browser extensible data 

 - send output to: Galaxy 

 

 > get output 

 

 - Create one BED record per: Exons plus 20 bases at each end 

 

4.2. Retrieve sequences for exon (plus 20 bases at each end) coordinates 

================================================================================ 

 

 Tools > Fetch sequences > Extract Genomic DNA using coordinates from  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 assembled/unassembled genomes 

 ----------------------------- 

 

 - Fetch sequences for intervals in: "Coding exons (plus 20 bases at each 

          end) coordinates file" 

 - Interpret features when possible: No 

 - Source for Genomic Data: Locally cached 

 - Output data type: Interval 
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 > Execute 

 

4.3. Identify sSNPs that potentially result in an extreme change in  

     maximum-entropy of splice-sites 

================================================================================ 

 

 > Run SynSNP.py 

 > from the menu chose option 4, which will: 

 

  1. Remove records with errors 

   - SpliceSites.Remove_Errors() 

  2. Remove redundant exons 

   - General.Remove_Redundancies() 

  3. Create separate chromosome files 

   - General.Create_Files() 

  4. Identify synonymous single nucleotide substitution within 

     exons 

   - General.Join_Files() 

  5. Ensure that the reference alleles are in the exon 

   - General.Check_Alleles() 

  6. Identify synonymous single nucleotide substitutions in the 

     3' acceptor and 5' donor splice-sites 

   - SpliceSites.In_Splice_Sites() 

  7. Runs MaxEntScan to calculate the maximum entropy score of  

     each reference and variant splice-site motif 

   -SpliceSites.MaxEntScan() 

  8. Determines which synonymous single nucleotide substitutions  

     result in an extreme change in maximum entropy 

   - General.Extreme_ME() 

  6. Determines which of the synonymous single nucleotide  

     substitutions predicted to potentially cause an extreme  

     change in the maximum entropy score of splice-sites have 

     previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS  

     and/or occur within genes known to be associated with  

     disease in OMIM 

   -SpliceSites.Extreme_ME_In_Disease() 

 

 - The log file is saved in  

   "Home"\SynSNP\Results\4_Splice_sites\Log_splice_sites.txt 

 

 - The sSNP that potentially result in an extreme change in the maximum  

   entropy score of splice-sites file is saved in : 

      "Home"\SynSNP\Results\4_Splice_sites\9_1_Acceptor_EXTREME_DECREAS.txt  

      "Home"\SynSNP\Results\4_Splice_sites\9_2_Acceptor_EXTREME_INCREASE.txt 

   "Home"\SynSNP\Results\4_Splice_sites\9_3_Donor_EXTREME_DECREAS.txt  

      "Home"\SynSNP\Results\4_Splice_sites\9_4_Donor_EXTREME_INCREASE.txt 

 

 .................................................................... 

 . sSNS in exons file structure           . 

 . ============================           . 

 . - Rec[0]  = CHROMOSOME            . 

 . - Rec[1]  = sSNS START position           . 

 . - Rec[2]  = sSNS END position           . 

 . - Rec[3]  = sSNS NAME (rs number)           . 
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 . - Rec[4]  = sSNS FUNCTION CODE           . 

 . - Rec[5]  = sSNS FUNCTION            . 

 . - Rec[6]  = STRAND                    . 

 . - Rec[7]  = REFERENCE ALLELE           . 

 . - Rec[8]  = VARIANT ALLELE            . 

 . - Rec[9]  = EXON START position (minus 20 bases)                . 

 . - Rec[10] = EXON END position (plus 20 bases)         . 

 . - Rec[11] = EXON NAME (NM number +)                  . 

 . - Rec[12] = exon SEQUENCE                    . 

 .................................................................... 

 

 .................................................................... 

 . sSNS in that potentially disrupt splice-sites file structure     . 

 . ============================================================     . 

 . - Rec[0]  = CHROMOSOME            . 

 . - Rec[1]  = sSNS START position           . 

 . - Rec[2]  = sSNS END position           . 

 . - Rec[3]  = sSNS NAME (rs number)           . 

 . - Rec[4]  = sSNS FUNCTION CODE           . 

 . - Rec[5]  = sSNS FUNCTION            . 

 . - Rec[6]  = STRAND                    . 

 . - Rec[7]  = REFERENCE ALLELE           . 

 . - Rec[8]  = VARIANT ALLELE            . 

 . - Rec[9]  = EXON START position (minus 20 bases)                . 

 . - Rec[10] = EXON END position (plus 20 bases)         . 

 . - Rec[11] = EXON NAME (NM number +)                  . 

 . - Rec[12] = exon SEQUENCE                    . 

 . - Rec[13] = REFEERENCE SPLICE-SITE SEQUENCE         . 

 . - Rec[14] = VARIANT SPLICE-SITE SEQUENCE          . 

 . - Rec[15] = sSNS position in exonic part of splice-site        . 

 . - Rec[16] = REFERENCE MAXENT SCORE           . 

 . - Rec[17] = VARIANT MAXENT SCORE           . 

 . - Rec[18] = CHANGE IN MAXENT SCORE           . 

 ....................................................................  

 

******************************************************************************** 

* 5. Identify the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact from   * 

*    the sSNS predicted to have a potential functional impact      *  

******************************************************************************** 

 

 > Run SynSNP.py 

 > from the menu chose option 5, which will: 

  1. Identify all of the sSNPs from the sSNS predicted to have a 

     potential functional impact 

   - Functional.Count_sSNPs() 

  2. Count how many sSNPs may have a potential functional impact  

     through an extreme change in CUF, MFE, ME, CUF+MFE, CUF+ME, 

     MFE+ME, CUF+MFE+ME 

   - Functional.Mechanisms() 

 

 - The log file is saved in  

   "Home"\SynSNP\Results\5_Functional_sSNPs\Log_Functional_sSNPs.txt 

 

 - The sSNP predicted to have a potential functional impact  
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   file is saved in : 

      "Home"\SynSNP\Results\5_Functional_sSNPs\4_sSNPs_Functional.txt  

      

 .................................................................... 

 . Potentially functional sSNP file structure          . 

 . ==========================================          . 

 . - Rec[0]  = Chromosome            . 

 . - Rec[1]  = sSNP position in chromosome          . 

 . - Rec[2]  = DNA strand            . 

 . - Rec[3]  = Mechanisms            . 

 .................................................................... 

 

******************************************************************************** 

* 6. Determine which sSNPs predicted to have a potentially functional may      * 

*    potentially be involved in disease         * 

******************************************************************************** 

 

 > Run SynSNP.py 

 > from the menu chose option 6, which will: 

  1. Identify which of the sSNPs predicted to have a potential  

     functional impact have previously been associated with a 

     trait or disease in GWAS OR occur within genes known to be  

     associated with disease in OMIM 

   - Disease.GWAS_Or_OMIM() 

  2. Identify which of the sSNPs predicted to have a potential  

     functional impact have previously been associated with a 

     trait or disease in GWAS AND occur within genes known to be  

     associated with disease in OMIM 

   - Disease.GWAS_And_OMIM() 

 

 - The log file is saved in  

   "Home"\SynSNP\Results\6_Disease\Log_Disease.txt 

 

 - The sSNP predicted to have a potential functional impact, which have 

   previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and occur 

   within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM  

   file is saved in : 

      "Home"\SynSNP\Results\6_Disease\3_Functional_GWAS_and_OMIM.txt  

      

 .................................................................... 

 . Potentially functional sSNP file structure          . 

 . ==========================================          . 

 . - Rec[0]  = Chromosome            . 

 . - Rec[1]  = sSNP position in chromosome          . 

 . - Rec[2]  = Mechanisms            . 

 . - Rec[3]  = trait or disease from GWAS          . 

 . - Rec[4]  = gene associated with disease in OMIM         . 

 .................................................................... 

   

 

******************************************************************************** 

         End of SynSNP manual 

******************************************************************************** 
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APPENDIX B 

 

################################################################################ 

#                                   SynSNP.py                                  # 

################################################################################ 

 

print("="*79) 

print("SynSNP MENU”. center(79)) 

print("="*79) 

print("\t1. sSNPs from coding SNPs") 

print() 

print("\t2. sSNS that potentially alter CODON-USAGE frequency") 

print() 

print("\t3. sSNS that potentially alter mRNA SECONDARY STRUCTURE") 

print() 

print("\t4. sSNS that potentially disrupt SPLICE-SITES") 

print() 

print("\t5. Potentially FUNCTIONAL sSNPs") 

print() 

print("\t6. sSNPs predicted to have a potentially functional impact") 

print("\t   within genes known to be associated with DISEASE") 

print("="*79) 

print() 

 

Choice = input("Enter choice as list (e.g. 1234) or 0 to exit: ") 

print() 

 

if Choice != "0": 

     

    import os 

    import sys 

    sys.path.append(os.getcwd() + "\\Functions") 

    import General 

 

    HomeDir = os.getcwd() 

 

    if "1" in Choice: 

        print("Identifying sSNPs from cSNPs...") 

        print("===============================") 

        print() 

        import sSNPs 

        sSNPs.Create_Chrom_Files(HomeDir ) 

    if "2" in Choice: 

        print("Identifying SSNS that potentially alter CODON-USAGE frequency...") 

        print("=================================================================") 
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        print() 

        import Codons 

        Codons.Extreme_CUF_In_Disease(HomeDir) 

    if "3" in Choice: 

        print("Identifying SSNS that potentially alter mRNA SECONDARY STRUCTURE...") 

        print("====================================================================") 

        print() 

        import mRNA 

        mRNA.Extreme_MFE_In_Disease(HomeDir) 

    if "4" in Choice: 

        print("Identifying SSNS that potentially disrupt SPLICE-SITES...") 

        print("==========================================================") 

        print() 

        import SpliceSites 

        SpliceSites.Extreme_ME_In_Disease(HomeDir) 

    if "5" in Choice: 

        print("Identifying sSNPs predicted to potentially be functional...") 

        print("==========================================================") 

        print() 

        import Functional 

        Functional.Functional_SNPs(HomeDir) 

    if "6" in Choice: 

        print("Identifying sSNPs predicted to have a potentially functional impact") 

        print("within genes known to be associated with DISEASE") 

        print("====================================================================") 

        print() 

        import Disease 

        Disease.Disease(HomeDir) 

 

print() 

print("="*79) 

print("EXITING...".center(79)) 

print("="*79) 

 

################################################################################ 

#                                   sSNPs.pyw                                  # 

################################################################################ 

 

################################################################################ 

# This library contains all the functions required to identify sSNPs from the  # 

# coding SNP file retrieved from dbSNP131                                      # 

################################################################################ 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: corrects the SNP strand and reference allele according to the      # 

#           codon strand and writes the records without errors to file         # 

#   - Called by: Remove_Errors()                                               # 

#******************************************************************************# 
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def Write_File(File,Record,Allele,Codon,AminoAcid): 

 

    Compl = {"A":"T","T":"A","C":"G","G":"C"} 

    DNA = ["A","C","G","T"] 

    ComplStr = {"-":"+","+":"-"} 

 

    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

    # Correct reference allele (refNCBI) and strand according to codons        # 

    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

    if Record[6] == "+": 

        if Record[7] in Record[27]: 

            refNCBI = Record[7] 

            Strand = "+" 

        elif Compl[Record[7]] in Record[27]: 

            refNCBI = Compl[Record[7]] 

            Strand = "-" 

    elif Record[6] == "-": 

        if Record[7] in Record[27]: 

            refNCBI = Record[7] 

            Strand = "+" 

        elif Compl[Record[7]] in Record[27]: 

            refNCBI = Compl[Record[7]] 

            Strand = "-" 

 

    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

    # Write the records without errors to file                                 # 

    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

    for i in range(1,5):        # SNP chrom, SNP start, SNP end, SNP name 

        File.write(Record[i]) 

        File.write("\t") 

    File.write(Record[26])      # Function code 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(Record[15])      # Function 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(Strand)          # Codon/transcript strand 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(refNCBI)         # Reference allele as on transcript strand 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(Allele)          # SNP alleles as on transcript strand 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(Codon)           # Codons 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(Record[24])      # SNP frame 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(AminoAcid)       # Amino acids 

    File.write("\n")          
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#******************************************************************************# 

# 1. Function: removes SNP records with errors and identifies true SNPs        # 

#   - Called by: Remove_Redundancies()                                         # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Remove_Errors(LogF): 

 

    import General 

    import os 

    import winsound 

 

    winsound.Beep(400,1000) 

    SNPFileName = input("Enter cSNPs file name: ") 

    while not os.path.isfile(SNPFileName): 

        print ("File does not exist") 

        SNPFileName = input("Enter file name: ") 

    Header = int(input("Enter number of comment lines: ")) 

    print() 

 

    print ("Removing errors...") 

    print () 

 

    NumRec=Err1=Err2=Err3=Err4=Err5=Err6=Err7=NoErr = 0 

    DNA = ["A","C","T","G"] 

 

    SNPFile = open(SNPFileName,"r") 

    ErrFile = open("1_1_SNPs_with_errors.txt","w") 

    NoErrFile = open("1_2_SNPs_with_NO_ERRORS.txt","w") 

 

    for i in range(0,Header): 

        SNPFile.readline() 

 

    for Line in SNPFile: 

        NumRec = NumRec + 1 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # 1.1. No data must be missing i.e. all records must contain 30 fields # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

        if len(Rec) != 30: 

            Err1 = Err1 + 1 

            ErrFile.write("1. Data missing\t") 

            ErrFile.write(Line) 
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        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # 1.2. The SNP chromosome must be the same for both files joined       # 

        #      - Rec[1]  = SNP chromosome                                      # 

        #      - Rec[19] = cSNP chromosome                                     # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

         

        elif Rec[1] != Rec[19]: 

            Err2 = Err2 + 1 

            ErrFile.write("2. cSNP and SNP on diff chrom's\t") 

            ErrFile.write(Line) 

 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # 1.3. The SNP must be one nucleotide in length                        # 

        #      - Rec[2] = SNP start postion                                    # 

        #      - Rec[3] = SNP end position                                     # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

        elif int(Rec[3]) - int(Rec[2]) != 1: 

            Err3 = Err3 + 1 

            ErrFile.write("3. SNP not 1 nt in length\t") 

            ErrFile.write(Line) 

 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # 1.4. The SNP coordinates must be the same for both files joined      # 

        #      - Rec[2]  = SNP start position                                  # 

        #      - Rec[3]  = SNP end position                                    # 

        #      - Rec[20] = cSNP start position                                 # 

        #      - Rec[21] = cSNP end position                                   # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

        elif (Rec[2] != Rec[20]) or (Rec[3] != Rec[21]): 

            Err4 = Err4 + 1 

            ErrFile.write("4. SNP coordinates do not correspond\t") 

            ErrFile.write(Line) 

 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # 1.5. The reference allele given by refNCBI must be the same as that  # 

        #      given by refUCSC                                                # 

        #      - Rec[7] = refNCBI                                              # 

        #      - Rec[8] = refUCSC                                              # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

        elif Rec[7] != Rec[8]: 

            Err5 = Err5 + 1 

            ErrFile.write("5. refNCBI and refUCSC differ\t") 

            ErrFile.write(Line) 
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        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # 1.6. Each cSNP allele must be one nucleotide, each codon 3           # 

        #      nucleotides and there must be one amino acid per SNP/codon      # 

        #      - Rec[27] = alleles                                             # 

        #      - Rec[28] = codons                                              # 

        #      - Rec[29] = amino acids                                         # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

        else: 

            Alleles=Codons=AminoAcids = "" 

            AlleleRec    = ((Rec[27].strip('"')).rstrip(",")).split(",") 

            CodonRec     = ((Rec[28].strip('"')).rstrip(",")).split(",") 

            AminoAcidRec = ((Rec[29].strip('"')).rstrip(",")).split(",") 

            for i in range(0,len(AlleleRec)): 

                if (len(AlleleRec[i]) == 1) and (AlleleRec[i] in DNA) and (len(CodonRec[i]) == 

3): 

                    Alleles = Alleles + AlleleRec[i] + "," 

                    Codons = Codons + CodonRec[i] + "," 

                    AminoAcids = AminoAcids + AminoAcidRec[i] + "," 

            Alleles = Alleles.rstrip(",") 

            Codons = Codons.rstrip(",") 

            AminoAcids = AminoAcids.rstrip(",") 

 

            if len(Alleles) <= 1: 

                Err6 = Err6 + 1 

                ErrFile.write("6. Allele not one nucleotide or codon not 3 nucleotides\t") 

                ErrFile.write(Line) 

 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # 1.7. The alleles given must be in the codons                         # 

        #      - Rec[24] = SNP frame                                           # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

            else: 

                AlleleRec = Alleles.split(",") 

                CodonRec = Codons.split(",") 

                Wrong = 0 

                for i in range(0,len(AlleleRec)): 

                    if AlleleRec[i] != CodonRec[i][int(Rec[24])-1]: 

                        Wrong = Wrong + 1 

                if Wrong != 0: 

                    Err7 = Err7 + 1 

                    ErrFile.write("7. Alleles not in codons\t") 

                    ErrFile.write(Line) 

                else: 

                    NoErr = NoErr + 1 

                    Write_File(NoErrFile,Rec,Alleles,Codons,AminoAcids) 
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    SNPFile.close() 

    ErrFile.close() 

    NoErrFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"SNP records in "+SNPFileName,NumRec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SNP records with errors",NumRec-NoErr) 

    General.Log(LogF,"1. records with data missing",Err1) 

    General.Log(LogF,"2. cSNP and SNP on different chromosomes",Err2) 

    General.Log(LogF,"3. SNP not one nucleotide in length",Err3) 

    General.Log(LogF,"4. cSNP and SNP coordinates differ",Err4) 

    General.Log(LogF,"5. refNCBI and refUCSC differ",Err5) 

    General.Log(LogF,"6. cSNP allele or codon incorrect length",Err6) 

    General.Log(LogF,"7. alleles not in codons",Err7) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SNP records WITH NO ERRORS (true coding SNPs)",NoErr) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    FileName = str(NoErrFile).split(" ") 

    return (FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1]) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 2. Function: removes redundant cSNP records                                  # 

#              Redundant records = records with the same chromosome, SNP start # 

#              position and on the same strand                                 # 

#   - Called by: Identify_sSNPs()                                              # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Remove_Redundancies(LogF): 

 

    import General 

 

    NumRec = 0 

    NumRed = 0 

    List = [] 

 

    SNPFile = open(Remove_Errors(LogF),"r") 

    RedFile = open("2_1_Redundant_cSNPs.txt","w") 

    NonRedFile = open("2_2_Non_redundant_cSNPs.txt","w") 

 

    print ("Removing redundancies...") 

    print () 

 

    for Line in SNPFile: 

        NumRec = NumRec + 1 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

 

        Id = Rec[0]+Rec[1]+Rec[6] # Id = Chrom + Start + Strand 
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        if Id not in List: 

            List = List + [Id] 

            NonRedFile.write(Line) 

        else: 

            NumRed = NumRed + 1 

            RedFile.write(Line) 

 

    SNPFile.close() 

    RedFile.close() 

    NonRedFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"coding SNPs checked for redundancies",NumRec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"redundant coding SNPs",NumRed) 

    General.Log(LogF,"NON-REDUNDANT coding SNPs",len(List)) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    FileName = str(NonRedFile).split(" ") 

    return (FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1]) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 4. Function: identifies sSNPs previously associated with a trait/disease in  # 

#              genome-wide association studies (GWAS)                          # 

#   - Called by: Identify_sSNPs()                                              # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def GWAS(sSNPFileName,LogF): 

 

    import General 

    import winsound 

    import os 

 

    winsound.Beep(400,1000) 

    GWASFileName = input("Enter GWAS file name: ") 

    while not os.path.isfile(GWASFileName): 

        print ("File does not exist") 

        GWASFileName = input("Enter file name: ") 

    Header = int(input("Enter number of comment lines: ")) 

    print() 

 

    print("Identifying sSNPs in GWAS...") 

    print() 
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    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

    # Save GWAS data in a dictionary                                           # 

    #   - Rec[1]  = chromosome                                                 # 

    #   - Rec[2]  = SNP start position                                         # 

    #   - Rec[10] = trait                                                      # 

    #   - Rec[15] = risk alleles                                               # 

    #   - Rec[17] = p-value                                                    # 

    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

     

    GWASDict = {} 

    NumInGWAS = 0 

 

    GWASFile = open(GWASFileName,"r") 

    for i in range(0,Header): 

        GWASFile.readline() 

         

    for Line in GWASFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Chrom = Rec[1].split("_") 

        Chrom = Chrom[0] 

        if Chrom not in GWASDict.keys(): 

            GWASDict[Chrom] = {Rec[2]:Rec[10]+": "+Rec[15]+", "+Rec[17]} 

            NumInGWAS = NumInGWAS + 1 

        elif Rec[2] not in GWASDict[Chrom].keys(): 

            GWASDict[Chrom][Rec[2]] = Rec[10]+": "+Rec[15]+", "+Rec[17] 

            NumInGWAS = NumInGWAS + 1 

        elif Rec[10] not in GWASDict[Chrom][Rec[2]]: 

            GWASDict[Chrom][Rec[2]] = GWASDict[Chrom][Rec[2]] + "; " + Rec[10]+": " + Rec[15] 

+ ", " + Rec[17] 

         

    GWASFile.close() 

 

    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

    # Loop over sSNP file and join to GWAS records based on SNP position       # 

    #   - Rec[1] = sSNP start position                                         # 

    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

    NumGWAS = 0 

     

    SNPFile = open(sSNPFileName,"r") 

    OutFile = open("4_1_sSNPs_in_GWAS.txt","w") 

 

    for Line in SNPFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Chrom = Rec[0].split("_") 

        Chrom = Chrom[0] 

        if Rec[1] in GWASDict[Chrom]: 

            NumGWAS = NumGWAS + 1 
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            OutFile.write(Chrom) 

            OutFile.write("\t") 

            OutFile.write(Rec[1]) 

            OutFile.write("\t") 

            OutFile.write(GWASDict[Chrom][Rec[1]]) 

            OutFile.write("\n") 

 

    SNPFile.close() 

    OutFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"SNPs previously associated with a trait in GWAS catalogue",NumInGWAS) 

    General.Log(LogF,"sSNPs previously associates with a trait in GWAS",NumGWAS) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    FileName = str(OutFile).split(" ") 

    return(FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1]) 

     

#******************************************************************************# 

# 5. Function: identifies which of the sSNPs are within genes known to be      # 

#    associated with disease in OMIM                                           # 

#   - Called by: Identify_sSNPs()                                              # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def OMIM(sSNPFileName,LogF): 

 

    import General 

    import winsound 

    import os 

 

    winsound.Beep(400,1000) 

    OMIMFileName = input("Enter OMIM file name: ") 

    while not os.path.isfile(OMIMFileName): 

        print ("File does not exist") 

        OMIMFileName = input("Enter file name: ") 

    Header = int(input("Enter number of comment lines: ")) 

    print() 

 

    print("Identifying sSNPs in OMIM...") 

    print() 

 

    OMIMFile = open(OMIMFileName,"r")\ 

     

    for i in range(0,Header): 

        OMIMFile.readline() 
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    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

    # Save OMIM data in a dictionary                                           # 

    #   - Rec[0] = trait or disease                                            # 

    #   - Rec[2] = OMIM id (MIM#)                                              # 

    #   - Rec[5] = chromosome                                                  # 

    #   - Rec[6] = gene start position                                         # 

    #   - Rec[7] = gene end position                                           # 

    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

    OMIMDict = {} 

    NumGenes = 0 

 

    for Line in OMIMFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Chrom = Rec[5].split("_") 

        Chrom = Chrom[0] 

        Gene = Rec[6]+" - "+Rec[7] 

        if Chrom not in OMIMDict.keys(): 

            OMIMDict[Chrom] = {Gene: Rec[0].strip("[]{}") + "(" + Rec[2] + ")"} 

            NumGenes = NumGenes + 1 

        elif Gene not in OMIMDict[Chrom].keys(): 

            OMIMDict[Chrom][Gene] = Rec[0].strip("[]{}") + "(" + Rec[2] + ")" 

            NumGenes = NumGenes + 1 

        elif Rec[0] not in OMIMDict[Chrom][Gene]: 

            OMIMDict[Chrom][Gene] = OMIMDict[Chrom][Gene] + "; " + Rec[0].strip("[]{}") + "(" 

+ Rec[2] + ")" 

 

    OMIMFile.close() 

 

    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

    # Loop over sSNP file and join to OMIM records based on SNP position       # 

    #   - Rec[1] = sSNP start position                                         # 

    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

     

    SNPFile = open(sSNPFileName,"r") 

    OutFile = open("5_1_sSNPs_in_OMIM.txt","w") 

 

    NumOMIM = 0 

 

    for Line in SNPFile: 

 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Chrom = Rec[0].split("_") 

        Chrom = Chrom[0] 

 

        if Chrom in OMIMDict.keys(): 

            List = "" 

            for Genes in OMIMDict[Chrom]: 
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                Gene = Genes.split(" - ") 

                GeneStart = int(Gene[0]) 

                GeneEnd = int(Gene[1]) 

                if (int(Rec[1]) >= GeneStart): 

                    if (int(Rec[1]) < GeneEnd): 

                        List = List +Genes+": "+OMIMDict[Chrom][Genes] + " | " 

            if List != "": 

                NumOMIM = NumOMIM + 1 

                OutFile.write(Chrom) 

                OutFile.write("\t") 

                OutFile.write(Rec[1]) 

                OutFile.write("\t") 

                OutFile.write(List.rstrip(" | ")) 

                OutFile.write("\n") 

 

    SNPFile.close() 

    OutFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"Genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM",NumGenes) 

    General.Log(LogF,"sSNPs within one or more genes known to be associated with disease in 

OMIM",NumOMIM) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    FileName = str(OutFile).split(" ") 

    return(FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1]) 

   

#******************************************************************************# 

# 3. Function: identify sSNPs as those SNPs that do not change the amino acid  # 

#              encoded                                                         # 

#       - Rec[9] = alleles                                                     # 

#       - Rec[10] = codons                                                     # 

#       - Rec[11] = amino acids                                                # 

#   - Called by: SSNS()                                                        # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Identify_sSNPs(LogF): 

 

    import General 

 

    SNPfile = open(Remove_Redundancies(LogF),"r") 

    NonSynFile = open("3_1_Non_synonymous_SNPs.txt","w") 

    SynFile = open("3_2_Synonymous_SNPs.txt","w") 

 

    print ("Identifying sSNPs...") 

    print () 
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    NumRec = 0 

    NumSyn = 0 

    NumNonSyn = 0 

    Compl = {"A":"T","T":"A","C":"G","G":"C"} 

 

    for Line in SNPfile: 

        NumRec = NumRec + 1 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # 3.1. Loop over the amino acids and keep record of how many times     # 

        #      each amino acid is encoded for                                  # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

        Dict   = {}  

        AminoAcidRec = Rec[11].split(",") 

        for i in range(0,len(AminoAcidRec)): 

            if AminoAcidRec[i] not in Dict.keys(): 

                Dict[AminoAcidRec[i]] = [i] 

            else: 

                Dict[AminoAcidRec[i]] = Dict[AminoAcidRec[i]] + [i] 

 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # 3.2. If the same amino acid is encoded for more than once then the   # 

        #      cSNP is identified as synonymous                                # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

        Alleles = "" 

        Codons = "" 

        AminoAcids = "" 

        AlleleRec = Rec[8].split(",") 

        CodonRec = Rec[9].split(",") 

        for AA in Dict: 

            if len(Dict[AA]) > 1: 

                for i in Dict[AA]: 

                    if AminoAcidRec[i] != "X": 

                        if CodonRec[i] not in Codons: 

                            Alleles = Alleles + AlleleRec[i] + "," 

                            Codons = Codons + CodonRec[i] + "," 

                            AminoAcids = AminoAcids + AminoAcidRec[i] + "," 

 

        #---------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # 3.3. Write the identified synonymous and non-synonymous SNPs to     # 

        #      separate file                                                  # 

        #---------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

        if len(Alleles) > 2: 

            NumSyn = NumSyn + 1 
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            if Rec[7] in Alleles: 

                RefNCBI = Rec[7] 

            elif Compl[Rec[7]] in Alleles: 

                RefNCBI = Compl[Rec[7]] 

            for i in range(0,7): 

                SynFile.write(Rec[i]) 

                SynFile.write("\t") 

            SynFile.write(RefNCBI) 

            SynFile.write("\t") 

            SynFile.write(Alleles.rstrip(",")) 

            SynFile.write("\t") 

            SynFile.write(Codons.rstrip(",")) 

            SynFile.write("\t") 

            SynFile.write(Rec[10]) 

            SynFile.write("\t") 

            SynFile.write(AminoAcids.rstrip(",")) 

            SynFile.write("\n") 

        else: 

            NumNonSyn = NumNonSyn + 1 

            NonSynFile.write(Line) 

     

    SNPfile.close() 

    SynFile.close() 

    NonSynFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"coding SNPs",NumRec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"non-synonymous SNPs",NumNonSyn) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SYNONYMOUS SNPs",NumSyn) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

    # Identify which of the sSNPs have previously been associated with a       # 

    # trait or disease in GWAS and/or are within genes known to be associated  # 

    # with disease in OMIM                                                     # 

    #--------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

    FileName = str(SynFile).split(" ") 

    FileName = FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1] 

 

    GWASFile = GWAS(FileName,LogF) 

    OMIMFile = OMIM(FileName,LogF) 

 

    Num = General.GWAS_And_OMIM(GWASFile,OMIMFile,"6_1_sSNPs_GWAS_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogF,"sSNPs previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and within 

genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM",Num) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

     

    return (FileName) 
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#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: writes additional synonymous single nucleotide substitution data   # 

#           to log file                                                        # 

#   - Called by: SSNS()                                                        # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Stats(FileName,Total,LogF): 

 

    FrameDict={} 

    NtDict={} 

    AADict = {} 

 

    File = open(FileName,"r") 

    for Line in File: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        for i in range(0,3): 

            if Rec[9][i] != Rec[10][i]: 

                Frame = i 

        if Frame not in FrameDict: 

            FrameDict[Frame] = 1 

        elif Frame in FrameDict: 

            FrameDict[Frame] = FrameDict[Frame] + 1 

 

        if Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] not in NtDict: 

            NtDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = 1 

        elif Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] in NtDict: 

            NtDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = NtDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] + 1 

 

        if Rec[12] not in AADict: 

            AADict[Rec[12]] = 1 

        elif Rec[12] in AADict: 

            AADict[Rec[12]] = AADict[Rec[12]] + 1 

    File.close() 

 

    LogF.write("SSNS position in codon\t# SSNS\t%\n") 

    for i in FrameDict: 

        LogF.write(str(i)) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write(str(FrameDict[i])) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write("%.2f"%((FrameDict[i]/Total)*100)) 

        LogF.write("\n") 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    LogF.write("SSNS change\t# SSNS\t%\n") 

    for i in NtDict: 

        LogF.write(str(i)) 

        LogF.write("\t") 
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        LogF.write(str(NtDict[i])) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write("%.2f"%((NtDict[i]/Total)*100)) 

        LogF.write("\n") 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    LogF.write("Synonymous amino acids\t# SSNS\t%\n") 

    for i in AADict: 

        LogF.write(str(i)) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write(str(AADict[i])) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write("%.2f"%((AADict[i]/Total)*100)) 

        LogF.write("\n") 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: writes synonymous single nucleotide substitution records to file   # 

#   - Called by: SSNS()                                                        # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def SSNS_File(File,NumRec,Rec,Strand,RefAllele,Alleles,Codons,AminoAcids): 

 

    if RefAllele not in Alleles:  

        print (Rec) 

    else: 

        Ref = Alleles.index(RefAllele) 

        for i in range(0,Ref): 

            NumRec = NumRec + 1 

            for j in range(0,6): 

                File.write(Rec[j]) 

                File.write("\t") 

            File.write(Strand) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(RefAllele) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(Alleles[i]) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(Codons[Ref]) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(Codons[i]) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(Rec[10]) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(AminoAcids[Ref]) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(AminoAcids[i]) 

            File.write("\n") 
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        for i in range(Ref+1,len(Alleles)): 

            NumRec = NumRec + 1 

            for j in range(0,6): 

                File.write(Rec[j]) 

                File.write("\t") 

            File.write(Strand) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(RefAllele) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(Alleles[i]) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(Codons[Ref]) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(Codons[i]) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(Rec[10]) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(AminoAcids[Ref]) 

            File.write("\t") 

            File.write(AminoAcids[i]) 

            File.write("\n") 

 

    return(NumRec) 

     

#******************************************************************************# 

# 6. Function: Create separate records for each synonymous single nucleotide   # 

#              substitution (SSNS)                                             # 

#       - Rec[8]  = alleles                                                    # 

#       - Rec[9]  = codons                                                     # 

#       - Rec[10] = sSNP position in codon                                     # 

#       - Rec[11] = amino acids                                                # 

#   - Called by: Create_Chrom_Files()                                          # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def SSNS(LogF): 

 

    import General 

 

    sSNPFileName = Identify_sSNPs(LogF) 

 

    print ("Identifying synonymous single nucleotide substitution...") 

    print() 

 

    NumRec = 0 

    NumSSNS = 0 

    DNA = ["A","C","G","T"] 

    ComplStr = {"-":"+","+":"-"} 

    Compl = {"A":"T","T":"A","C":"G","G":"C"} 
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    Dict = {} 

 

    SNPFile = open(sSNPFileName,"r") 

    SubFile = open("7_1_Synonymous_single_nucleotide_substitutions.txt","w") 

 

    for Line in SNPFile: 

        NumRec = NumRec + 1 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

 

        AlleleRec = (Rec[8].strip('"')).split(",") 

        CodonRec = (Rec[9].strip('"')).split(",") 

        AminoAcidRec = (Rec[11].strip('"')).split(",") 

 

        if len(AlleleRec) > 4: 

            Alleles=Codons=AminoAcids = "" 

            for Nt in DNA: 

                if Nt in AlleleRec: 

                    Index = AlleleRec.index(Nt) 

                    Alleles = Alleles + AlleleRec[Index] + "," 

                    Codons = Codons + CodonRec[Index] + "," 

                    AminoAcids = AminoAcids + AminoAcidRec[Index] + "," 

            Alleles = Alleles.rstrip(",") 

            Codons = Codons.rstrip(",") 

            AminoAcids = AminoAcids.rstrip(",") 

          

        if len(AminoAcidRec) == 4 and AminoAcidRec[1] != AminoAcidRec[2]: 

            if 2 not in Dict: 

                Dict[2] = 2 

            else: 

                Dict[2] = Dict[2] + 2 

            Allele1 = [AlleleRec[0],AlleleRec[1]] 

            Codon1 = [CodonRec[0],CodonRec[1]] 

            AminoAcid1 = [AminoAcidRec[0],AminoAcidRec[1]] 

            Allele2 = [AlleleRec[2],AlleleRec[3]] 

            Codon2 = [CodonRec[2],CodonRec[3]] 

            AminoAcid2 = [AminoAcidRec[2],AminoAcidRec[3]] 

            if Rec[7] in AlleleRec[0:2]: 

                NumSSNS = 

SSNS_File(SubFile,NumSSNS,Rec,Rec[6],Rec[7],Allele1,Codon1,AminoAcid1) 

                NumSSNS = 

SSNS_File(SubFile,NumSSNS,Rec,ComplStr[Rec[6]],Compl[Rec[7]],Allele2,Codon2,AminoAcid2) 

            elif Rec[7] in AlleleRec[2:4]: 

                NumSSNS = 

SSNS_File(SubFile,NumSSNS,Rec,ComplStr[Rec[6]],Compl[Rec[7]],Allele1,Codon1,AminoAcid1) 

                NumSSNS = 

SSNS_File(SubFile,NumSSNS,Rec,Rec[6],Rec[7],Allele2,Codon2,AminoAcid2) 

        else: 
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            if len(AlleleRec) not in Dict: 

                Dict[len(AlleleRec)] = 1 

            else: 

                Dict[len(AlleleRec)] = Dict[len(AlleleRec)] + 1 

            NumSSNS = 

SSNS_File(SubFile,NumSSNS,Rec,Rec[6],Rec[7],AlleleRec,CodonRec,AminoAcidRec) 

 

    SNPFile.close() 

    SubFile.close() 

     

    General.Log(LogF,"synonymous SNPs",NumRec) 

    SortedDict = sorted(Dict) 

    for i in SortedDict: 

        General.Log(LogF,"sSNPs with "+str(i)+" alleles",Dict[i]) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SYNONYMOUS SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE SUBSTITUTIONS",NumSSNS) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    FileName = str(SubFile).split(" ") 

    FileName = FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1] 

 

    Stats(FileName,NumSSNS,LogF) 

     

    return(NumSSNS,FileName) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 7. Function: separates the SSNS into separate files for each chromosome      # 

#   - Called by: SynSNP                                                        # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Create_Chrom_Files(Home): 

     

    import os 

    import General 

    import winsound 

    import time 

 

    print ("START:",time.ctime()) 

    print () 

     

    General.Create_Dir(os.getcwd() + "\\Results\\1_sSNPs") 

 

    LogFile = open("Log_sSNPs.txt","w") 

 

    NumRec,SSNSFileName = SSNS(LogFile) 

 

    print ("Separating SSNS according to chromosomes...") 

    print () 
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    Dict = {} 

    SSNSFile = open(SSNSFileName,"r") 

    for i in range(0,NumRec): 

        Index = SSNSFile.tell() 

        Rec = ((SSNSFile.readline()).rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Chromosome = (Rec[0].strip('"')).split("_") 

        if Chromosome[0] not in Dict.keys(): 

            Dict[Chromosome[0]] = [Index] 

        else: 

            Dict[Chromosome[0]] = Dict[Chromosome[0]] + [Index] 

 

    General.Create_Dir(os.getcwd() + "\\SSNS_chroms") 

    SortedDict = sorted(Dict) 

    for Chrom in SortedDict: 

        ChromFile = open(Chrom+"_SSNS.txt","w") 

        for Index in Dict[Chrom]: 

           SSNSFile.seek(Index) 

           ChromFile.write(SSNSFile.readline()) 

        ChromFile.close() 

        General.Log(LogFile,"synonymous single nucleotide substitutions on 

"+Chrom,len(Dict[Chrom])) 

    LogFile.write("\n") 

 

    SSNSFile.close() 

    LogFile.close() 

 

    winsound.Beep(700,1000) 

    print("END:",time.ctime()) 

    print () 

    print ("COMPLETE") 

    print ("--------") 

    print ("The identified sSNPs and SSNS have been saved in:") 

    print (os.getcwd()) 

    print () 

 

    os.chdir(Home) 

 

################################################################################ 

#                                End of sSNPs.pyw                              # 

################################################################################ 
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################################################################################ 

#                                   Codons.pyw                                 # 

################################################################################ 

 

################################################################################ 

# This library contains all the functions required to determine which SSNS     # 

# could potentially result an extreme change in codon-usage frequency (CUF)    # 

################################################################################ 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: creates the codon-usage frequency dictionary, required to          # 

#           calculate the change in codon-usage frequency caused by each SSNS  # 

#       - Rec[1] = codon sequence                                              # 

#       - Rec[3] = codon-usage frequency (%)                                   # 

#   - Called by: Codon_Usage_Change()                                          # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Codon_Dictionary(Home): 

 

    import os 

 

    Dict = {} 

 

    File = open(Home + "\\Functions\\Codon_freq.txt","r") 

    for Line in File: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Dict[Rec[1]] = float(Rec[3]) 

    File.close() 

 

    return(Dict)   

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 1. Function: calculates the change in codon-usage frequency caused by each  # 

#              SSNS                                                            # 

#       - Rec[9]  = reference codon                                            # 

#       - Rec[10] = variant codon                                              # 

#   - Called by: Extreme_CUF()                                                 # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Codon_Usage_Change(Home,LogF): 

 

    import os 

    import General 

 

    CodonDict = Codon_Dictionary(Home) 

 

    print ("Calculating change codon-usage frequency...") 

    print() 
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    NumRec = 0 

    NumRareToComm = 0 

    NumCommToRare = 0 

    Max = 0 

    Min = 1 

    CUFList = [] 

 

    SSNSFile = open((Home + 

"\\Results\\1_sSNPs\\7_1_Synonymous_single_nucleotide_substitutions.txt"),"r") 

    os.chdir(Home + "\\Results\\2_Codon_usage") 

    CUFFile = open("1_1_SSNS_with_CUF.txt","w") 

 

    for Line in SSNSFile: 

        NumRec = NumRec + 1 

 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

 

        RefFreq = CodonDict[Rec[9]] 

        VarFreq = CodonDict[Rec[10]] 

        Change = VarFreq-RefFreq 

         

        CUFFile.write(Line.rstrip()) 

        CUFFile.write("\t") 

        CUFFile.write("%.2f"%RefFreq) 

        CUFFile.write("\t") 

        CUFFile.write("%.2f"%VarFreq) 

        CUFFile.write("\t") 

        CUFFile.write("%.2f"%Change) 

        CUFFile.write("\n") 

 

        if Change not in CUFList: 

            CUFList = CUFList + [Change]       

 

        if Change > 0: 

            NumRareToComm = NumRareToComm + 1 

            if Change > Max: 

                Max = Change 

        elif Change < 0: 

            NumCommToRare = NumCommToRare + 1 

            if Change < Min: 

                Min = Change        

 

    SSNSFile.close() 

    CUFFile.close() 

 

    CUFFileName = str(CUFFile).split(" ") 

    CUFFileName = CUFFileName[1][6:len(CUFFileName[1])-1] 
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    General.Distribution(Min,Max,CUFFileName,"1_2_CUF_distribution.txt",16) 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS records checked for change in CUF",NumRec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that decrease CUF (change in CUF < 0)",NumCommToRare) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that that increase CUF (change in CUF > 0)",NumRareToComm)  

    LogF.write("\n") 

    General.Log(LogF,"Minimum change in CUF caused by SSNS",Min) 

    General.Log(LogF,"Maximum change in CUF caused by SSNS",Max) 

     

 

    return(CUFFileName,sorted(CUFList)) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: writes additional synonymous single nucleotide substitution data   # 

#           to log file                                                        # 

#   - Called by: Extreme_CUF                                                   # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Write_To_LogF(LogF,SSNSDict,CodonDict,NumSSNS): 

 

    LogF.write("SSNS change\t#SSNS\t%SSNS\n") 

    for SSNS in SSNSDict: 

        LogF.write(SSNS) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write(str(SSNSDict[SSNS])) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write("%.2f"%((SSNSDict[SSNS]/NumSSNS)*100)) 

        LogF.write("\n") 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    LogF.write("Codon change\t#SSNS\t%SSNS\n") 

    for Codon in CodonDict: 

        LogF.write(Codon) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write(str(CodonDict[Codon])) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write("%.2f"%((CodonDict[Codon]/NumSSNS)*100)) 

        LogF.write("\n") 

    LogF.write("\n") 
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#******************************************************************************# 

# 2. Function: identifies SSNS that cause an extreme change in codon-usage     # 

#           frequency                                                          # 

#   - Called by: Extreme_CUF_In_Disease()                                      # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Extreme_CUF(Home,LogF): 

 

    import General 

     

    CUFFileName,CUFList = Codon_Usage_Change(Home,LogF) 

 

    ExtrDec,ExtrInc = General.Cut_Off_Value(CUFList) 

    General.Log(LogF,"Extreme decrease in CUF cut-off value",ExtrDec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"Extreme increase in CUF cut-off value",ExtrInc) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    print("Identifying SSNS that result in an extreme change in CUF...") 

    print() 

 

    NumDec = 0 

    NumInc = 0 

    SSNSIncDict = {} 

    SSNSDecDict = {} 

    CodonDecDict = {} 

    CodonIncDict = {} 

 

    CUFFile = open(CUFFileName,"r") 

    DecFile = open("2_1_Extreme_DECREASE_CUF.txt","w") 

    IncFile = open("2_2_Extreme_INCREASE_CUF.txt","w") 

 

    for Line in CUFFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        if float(Rec[16]) <= ExtrDec: 

            NumDec = NumDec + 1 

            DecFile.write(Line) 

            if Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] not in SSNSDecDict: 

                SSNSDecDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = 1 

            else: 

                SSNSDecDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = SSNSDecDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] + 1 

            if Rec[9]+"->"+Rec[10] not in CodonDecDict: 

                CodonDecDict[Rec[9]+"->"+Rec[10]] = 1 

            else: 

                CodonDecDict[Rec[9]+"->"+Rec[10]] = CodonDecDict[Rec[9]+"->"+Rec[10]] + 1 

        elif float(Rec[16]) >= ExtrInc: 

            NumInc = NumInc + 1 

            IncFile.write(Line) 

            if Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] not in SSNSIncDict: 
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                SSNSIncDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = 1 

            else: 

                SSNSIncDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = SSNSIncDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] + 1 

            if Rec[9]+"->"+Rec[10] not in CodonIncDict: 

                CodonIncDict[Rec[9]+"->"+Rec[10]] = 1 

            else: 

                CodonIncDict[Rec[9]+"->"+Rec[10]] = CodonIncDict[Rec[9]+"->"+Rec[10]] + 1 

 

    CUFFile.close() 

    DecFile.close() 

    IncFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in CUF",NumDec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in CUF",NumInc) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

    if len(SSNSDecDict) > 0: 

        LogF.write("SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in CUF\n") 

        Write_To_LogF(LogF,SSNSDecDict,CodonDecDict,NumDec) 

        LogF.write("\n") 

    if len(SSNSIncDict) > 0: 

        LogF.write("SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in CUF\n") 

        Write_To_LogF(LogF,SSNSIncDict,CodonIncDict,NumInc) 

        LogF.write("\n")     

 

    DecFileName = str(DecFile).split(" ") 

    IncFileName = str(IncFile).split(" ") 

    return(DecFileName[1][6:len(DecFileName[1])-1],IncFileName[1][6:len(IncFileName[1])-1]) 

     

#******************************************************************************# 

# 3. Function: identifies which of the SSNS predicted to potentially result in # 

#              an extreme change in codon-usage frequency have previously been # 

#              associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or are within    # 

#              genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM               # 

#   - Called by: SynSNP.py                                                     # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Extreme_CUF_In_Disease(Home): 

 

    import os 

    import General 

    import winsound 

    import time 

 

    print("START:",time.ctime()) 

    print() 

    General.Create_Dir(Home + "\\Results\\2_Codon_usage") 

    LogFile = open(os.getcwd() + "\\Log_Codons.txt","w") 
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    DecFileName,IncFileName = Extreme_CUF(Home,LogFile) 

 

    print("Identifying SSNS that result in an extreme change in CUF in GWAS...") 

    print() 

    NumGWAS = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"GWAS",DecFileName,"3_1_Extreme_DECREASE_GWAS.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in CUF associated with trait or 

disease in GWAS",NumGWAS) 

    NumGWAS = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"GWAS",IncFileName,"3_2_Extreme_INCREASE_GWAS.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in CUF associated with trait or 

disease in GWAS",NumGWAS) 

    LogFile.write("\n") 

 

    print("Identifying SSNS that result in an extreme change in CUF in OMIM...") 

    print() 

    NumOMIM = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"OMIM",DecFileName,"4_1_Extreme_DECREASE_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in CUF within genes known to be 

associated with disease in OMIM",NumOMIM) 

    NumOMIM = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"OMIM",IncFileName,"4_2_Extreme_INCREASE_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in CUF within genes known to be 

associated with disease in OMIM",NumOMIM) 

    LogFile.write("\n") 

 

    Num = 

General.GWAS_And_OMIM("3_1_Extreme_DECREASE_GWAS.txt","4_1_Extreme_DECREASE_OMIM.txt","5_1_Ext

reme_DECREASE_GWAS_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in GWAS and OMIM",Num) 

    Num = 

General.GWAS_And_OMIM("3_2_Extreme_INCREASE_GWAS.txt","4_2_Extreme_INCREASE_OMIM.txt","5_2_Ext

reme_INCREASE_GWAS_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INREASE in CUF in GWAS and in OMIM",Num) 

     

    LogFile.close() 

 

    winsound.Beep(700,1000) 

    print("END:",time.ctime()) 

    print () 

    print ("COMPLETE") 

    print ("--------") 

    print ("The SSNS predicted to potentially result an extreme change in CUF") 

    print ("have been saved in:") 

    print (os.getcwd()) 

    print () 

 

    os.chdir(Home) 

 

################################################################################ 

#                                End of Codons.pyw                             # 

################################################################################ 
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################################################################################ 

#                                   mRNA.pyw                                   # 

################################################################################ 

 

################################################################################ 

# This library contains all the functions required to determine which SSNS     # 

# could potentially result an extreme change in the minimum free-energy (MFE)  # 

# of local mRNA secondary structures                                           # 

################################################################################ 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 1. Function: removes CDS records with errors                                 # 

#   - Called by: Ref_And_Var()                                                 # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Remove_Errors(LogF): 

 

    import General 

    import os 

    import winsound 

 

    winsound.Beep(400,1000) 

    CDSFileName = input("Enter CDS file name: ") 

    while not os.path.isfile(CDSFileName): 

        print("File does not exist") 

        CDSFileName = input("Enter file name: ") 

    Header = int(input("Enter number of comment lines: ")) 

    print() 

 

    print("Removing errors...") 

    print() 

 

    NumRec=Err1=Err2=NoErr = 0 

 

    CDSFile = open(CDSFileName,"r") 

    ErrFile = open("1_1_CDS_with_errors.txt","w") 

    NoErrFile = open("1_2_CDS_without_errors.txt","w") 

 

    for i in range(0,Header): 

        CDSFile.readline() 

 

    for Line in CDSFile: 

        NumRec = NumRec + 1 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 
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        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # 1.1. No data must be missing i.e. all records must contain 8 fields  # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

         

        if len(Rec) != 8: 

            Err1 = Err1 + 1 

            ErrFile.write("1. Data missing\t") 

            ErrFile.write(Line) 

 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # 1.2. The CDS sequence length must correspond to the CDS coordinates  # 

        #       - Rec[5] = CDS start position                                  # 

        #       - Rec[6] = CDS end position                                    # 

        #       - Rec[7] = CDs sequence                                        # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

         

        elif int(Rec[6]) - int(Rec[5]) != len(Rec[7]): 

            Err2 = Err2 + 1 

            ErrFile.write("2. CDS incorrect length\t") 

            ErrFile.write(Line) 

        else: 

            NoErr = NoErr + 1 

            NoErrFile.write(Rec[0]) # Chromosome 

            NoErrFile.write("\t") 

            NoErrFile.write(Rec[5]) # CDS start position 

            NoErrFile.write("\t") 

            NoErrFile.write(Rec[6]) # CDS end position 

            NoErrFile.write("\t") 

            NoErrFile.write(Rec[3]) # CDS name (NM#) 

            NoErrFile.write("\t") 

            NoErrFile.write(Rec[4]) # CDS strand 

            NoErrFile.write("\t") 

            NoErrFile.write(Rec[7]) # CDS sequence 

            NoErrFile.write("\n") 

         

    ErrFile.close() 

    NoErrFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"CDS in file "+CDSFileName,NumRec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"CDS records with errors",NumRec-NoErr) 

    General.Log(LogF,"1. records with data missing",Err1) 

    General.Log(LogF,"2. CDS coordinates do not correspond with CDS sequence length",Err2) 

    General.Log(LogF,"CDS records with NO ERRORS",NoErr) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    FileName = str(NoErrFile).split(" ") 

    return (FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1],NoErr) 
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#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: removes introns from the CDS to create the mRNA sequence and       # 

#           determines the sSNP's position in the mRNA                         # 

#   - Called by: Ref_And_Var()                                                 # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Create_mRNA(PosiInCDS,CDSseq): 

 

    Mseq       = "" 

    PosiInSeq  = 0 

    PosiInmRNA = 0 

    sSNPposi   = 0 

 

    for Nt in CDSseq: 

        if Nt.isupper(): 

            Mseq = Mseq + Nt 

            if PosiInSeq == PosiInCDS: 

                sSNPposi = PosiInmRNA 

            PosiInmRNA = PosiInmRNA + 1 

        PosiInSeq = PosiInSeq + 1 

 

    return(sSNPposi,Mseq) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: write the 100 base reference and variant mRNA sequences to file    # 

#   - Called by: Ref_And_Var()                                                 # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Write_To_File(File,Recs,Posi,Ref,Var): 

 

    for i in range(0,12): 

        File.write(Recs[i]) 

        File.write("\t") 

    File.write(str(Posi)) 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(Ref) 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(Var) 

    File.write("\n") 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: writes additional SSNS in 100 base mRNA data to log file           # 

#   - Called by: Ref_And_Var                                                   # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Write_To_LogF(LogF,Dict,Num): 

     

    LogF.write("SSNS change\t#SSNS\t%SSNS\n") 
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    for i in Dict: 

        LogF.write(i) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write(str(Dict[i])) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write("%.2f"%((Dict[i]/Num)*100)) 

        LogF.write("\n") 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 2. Function: creates mRNA from CDS and the creates 100 base mRNA from mRNA   # 

#   - Called by: Fasta()                                                       # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Ref_And_Var(LogF,ResultsHome,Home): 

 

    import General 

 

    NoErrFile,NumRec = Remove_Errors(LogF) 

 

    InFileName = General.Check_Alleles(Home,ResultsHome,NoErrFile,NumRec,"CDS",LogF) 

 

    NumSSNS=NumRec=Not100   = 0 

    Dict = {} 

 

    SSNSFile = open(InFileName,"r") 

    ErrFile  = open("5_1_Reference_allele_not_in_mRNA.txt","w") 

    OutFile  = open("5_2_sSNPs_in_100b_mRNA.txt","w") 

 

    print("Creating reference and variant mRNA sequences...") 

    print() 

     

    for Line in SSNSFile: 

        NumSSNS = NumSSNS + 1 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # Determine sSNP position in CDS                                       # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

         

        if Rec[6] == "+": 

            SSNSposi = int(Rec[1]) - int(Rec[9]) 

        elif Rec[6] == "-": 

            SSNSposi = int(Rec[10]) - int(Rec[1]) - 1 
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        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # Create mRNA sequence from CDS sequence                               # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

 

        PosiInmRNA,mRNAseq = Create_mRNA(SSNSposi,Rec[12]) 

 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

        # Slice 100bp reference mRNA sequence from mRNA sequence               # 

        #----------------------------------------------------------------------# 

                         

        if (PosiInmRNA >= 50) and (len(mRNAseq)-PosiInmRNA >= 50): 

            NumRec = NumRec + 1 

            if Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] not in Dict: 

                Dict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = 1 

            elif Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] in Dict: 

                Dict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = Dict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] + 1 

            RefSeq = mRNAseq[PosiInmRNA-50:PosiInmRNA+50] 

            VarSeq = RefSeq[0:50] + Rec[8] + RefSeq[51:101] 

            Write_To_File(OutFile,Rec,PosiInmRNA,RefSeq,VarSeq) 

        else: 

            Not100 = Not100 + 1 

         

    SSNSFile.close() 

    ErrFile.close() 

    OutFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS in mRNA",NumSSNS) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS less than 50 bases from start or end of mRNA sequence",Not100) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS in 100 base mRNA",NumRec) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

     

    if len(Dict) > 0: 

        LogF.write("SSNS in 100 base mRNA\n") 

        Write_To_LogF(LogF,Dict,NumRec) 

 

    FileName = str(OutFile).split(" ") 

    return (FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1]) 
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#******************************************************************************# 

# 3. Function: creates the Fasta file required by RNAfold                      # 

#       - Rec[1]  = sSNP start position                                        # 

#       - Rec[4]  = sSNP strand                                                # 

#       - Rec[7]  = reference allele                                           # 

#       - Rec[8]  = variant allele                                             # 

#       - Rec[10] = CDS strand                                                 # 

#       - Rec[11] = CDS start position                                         # 

#       - Rec[13] = sSNP position in 100b mRNA                                 # 

#   - Called by: RNAfold()                                                     # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Fasta(LogF,ResultsHome,Home): 

      

    SSNSFile = open(Ref_And_Var(LogF,ResultsHome,Home),"r") 

    FastaFile = open("6_1_sSNPs_in_mRNA.fasta","w") 

 

    print("Creating Fasta file...") 

    print() 

 

    for Line in SSNSFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

         

        FastaId = ">"+Rec[1]+"."+Rec[9]+"."+Rec[12]+"."+Rec[6]+"."+Rec[7]+"."+Rec[8]+"." 

        # SSNS start.CDS start.SSNS posi in mRNA.RefAllele.VarAllele.Strand 

        RefId = FastaId + "REF" 

        VarId = FastaId + "VAR" 

 

        FastaFile.write(RefId) 

        FastaFile.write("\n") 

        FastaFile.write(Rec[13]) 

        FastaFile.write("\n") 

        FastaFile.write(VarId) 

        FastaFile.write("\n") 

        FastaFile.write(Rec[14]) 

        FastaFile.write("\n") 

                     

    SSNSFile.close() 

    FastaFile.close() 

 

    SSNSFileName = str(SSNSFile).split(" ") 

    FastaFileName = str(FastaFile).split(" ") 

    return (SSNSFileName[1][6:len(SSNSFileName[1])-

1],FastaFileName[1][6:len(FastaFileName[1])-1]) 
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#******************************************************************************# 

# 4. Function: uses RNAfold to calculate the minimum-free energy (MFE) of the  # 

#              reference and variant local mRNA secondary structures from the  # 

#               100 base mRNA sequences                                        # 

#   - Called by: Change_In_MFE()                                               # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def RNAfold(LogF,ResultsHome,Home): 

 

    SSNSFile,FastaFile = Fasta(LogF,ResultsHome,Home) 

 

    print("Running RNAfold...") 

    print() 

 

    import os 

 

    Command = Home+"\\Functions\\RNAfold.exe -d0 -noPS <" + FastaFile + " 

>6_2_RNAfold_results.txt" 

    os.system(Command) 

 

    return (SSNSFile,"6_2_RNAfold_results.txt") 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 5. Function: joins the RNAfold results file and the 100 base mRNA file and   # 

#              calculates the change in MFE caused by each SSNS                # 

#       - Rec[1]  = sSNP start position                                        # 

#       - Rec[4]  = sSNP strand                                                # 

#       - Rec[7]  = reference allele                                           # 

#       - Rec[8]  = variant allele                                             # 

#       - Rec[10] = CDS strand                                                 # 

#       - Rec[11] = CDS start position                                         # 

#       - Rec[13] = sSNP position in 100b mRNA                                 # 

#   - Called by: Extreme_MFE()                                                 # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Change_In_MFE(LogF,ResultsHome,Home): 

 

    SSNSFileName,ResultsFileName = RNAfold(LogF,ResultsHome,Home) 

 

    print("Calculating change in minimum-free energy...") 

    print() 

 

    import General 

 

    Dict = {} 

 

    ResultsFile = open(ResultsFileName,"r") 

    for Line in ResultsFile: 
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        Key = (Line.rstrip()).lstrip(">") 

        ResultsFile.readline() 

        Result = ResultsFile.readline() 

        Dict[Key] = [Result[0:100],float(Result[102:len(Result)-2])] 

    ResultsFile.close() 

 

    Min  = 100 

    Max = 0 

    NumNoChange = 0 

    NumDec = 0 

    NumInc = 0 

    MFEList = [] 

     

    SSNSFile = open(SSNSFileName,"r") 

    MFEFile   = open("7_1_SSNS_in_mRNA_MFE.txt","w") 

    for Line in SSNSFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        FastaId = Rec[1]+"."+Rec[9]+"."+Rec[12]+"."+Rec[6]+"."+Rec[7]+"."+Rec[8]+"." 

        # SSNS start.CDS start.SSNS posi in mRNA.RefAllele.VarAllele.Strand 

        RefId = FastaId + "REF" 

        VarId = FastaId + "VAR" 

        Change = Dict[VarId][1]-Dict[RefId][1] 

 

        MFEFile.write(Line.rstrip()) 

        MFEFile.write("\t") 

        MFEFile.write(Dict[RefId][0]) 

        MFEFile.write("\t") 

        MFEFile.write(Dict[VarId][0]) 

        MFEFile.write("\t") 

        MFEFile.write("%.2f"%Dict[RefId][1]) 

        MFEFile.write("\t") 

        MFEFile.write("%.2f"%Dict[VarId][1]) 

        MFEFile.write("\t") 

        MFEFile.write("%.2f"%Change) 

        MFEFile.write("\n") 

 

        if Change not in MFEList: 

            MFEList = MFEList + [Change] 

 

        if Change == 0: 

            NumNoChange = NumNoChange + 1 

        elif Change < 0: 

            NumDec = NumDec + 1 

            if Change < Min: 

                Min = Change 

        elif Change > 0: 

            NumInc = NumInc + 1 

            if Change > Max: 
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                Max = Change 

         

    SSNSFile.close() 

    MFEFile.close() 

 

    FileName = str(MFEFile).split(" ") 

    FileName = FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1] 

 

    General.Distribution(Min,Max,FileName,"7_2_MFE_distribution.txt",19) 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that do not change MFE (change in MFE = 0)",NumNoChange) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that decrease MFE (change in MFE < 0)",NumDec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that increase MFE (change in MFE > 0)",NumInc) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

    General.Log(LogF,"Minimum change in MFE caused by a SSNS",Min) 

    General.Log(LogF,"Maximum change in MFE caused by a SSNS",Max) 

 

    return(FileName,sorted(MFEList)) 

 

#*****************************************************************************# 

# 6. Function: identifies SSNS that result in an extreme change in MFE as the # 

#              SSNS that cause a change in MFE less than or greatet than the  # 

#              chosen cut-off values                                          # 

#   - Called by: Extreme_MFE_In_Disease()                                     # 

#*****************************************************************************# 

 

def Extreme_MFE(LogF,ResultsHome,Home): 

 

    import General 

 

    MFEFileName,MFEList = Change_In_MFE(LogF,ResultsHome,Home) 

 

    ExtrDec,ExtrInc = General.Cut_Off_Value(MFEList) 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"Extreme decrease in MFE cut-off value",ExtrDec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"Extreme increase in MFE cut-off value",ExtrInc) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    print("Identifying SSNS that result in an extreme change in MFE...") 

    print() 

 

    NumDec = 0 

    NumInc = 0 

    DecDict = {} 

    IncDict = {} 

 

    MFEFile = open(MFEFileName,"r") 

    DecFile = open("8_1_Extreme_DECREASE_MFE.txt","w") 
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    IncFile = open("8_2_Extreme_INCREASE_MFE.txt","w") 

 

    for Line in MFEFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        if float(Rec[19]) <= ExtrDec: 

            NumDec = NumDec + 1 

            DecFile.write(Line) 

            if Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] not in DecDict: 

                DecDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = 1 

            else: 

                DecDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = DecDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] + 1 

        elif float(Rec[19]) >= ExtrInc: 

            NumInc = NumInc + 1 

            IncFile.write(Line) 

            if Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] not in IncDict: 

                IncDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = 1 

            else: 

                IncDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = IncDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] + 1 

 

    MFEFile.close() 

    DecFile.close() 

    IncFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in MFE",NumDec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in MFE",NumInc) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

    LogF.write("SSNS that result in an EXTREME DECREASE in MFE\n") 

    Write_To_LogF(LogF,DecDict,NumDec) 

    LogF.write("SSNS that result in an EXTREME INCREASE in MFE\n") 

    Write_To_LogF(LogF,IncDict,NumInc) 

 

    DecFileName = str(DecFile).split(" ") 

    IncFileName = str(IncFile).split(" ") 

    return(DecFileName[1][6:len(DecFileName[1])-1],IncFileName[1][6:len(IncFileName[1])-1]) 

 

#*****************************************************************************# 

# 7. Function: determines whether any of the SSNS predicted to potentially    # 

#              result in an extreme change in MFE have previously been        # 

#              associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or are within   # 

#              genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM              # 

#   - Called by: SynSNP.py                                                    # 

#*****************************************************************************# 

 

def Extreme_MFE_In_Disease(Home): 

 

    import os 

    import winsound 

    import time 
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    import General 

 

    print("START:",time.ctime()) 

    print() 

        

    General.Create_Dir(os.getcwd() + "\\Results\\3_mRNA") 

    ResultsDir = os.getcwd() 

 

    LogFile = open("Log_mRNA.txt","w") 

  

    DecFileName,IncFileName = Extreme_MFE(LogFile,ResultsDir,Home) 

 

    print("Identifying SSNS that result in an extreme change in MFE in GWAS...") 

    print() 

 

    NumGWAS = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"GWAS",DecFileName,"9_1_Extreme_DECREASE_GWAS.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in MFE associated with trait or 

disease in GWAS",NumGWAS) 

    NumGWAS = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"GWAS",IncFileName,"9_2_Extreme_INCREASE_GWAS.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in MFE associated with trait or 

disease in GWAS",NumGWAS) 

    LogFile.write("\n") 

 

    print("Identifying SSNS that result in an extreme change in MFE in OMIM...") 

    print() 

 

    NumOMIM = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"OMIM",DecFileName,"10_1_Extreme_DECREASE_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in MFE within genes known to be 

associated with disease in OMIM",NumOMIM) 

    NumOMIM = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"OMIM",IncFileName,"10_2_Extreme_INCREASE_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in MFE within genes known to be 

associated with disease in OMIM",NumOMIM) 

    LogFile.write("\n") 

 

    Num = 

General.GWAS_And_OMIM("9_1_Extreme_DECREASE_GWAS.txt","10_1_Extreme_DECREASE_OMIM.txt","11_1_E

xtreme_DECREASE_GWAS_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in MFE in GWAS and in OMIM",Num) 

    Num = 

General.GWAS_And_OMIM("9_2_Extreme_INCREASE_GWAS.txt","10_2_Extreme_INCREASE_OMIM.txt","11_2_E

xtreme_INCREASE_GWAS_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in MFE in GWAS and in OMIM",Num) 

 

    LogFile.close() 

 

    os.chdir(Home) 

 

    winsound.Beep(700,1000) 
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    print("END:",time.ctime()) 

    print () 

    print ("COMPLETE") 

    print ("--------") 

    print ("The SSNS predicted to potentially result in an extreme change in the") 

    print ("MFE of mRNA secondary structures have been saved in:") 

    print (ResultsDir) 

 

################################################################################ 

#                                End of mRNA.pyw                               # 

################################################################################ 

 

 

################################################################################ 

#                               SpliceSites.pyw                                # 

################################################################################ 

 

################################################################################ 

# This library contains all the functions required to determine which SSNS     # 

# could potentially result an extreme change in the maximum-entropy score of   # 

# splice-sites                                                                 # 

################################################################################ 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 1. Function: removes exon records with errors                                # 

#   - Called by: In_Splice_Sites()                                             # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Remove_Errors(LogF): 

 

    import General 

    import os 

    import winsound 

 

    winsound.Beep(400,1000) 

    FileName = input("Enter exons file name: ") 

    while not os.path.isfile(FileName): 

        print("File does not exist") 

        FileName = input("Enter file name: ") 

    Header = int(input("Enter number of comment lines: ")) 

    print() 

 

    print ("Removing errors...") 

    print () 

 

    NumRec=Err1=Err2=NoErr = 0 

    File = open(FileName,"r") 

    ErrFile = open("1_1_Exons_with_errors.txt","w") 
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    NoErrFile = open("1_2_Exons_with_no_errors.txt","w") 

 

    for i in range(0,Header): 

        File.readline() 

         

    for Line in File: 

        NumRec = NumRec + 1 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Rec = Rec[0:4]+Rec[5:7] 

 

        #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

        # 1.1. No data must be missing i.e. all records must contain 6 fields  # 

        #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

 

        if len(Rec) != 6: 

            Err1 = Err1 + 1 

            ErrFile.write("1. Data missing\t") 

            ErrFile.write(Line) 

 

        #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

        # 1.2. The sequence length and exon coordinates must correspond        # 

        #      - Rec[1] = exon start                                           # 

        #      - Rec[2] = exon end                                             # 

        #      - Rec[5] = exon sequence                                        # 

        #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

 

        elif int(Rec[2]) - int(Rec[1]) != len(Rec[5]): 

            Err2 = Err2 + 1 

            ErrFile.write("2. Exon incorrect length\t") 

            ErrFile.write(Line) 

 

        else: 

            NoErr = NoErr + 1 

            for Field in Rec: 

                NoErrFile.write(Field) 

                NoErrFile.write("\t") 

            NoErrFile.write("\n") 

             

    File.close() 

    ErrFile.close() 

    NoErrFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"Exons in file "+FileName,NumRec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"Exon records with errors",NumRec-NoErr) 

    General.Log(LogF,"1. records with data missing",Err1) 

    General.Log(LogF,"2. exons of incorrect length",Err2) 

    General.Log(LogF,"Exons with NO ERRORS",NoErr) 

    LogF.write("\n") 
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    FileName = str(NoErrFile).split(" ") 

    return (FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1],NoErr) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: creates the reference and variant 3' splice-site sequences         # 

#   - Called by: In_Splice_Sites()                                             # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Acceptor_Splice_Site(Ref,Posi,Allele): 

 

    if Posi == 20: 

        Var = Ref[0:20] + Allele + Ref[21:23] 

        P = 0 

    elif Posi == 21: 

        Var = Ref[0:21] + Allele + Ref[22] 

        P = 1 

    elif Posi == 22: 

        Var = Ref[0:22] + Allele 

        P = 2 

 

    return (Var,P) 

     

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: creates the reference and variant 5' splice-site sequences         # 

#   - Called by: In_splice_Sites()                                             # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Donor_Splice_Site(Ref,Posi,Allele): 

 

    if Posi == 23: 

        Var = Allele + Ref[1:9] 

        P = 0 

    elif Posi == 22: 

        Var = Ref[0] + Allele + Ref[2:9] 

        P = 1 

    elif Posi == 21: 

        Var = Ref[0:2] + Allele + Ref[3:9] 

        P = 2 

 

    return (Var,P) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: writes the SSNS found within splice-sites to file                  # 

#   - Called by: In_Splice_Sites()                                             # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Write_To_File(File,Line,Ref,Var,P): 
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    File.write(Line.rstrip()) 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(Ref) 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(Var) 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(str(P)) 

    File.write("\n") 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: writes additional SSNS in splice-sites data to log file            # 

#   - Called by: In_Splice_Sites()                                             # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Write_Dict(LogF,PosiDict,SSNSDict,NumSSNS): 

    LogF.write("SSNS position\t#SSNS\t%SSNS\n") 

    for i in PosiDict: 

        LogF.write(str(i+1)) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write(str(PosiDict[i])) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write("%.2f"%((PosiDict[i]/NumSSNS)*100)) 

        LogF.write("\n") 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    LogF.write("SSNS change\t#SSNS\t%SSNS\n") 

    for i in SSNSDict: 

        LogF.write(i) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write(str(SSNSDict[i])) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write("%.2f"%((SSNSDict[i]/NumSSNS)*100)) 

        LogF.write("\n") 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 2. Function: determines which of the sSNPs are within 5' and 3' splice-sites # 

#       - Rec[1]  = sSNP start position                                        # 

#       - Rec[8]  = variant allele                                             # 

#       - Rec[9] = exon start position                                         # 

#       - Rec[10] = exon end position                                          # 

#       - Rec[13] = exon strand                                                # 

#       - Rec[14] = exon sequence                                              # 

#   - Called by: MaxEntScan()                                                  # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def In_Splice_Sites(LogF,ResultsHome,Home): 
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    import General 

 

    NoErrFile,NumRec = Remove_Errors(LogF) 

 

    InFileName = General.Check_Alleles(Home,ResultsHome,NoErrFile,NumRec,"EXONS",LogF)   

 

    print ("Identifying SSNS in exonic part of splice-sites...") 

    print () 

     

    sSNPFile = open(InFileName,"r") 

    AccFile = open("5_1_SSNS_in_acceptor_splice_sites.txt","w") 

    DonFile = open("5_2_SSNS_in_donor_splice_sites.txt","w") 

 

    NumRec = 0 

    NumAcc = 0 

    NumDon = 0 

    DonPosiDict = {0:0,1:0,2:0} 

    AccPosiDict = {0:0,1:0,2:0} 

    DonSSNSDict = {} 

    AccSSNSDict = {} 

     

    for Line in sSNPFile: 

        NumRec = NumRec + 1 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

 

        if Rec[6] == "+": 

            if (int(Rec[1])-int(Rec[9]) >= 20) and (int(Rec[1])-int(Rec[9]) <= 22): 

                NumAcc = NumAcc + 1 

                RefSeq = (Rec[12][0:20]).lower() + (Rec[12][20:23]).upper() 

                VarSeq,Place = Acceptor_Splice_Site(RefSeq,int(Rec[1])-int(Rec[9]),Rec[8]) 

                Write_To_File(AccFile,Line,RefSeq,VarSeq,Place) 

                AccPosiDict[Place] = AccPosiDict[Place] + 1 

                if Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] not in AccSSNSDict.keys(): 

                    AccSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = 1 

                elif Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] in AccSSNSDict.keys(): 

                    AccSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = AccSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] + 1 

                 

            elif (int(Rec[10])-int(Rec[1]) >= 21) and (int(Rec[10])-int(Rec[1]) <= 23): 

                NumDon = NumDon + 1 

                RefSeq = (Rec[12][len(Rec[12])-23:len(Rec[12])-20]).upper() + 

(Rec[12][len(Rec[12])-20:len(Rec[12])-14]).lower() 

                VarSeq,Place = Donor_Splice_Site(RefSeq,int(Rec[10])-int(Rec[1]),Rec[8]) 

                Write_To_File(DonFile,Line,RefSeq,VarSeq,Place) 

                DonPosiDict[Place] = DonPosiDict[Place] + 1 

                if Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] not in DonSSNSDict.keys(): 

                    DonSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = 1 

                elif Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] in DonSSNSDict.keys(): 

                    DonSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = DonSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] + 1 
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        elif Rec[6] == "-": 

            if (int(Rec[10])-int(Rec[1])-1 >= 20) and (int(Rec[10])-int(Rec[1])-1 <= 22): 

                NumAcc = NumAcc + 1 

                RefSeq = (Rec[12][0:20]).lower() + (Rec[12][20:23]).upper() 

                VarSeq,Place = Acceptor_Splice_Site(RefSeq,int(Rec[10])-int(Rec[1])-1,Rec[8]) 

                Write_To_File(AccFile,Line,RefSeq,VarSeq,Place) 

                AccPosiDict[Place] = AccPosiDict[Place] + 1 

                if Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] not in AccSSNSDict.keys(): 

                    AccSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = 1 

                elif Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] in AccSSNSDict.keys(): 

                    AccSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = AccSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] + 1 

                

            elif (int(Rec[1])-int(Rec[9])+1 >= 21) and (int(Rec[1])-int(Rec[9])+1 <= 23): 

                NumDon = NumDon + 1 

                RefSeq = (Rec[12][len(Rec[12])-23:len(Rec[12])-20]).upper() + 

(Rec[12][len(Rec[12])-20:len(Rec[12])-14]).lower() 

                VarSeq,Place = Donor_Splice_Site(RefSeq,int(Rec[1])-int(Rec[9])+1,Rec[8]) 

                Write_To_File(DonFile,Line,RefSeq,VarSeq,Place) 

                DonPosiDict[Place] = DonPosiDict[Place] + 1               

                if Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] not in DonSSNSDict.keys(): 

                    DonSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = 1 

                elif Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] in DonSSNSDict.keys(): 

                    DonSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = DonSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] + 1 

    sSNPFile.close() 

    AccFile.close() 

    DonFile.close()   

     

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS checked if in splice-site motifs",NumRec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"synonymous single nucleotide substitutions in exonic part of 3' ACCEPTOR 

splice-sites",NumAcc) 

    General.Log(LogF,"synonymous single nucleotide substitutions in exonic part of 5' DONOR 

splice-site",NumDon) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

     

    if len(AccSSNSDict) > 0: 

        LogF.write("SSNS in exonic part of 3' ACCEPTOR splice-sites\n") 

        Write_Dict(LogF,AccPosiDict,AccSSNSDict,NumAcc) 

         

    if len(DonSSNSDict) > 0: 

        LogF.write("SSNS in exonic part of 5' DONOR splice-sites\n")         

        Write_Dict(LogF,DonPosiDict,DonSSNSDict,NumDon) 

     

    AccName = str(AccFile).split(" ") 

    DonName = str(DonFile).split(" ") 

    return (AccName[1][6:len(AccName[1])-1],DonName[1][6:len(DonName[1])-1]) 
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#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: creates the FASTA file required by MaxEntScan                      # 

#       - Rec[13] = reference splice-site sequence                             # 

#       - Rec[14] = variant splice-site sequence                               # 

#   - Called by: MaxEntScan()                                                  # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def MaxEnt_File(InFileName,OutFileName): 

 

    InFile  = open(InFileName,"r") 

    OutFile = open(OutFileName,"w") 

    for Line in InFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        OutFile.write(Rec[13]) 

        OutFile.write("\n") 

        OutFile.write(Rec[14]) 

        OutFile.write("\n") 

    InFile.close() 

    OutFile.close() 

     

    FileName = str(OutFile).split(" ") 

    return (FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1]) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 3. Function: uses MaxEntScan to calculates the maximum entropy score for     # 

#              each reference and variant spice-site                           # 

#   - Called by: Extreme_ME_In_Disease()                                       # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def MaxEntScan(LogF,ResultsHome,Home): 

 

    AccFileName,DonFileName = In_Splice_Sites(LogF,ResultsHome,Home) 

 

    print ("Running MaxEntScan...") 

    print () 

 

    import os 

 

    os.chdir(Home + "\\Functions\\MaxEntScan") 

 

    AccFile = 

MaxEnt_File(ResultsHome+"\\"+AccFileName,ResultsHome+"\\6_1_Acceptor_MaxEnt.txt") 

    AccResults = "6_2_Acceptor_MaxEnt_results.txt" 

    Command = "perl score3.pl " + AccFile + " >" + ResultsHome + "\\" +AccResults 

    os.system(Command) 

     

    DonFile = MaxEnt_File(ResultsHome+"\\"+DonFileName,ResultsHome+"\\6_3_Donor_MaxEnt.txt") 

    DonResults = "6_4_Donor_MaxEnt_results.txt" 
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    Command = "perl score5.pl " + DonFile + " >" + ResultsHome + "\\" + DonResults 

    os.system(Command) 

     

    os.chdir(ResultsHome) 

     

    return(AccFileName,DonFileName,AccResults,DonResults) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 4. Function: joins the MaxEnt results file and the splice-sites file and     # 

#              calculates the change in maximum-entropy score caused by each   # 

#              SSNS                                                            # 

#   - Called by: Extreme_ME_In_Disease()                                       # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Change_In_ME(LogF,InFileName,ResultsFileName,OutFileName,Header,DistrFile): 

 

    print("Calculating change in ME caused by SSNS in"+Header+"splice-sites...") 

    print() 

 

    import General 

 

    Max = 0 

    Min = 100 

    NoChange = 0 

    NumDec = 0 

    NumInc = 0 

    MEList = [] 

 

    InFile = open(InFileName,"r") 

    ResultsFile = open(ResultsFileName,"r") 

    OutFile = open(OutFileName,"w") 

 

    for Line in InFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Ref = ((ResultsFile.readline()).rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Var = ((ResultsFile.readline()).rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Change = float(Var[1]) - float(Ref[1]) 

        if (Rec[13] == Ref[0]) and (Rec[14] == Var[0]): 

            OutFile.write(Line.rstrip()) 

            OutFile.write("\t") 

            OutFile.write(Ref[1]) 

            OutFile.write("\t") 

            OutFile.write(Var[1]) 

            OutFile.write("\t") 

            OutFile.write("%.2f"%Change) 

            OutFile.write("\n") 
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        if Change not in MEList: 

            MEList = MEList + [Change] 

 

        if Change == 0: 

            NoChange = NoChange + 1 

        elif Change < 0: 

            NumInc = NumInc + 1 

            if Change < Min: 

                Min = Change 

        elif Change > 0: 

            NumDec = NumDec + 1 

            if Change > Max: 

                Max = Change 

 

    InFile.close() 

    ResultsFile.close() 

    OutFile.close() 

 

    General.Distribution(Min,Max,OutFileName,DistrFile,18) 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that DO NOT CHANGE MaxEnt score of"+Header+"splice-sites",NoChange) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that DECREASE MaxEnt score of"+Header+"splice-sites",NumDec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that INCREASE MaxEnt score of"+Header+"splice-sites",NumInc) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

    General.Log(LogF,"Minimum change in MaxEnt score of"+Header+"caused by a SSNS",Min) 

    General.Log(LogF,"Maximum change in MaxEnt score of"+Header+"caused by a SSNS",Max) 

 

    return(OutFileName,sorted(MEList)) 

 

#*****************************************************************************# 

# 5. Function: identifies SSNS that result in an extreme change in the        # 

#               maximum-entropy score of splice-siteas as the SSNS that cause # 

#               a change in the maximum-enropy score less than or greatet     # 

#               than the chosen cut-off values                                # 

#   - Called by: Extreme_ME_In_Disease                                        # 

#*****************************************************************************# 

 

def Extreme_ME(LogF,List,InFileName,DecFileName,IncFileName,Header): 

 

    import General 

 

    ExtrDec,ExtrInc = General.Cut_Off_Value(List) 

    General.Log(LogF,"Extreme decrease in"+Header+"splice-site MaxEnt score cut-off 

value",ExtrDec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"Extreme increase in"+Header+"splice-site MaxEnt score cut-off 

value",ExtrInc) 

 

    print("Identifying SSNS that cause an extreme change in ME of"+Header+"splice-sites...") 
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    print() 

 

    NumDec = 0 

    NumInc = 0 

    DecPosiDict = {} 

    IncPosiDict = {} 

    DecSSNSDict = {} 

    IncSSNSDict = {} 

 

    MEFile = open(InFileName,"r") 

    DecFile = open(DecFileName,"w") 

    IncFile = open(IncFileName,"w") 

 

    for Line in MEFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        if float(Rec[18]) <= ExtrDec: 

            NumDec = NumDec + 1 

            DecFile.write(Line) 

            if Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] not in DecSSNSDict.keys(): 

                DecSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = 1 

            else: 

                DecSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = DecSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] + 1 

            if int(Rec[15]) not in DecPosiDict.keys(): 

                DecPosiDict[int(Rec[15])] = 1 

            else: 

                DecPosiDict[int(Rec[15])] = DecPosiDict[int(Rec[15])] + 1 

        elif float(Rec[18]) >= ExtrInc: 

            NumInc = NumInc + 1 

            IncFile.write(Line) 

            if Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8] not in IncSSNSDict.keys(): 

                IncSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = 1 

            else: 

                IncSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] = IncSSNSDict[Rec[7]+">"+Rec[8]] + 1 

            if int(Rec[15]) not in IncPosiDict.keys(): 

                IncPosiDict[int(Rec[15])] = 1 

            else: 

                IncPosiDict[int(Rec[15])] = IncPosiDict[int(Rec[15])] + 1 

 

    MEFile.close() 

    DecFile.close() 

    IncFile.close() 

     

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in MaxEnt of"+Header+"splice-

sites",NumDec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in MaxEnt of"+Header+"splice-

sites",NumInc) 

    LogF.write("\n") 
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    if len(DecSSNSDict) > 0: 

        LogF.write("SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in MaxEnt of") 

        LogF.write(Header) 

        LogF.write("splice-sites\n") 

        Write_Dict(LogF,DecPosiDict,DecSSNSDict,NumDec) 

    if len(IncSSNSDict) > 0: 

        LogF.write("SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in MaxEnt of") 

        LogF.write(Header) 

        LogF.write("splice-sites\n") 

        Write_Dict(LogF,IncPosiDict,IncSSNSDict,NumInc) 

 

    DecFileName = str(DecFile).split(" ") 

    IncFileName = str(IncFile).split(" ") 

    return(DecFileName[1][6:len(DecFileName[1])-1],IncFileName[1][6:len(IncFileName[1])-1])         

 

#*****************************************************************************# 

# 6. Function: determines whether any of the SSNS predicted to potentially    # 

#              result in an extreme change in the maximum-entropy scores have # 

#              previously been associated with a trait or disease in GWAS     # 

#              and/or are within genes known to be associated with disease in # 

#              OMIM                                                           # 

#   - Called by: SynSNP.py                                                    # 

#*****************************************************************************# 

 

def Extreme_ME_In_Disease(Home): 

 

    import os 

    import winsound 

    import time 

    import General 

 

    print("START:",time.ctime()) 

    print() 

        

    General.Create_Dir(os.getcwd() + "\\Results\\4_Splice_sites") 

    ResultsDir = os.getcwd() 

 

    LogFile = open("Log_splice_sites.txt","w") 

 

    AccFile,DonFile,AccResFile, DonResFile = MaxEntScan(LogFile,ResultsDir,Home) 

 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

    # SSNS in 3' acceptor splice-sites                                         # 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

 

    Heading = " 3' ACCEPTOR " 
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    ResultFile,List = 

Change_In_ME(LogFile,AccFile,AccResFile,"7_1_Acceptor_Change_In_ME.txt",Heading,"8_1_Acceptor_

Distribution.txt") 

    DecFile,IncFile = 

Extreme_ME(LogFile,List,ResultFile,"9_1_Acceptor_EXTREME_DECREASE.txt","9_2_Acceptor_EXTREME_I

NCREASE.txt",Heading) 

 

    Num = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"GWAS",DecFile,"10_1_Acceptor_Extreme_DECREASE_GWAS.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in MaxEnt of 3' ACCEPTOR splice-

sites associated with a trait or disease in GWAS",Num) 

 

    Num = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"OMIM",DecFile,"10_2_Acceptor_Extreme_DECREASE_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in MaxEnt of 3' ACCEPTOR splice-

sites within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM",Num) 

 

    Num = 

General.GWAS_And_OMIM("10_1_Acceptor_Extreme_DECREASE_GWAS.txt","10_2_Acceptor_Extreme_DECREAS

E_OMIM.txt","10_3_Acceptor_Extreme_DECREASE_OMIM_GWAS.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in MaxEnt of 3' ACCEPTOR splice-

sites associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and within genes known to be associated with 

disease in OMIM",Num) 

    LogFile.write("\n") 

     

    Num = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"GWAS",IncFile,"11_1_Acceptor_Extreme_INCREASE_GWAS.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in MaxEnt of 3' ACCEPTOR splice-

sites associated with a trait or disease in GWAS",Num) 

 

    Num = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"OMIM",IncFile,"11_2_Acceptor_Extreme_INCREASE_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in MaxEnt of 3' ACCEPTOR splice-

sites within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM",Num) 

 

    Num = 

General.GWAS_And_OMIM("11_1_Acceptor_Extreme_INCREASE_GWAS.txt","11_2_Acceptor_Extreme_INCREAS

E_OMIM.txt","11_3_Acceptor_Extreme_INCREASE_OMIM_GWAS.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in MaxEnt of 3' ACCEPTOR splice-

sites associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and within genes known to be associated with 

disease in OMIM",Num) 

    LogFile.write("\n") 

 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

    # SSNS in 5' donor splice-sites                                            # 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

 

    Heading = " 5' DONOR " 

    ResultFile,List = 

Change_In_ME(LogFile,DonFile,DonResFile,"7_2_Donor_Change_In_ME.txt",Heading,"8_2_Donor_Distri

bution.txt") 
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    DecFile,IncFile = 

Extreme_ME(LogFile,List,ResultFile,"9_3_Donor_EXTREME_DECREASE.txt","9_4_Donor_EXTREME_INCREAS

E.txt",Heading) 

 

    Num = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"GWAS",DecFile,"10_4_Donor_Extreme_DECREASE_GWAS.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in MaxEnt of 5' DONOR splice-

sites associated with a trait or disease in GWAS",Num) 

 

    Num = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"OMIM",DecFile,"10_5_Donor_Extreme_DECREASE_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in MaxEnt of 5' DONOR splice-

sites within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM",Num) 

 

    Num = 

General.GWAS_And_OMIM("10_4_Donor_Extreme_DECREASE_GWAS.txt","10_5_Donor_Extreme_DECREASE_OMIM

.txt","10_6_Donor_Extreme_DECREASE_OMIM_GWAS.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME DECREASE in MaxEnt of 5' DONOR splice-

sites associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and within genes known to be associated with 

disease in OMIM",Num) 

    LogFile.write("\n") 

     

    Num = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"GWAS",IncFile,"11_4_Donor_Extreme_INCREASE_GWAS.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in MaxEnt of 5' DONOR splice-

sites associated with a trait or disease in GWAS",Num) 

 

    Num = General.GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"OMIM",IncFile,"11_5_Donor_Extreme_INCREASE_OMIM.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in MaxEnt of 5' DONOR splice-

sites within genes known to be associated with disease in OMIM",Num) 

 

    Num = 

General.GWAS_And_OMIM("11_4_Donor_Extreme_INCREASE_GWAS.txt","11_5_Donor_Extreme_INCREASE_OMIM

.txt","11_6_Donor_Extreme_INCREASE_OMIM_GWAS.txt") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"SSNS that cause an EXTREME INCREASE in MaxEnt of 5' DONOR splice-

sites associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and within genes known to be associated with 

disease in OMIM",Num) 

    LogFile.write("\n")  

    LogFile.close() 

 

    os.chdir(Home) 

 

    winsound.Beep(700,1000) 

    print("END:",time.ctime()) 

    print () 

    print ("COMPLETE") 

    print ("--------") 

    print ("SSNS predicted to potentially cause an extreme change in MaxEnt ") 

    print ("have been saved in:") 

    print (ResultsDir) 

    print () 
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################################################################################ 

#                                End of SpliceSites.pyw                        # 

################################################################################ 

 

################################################################################ 

#                                 Functional.pyw                                # 

################################################################################ 

 

################################################################################ 

# This library contains all of the functions required to identify the sSNPs    # 

# predicted to have a potential functional impact                              # 

################################################################################ 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 1. Function: identifies all of the sSNPs from the sSNS predicted to have a   # 

#              potential functional impact                                     # 

#              sSNPs = all sSNS at the same position in the chromosome and     # 

#              transcribed from the same DNA strand                            # 

#   - Called by: Functional_SNPs()                                             # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Count_sSNPs(Dict,FileName,Funct,List): 

 

    File = open(FileName,"r") 

 

    for Line in File: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

 

        #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

        # - Rec[0] = chromosome                                                # 

        # - Rec[1] = sSNP position in the chromosome                           # 

        # - Rec[6] = DNA strand                                                # 

        #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

 

        Id = Rec[0]+"."+Rec[1]+"."+Rec[6] 

 

        if Id not in List: 

            List = List + [Id]             

 

        if Id not in Dict.keys(): 

            Dict[Id] = Funct 

        elif Funct not in Dict[Id]: 

            Dict[Id] = Dict[Id] + "," + Funct 

 

    File.close() 

 

    return(Dict,List) 
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#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: writes the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional impact   # 

#           to file                                                            # 

#   - Called by: Functional_SNPs()                                             # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Write_To_File(FileName,List): 

 

    File = open(FileName,"w") 

     

    for sSNP in List: 

        Col = sSNP.split(".") 

        File.write(Col[0]) 

        File.write("\t") 

        File.write(Col[1]) 

        File.write("\t") 

        File.write(Col[2]) 

        File.write("\n") 

 

    File.close() 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 2. Function: Count the number of sSNPs predicted to have a potential         # 

#              functional impact through an extreme change in:                 # 

#              > codon-usage frequency (CUF)                                   # 

#              > minimum-free energy (MFE)                                     # 

#              > maximum entropy (ME)                                          # 

#              > codon-usage frequency and minimum-free energy (CUF,MFE)       # 

#              > codon-usage frequency and maximum entropy (CUF,ME)            # 

#              > minimum-free energy and maximum entropy (MFE,ME)              # 

#              > codon-usage frequency, minimum-free energy and                # 

#                maximum entropy (CUF,MFE,ME)                                  # 

#   - Called by: Functional_SNPs()                                             # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Mechansims(Dict,LogF): 

 

    CUF = 0 

    MFE = 0 

    ME = 0 

    CUF_MFE = 0 

    CUF_ME = 0 

    MFE_ME = 0 

    CUF_MFE_ME = 0 

 

    File = open("4_sSNPs_Functional.txt","w") 
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    for sSNP in Dict: 

        Col = sSNP.split(".") 

        File.write(Col[0]) 

        File.write("\t") 

        File.write(Col[1]) 

        File.write("\t") 

        File.write(Col[2]) 

        File.write("\t") 

        File.write(Dict[sSNP]) 

        File.write("\n") 

 

        FCUF = str(Dict[sSNP].find("CUF")) 

        if FCUF != "-1": 

            FCUF = "0" 

        FMFE = str(Dict[sSNP].find("MFE")) 

        if FMFE != "-1": 

            FMFE = "0" 

        FME = str(Dict[sSNP].find("ME")) 

        if FME != "-1": 

            FME = "0" 

        Found = FCUF+FMFE+FME 

 

        if Found == "0-1-1": 

            CUF = CUF + 1 

        elif Found == "-10-1": 

            MFE = MFE + 1 

        elif Found == "-1-10": 

            ME = ME + 1 

        elif Found == "00-1": 

            CUF_MFE = CUF_MFE + 1 

        elif Found == "0-10": 

            CUF_ME = CUF_ME + 1 

        elif Found == "-100": 

            MFE_ME = MFE_ME + 1 

        elif Found == "000": 

            CUF_MFE_ME = CUF_MFE_ME + 1 

         

 

    File.close() 

 

    import General 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"sSNPs that alter CODON-USAGE FREQUENCY ",CUF) 

    General.Log(LogF,"sSNPs that alter MINIMUM FREE-ENERGY ",MFE) 

    General.Log(LogF,"sSNPs that alter MAXIMUM-ENTROPY ",ME) 

    General.Log(LogF,"sSNPs that alter CODON-USAGE FREQUENCY and MINIMUM FREE-ENERGY 

",CUF_MFE) 

    General.Log(LogF,"sSNPs that alter CODON-USAGE FREQUENCY and MAXIMUM ENTROPY ",CUF_ME) 
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    General.Log(LogF,"sSNPs that alter MINIMUM FREE-ENERGY and MAXIMUM ENTROPY ",MFE_ME) 

    General.Log(LogF,"sSNPs that alter CODON-USAGE FEEQUENCY, MINIMUM FREE-ENERGY and MAXIMUM-

ENTROPY ",CUF_MFE_ME) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 3. Function: identifies sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional       # 

#              impact, from the different files containing the sSNS predicted  # 

#              to have a potential functional impact                           # 

#   - Called by: SynSNP.py                                                     # 

#******************************************************************************# 

     

def Functional_SNPs(Home): 

 

    print (("*"*46).center(80)) 

    print ("* 1. Codon-usage                             *".center(80)) 

    print ("* 2. mRNA secondary structure and stability  *".center(80)) 

    print ("* 3. Splice-sites                            *".center(80)) 

    

    print (("*"*46).center(80)) 

    print () 

    Choice = input("Enter choice as list (e.g. 123): ") 

 

    import os 

    import General 

    import winsound 

     

    HomeDir = os.getcwd() 

    General.Create_Dir(HomeDir + "\\Results\\5_Functional_sSNPs") 

    os.chdir(HomeDir + "\\Results\\5_Functional_sSNPs") 

 

    LogFile = open("Log_Functional_sSNPs.txt","w") 

 

    FuncDict = {} 

 

    if "1" in Choice: 

        MechList = [] 

        CodonHome = Home + "\\Results\\2_Codon_usage\\" 

 

        Codon = CodonHome + "2_1_Extreme_DECREASE_CUF.txt" 

        FuncDict,MechList = Count_sSNPs(FuncDict,Codon,"CUF",MechList) 

 

        Codon = CodonHome + "2_2_Extreme_INCREASE_CUF.txt" 

        FuncDict,MechList = Count_sSNPs(FuncDict,Codon,"CUF",MechList) 

 

        Write_To_File("1_sSNPs_CUF.txt",MechList) 
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        General.Log(LogFile,"sSNPs that potentially cause an extreme change in 

CUF",len(MechList)) 

 

    if "2" in Choice: 

        MechList = [] 

        mRNAHome = Home + "\\Results\\3_mRNA\\" 

 

        mRNA = mRNAHome + "8_1_Extreme_DECREASE_MFE.txt" 

        FunctDict,MechList = Count_sSNPs(FuncDict,mRNA,"MFE",MechList) 

 

        mRNA = mRNAHome + "8_2_Extreme_INCREASE_MFE.txt" 

        FunctDict,MechList = Count_sSNPs(FuncDict,mRNA,"MFE",MechList) 

 

        Write_To_File("2_sSNPs_MFE.txt",MechList) 

 

        General.Log(LogFile,"sSNPs that potentially cause an extreme change in 

MFE",len(MechList)) 

 

    if "3" in Choice: 

        MechList = [] 

        SpliceHome = Home + "\\Results\\4_Splice_sites\\" 

 

        Splice = SpliceHome + "9_1_Acceptor_EXTREME_DECREASE.txt" 

        FuncDict,MechList = Count_sSNPs(FuncDict,Splice,"ME",MechList) 

 

        Splice = SpliceHome + "9_2_Acceptor_EXTREME_INCREASE.txt" 

        FuncDict,MechList = Count_sSNPs(FuncDict,Splice,"ME",MechList) 

 

        Splice = SpliceHome + "9_3_Donor_EXTREME_DECREASE.txt" 

        FuncDict,MechList = Count_sSNPs(FuncDict,Splice,"ME",MechList) 

 

        Splice = SpliceHome + "9_4_Donor_EXTREME_INCREASE.txt" 

        FuncDict,MechList = Count_sSNPs(FuncDict,Splice,"ME",MechList) 

 

        Write_To_File("3_sSNPs_ME.txt",MechList) 

 

        General.Log(LogFile,"sSNPs that potentially cause an extreme change in 

ME",len(MechList)) 

 

    LogFile.write("\n") 

    General.Log(LogFile,"sSNPs predicted to potentially be functional through one or more 

mechanisms",len(FuncDict)) 

 

    Mechansims(FuncDict,LogFile) 

 

    LogFile.close() 

 

    winsound.Beep(400,1000) 
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    print () 

    print ("COMPLETE") 

    print ("--------") 

    print ("The SSNS predicted to have a potential functional impact and associated with a 

trait in GWAS and/or in genes associated with disease in OMIM have been saved in:") 

    print (os.getcwd()) 

 

################################################################################ 

#                                End of Functional.pyw                         # 

################################################################################ 

 

 

################################################################################ 

#                                    Disease.pyw                                # 

################################################################################ 

 

################################################################################ 

# This library contains all of the functions required to identify sSNPs        # 

# predicted to have a potential functional impact, which have previously been  # 

# associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and/or occur within genes known   # 

# to be associated with disease in OMIM                                        # 

################################################################################ 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 1. Function: joins the file containing the sSNPs predicted to have a         # 

#              potential functional impact with the file containing the sSNPs  # 

#              previously associated with a trait or disease in GWAS or with   # 

#              the file containing the sSNPs within genes known to be          # 

#              associated with disease, based on the sSNPs' positions in the   # 

#              chromosomes                                                     # 

#   - Called by: Disease()                                                     # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,Choice,sSNPFileName,OutFileName,LogF): 

 

    import General 

 

    if Choice == "GWAS": 

        File = open(Home+"\\Results\\1_sSNPs\\4_1_sSNPs_in_GWAS.txt","r") 

    elif Choice == "OMIM": 

        File = open(Home+"\\Results\\1_sSNPs\\5_1_sSNPs_in_OMIM.txt","r") 

   

    Num = 0 

    Dict = {} 

    CountDict = {} 
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    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

    # Save sSNP data in a dictionary                                           # 

    #   - Rec[0] = chromosome                                                  # 

    #   - Rec[1] = SNP start position                                          # 

    #   - Rec[3] = potential molecular mechanism                               # 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

 

    InFile = open(sSNPFileName,"r") 

    for Line in InFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Chrom = Rec[0].split("_") 

        Chrom = Chrom[0] 

        if Chrom not in Dict.keys(): 

            Dict[Chrom] = {Rec[1]:Rec[3]} 

        elif Rec[1] not in Dict[Chrom].keys(): 

            Dict[Chrom][Rec[1]] = Rec[3] 

    InFile.close() 

 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

    # Loop over GWAS/OMIM file and join to sSNP records based on sSNP position # 

    #   - Rec[0] = chromosome                                                  # 

    #   - Rec[1] = sSNP start position                                         # 

    #   - Rec[2] = gene associated with a trait/disease                        # 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

     

    OutFile = open(OutFileName,"w") 

    for Line in File: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Chrom = Rec[0].split("_") 

        Chrom = Chrom[0] 

        if Chrom in Dict.keys(): 

            if Rec[1] in Dict[Chrom].keys(): 

                Num = Num + 1 

                OutFile.write(Chrom) 

                OutFile.write("\t") 

                OutFile.write(Rec[1]) 

                OutFile.write("\t") 

                OutFile.write(Dict[Chrom][Rec[1]]) 

                OutFile.write("\t") 

                OutFile.write(Rec[2]) 

                OutFile.write("\n") 

                if Dict[Chrom][Rec[1]] not in CountDict.keys(): 

                    CountDict[Dict[Chrom][Rec[1]]] = 1 

                else: 

                    CountDict[Dict[Chrom][Rec[1]]] = CountDict[Dict[Chrom][Rec[1]]] + 1 

                 

    InFile.close() 

    OutFile.close() 
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    General.Log(LogF,"Potentially functional sSNPs in "+Choice,Num) 

    for Mech in CountDict: 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write(Mech) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write(str(CountDict[Mech])) 

        LogF.write("\n") 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# 2. Function: joins the file containing the sSNPs predicted to have a         # 

#              potential functional impact that have previously been           # 

#              associated with a trait or disease in GWAS and the file         # 

#              containing the sSNPs predicted to have a potential functional   # 

#              impact that are within genes known to be associated with        # 

#              disease in OMIM, based on the sSNPs' positions in the           # 

#              chromosomes                                                     # 

#   - Called by: Disease()                                                     # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def GWAS_And_OMIM(GWASFileName,OMIMFileName,OutFileName,LogF): 

 

    import General 

 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

    # Save GWAS data in a dictionary                                           # 

    #   - Rec[0] = chromosome                                                  # 

    #   - Rec[1] = SNP start position                                          # 

    #   - Rec[3] = trait/disease                                               # 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

 

    NumGWASOMIM = 0 

    GWASOMIMDict = {} 

 

    GWASFile = open(GWASFileName,"r") 

     

    for Line in GWASFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

 

        Id = Rec[0] + Rec[1] 

         

        if Id not in GWASOMIMDict.keys(): 

            GWASOMIMDict[Id] = Rec[3] 

             

    GWASFile.close() 
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    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

    # Loop over OMIM file and join to GWAS records based on SNP position       # 

    #   - Rec[0] = chromosome                                                  # 

    #   - Rec[1] = sSNP start position                                         # 

    #   - Rec[2] = potential molecular mechanism                               # 

    #   - Rec[3] = genes associated with disease in OMIM                       # 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

 

    CountDict = {} 

     

    OMIMFile = open(OMIMFileName,"r") 

    OutFile = open(OutFileName,"w") 

     

    for Line in OMIMFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Id = Rec[0] + Rec[1] 

        if Id in GWASOMIMDict: 

            NumGWASOMIM = NumGWASOMIM + 1 

            for i in range(0,3): 

                OutFile.write(Rec[i]) 

                OutFile.write("\t") 

            OutFile.write(str(GWASOMIMDict[Id])) 

            OutFile.write("\t") 

            OutFile.write(Rec[3]) 

            OutFile.write("\n") 

            if Rec[2] not in CountDict: 

                CountDict[Rec[2]] = 1 

            else: 

                CountDict[Rec[2]] = CountDict[Rec[2]] + 1 

             

    OMIMFile.close() 

    OutFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"Potentially functional sSNPs in GWAS and OMIM",NumGWASOMIM) 

    for Mech in CountDict: 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write(Mech) 

        LogF.write("\t") 

        LogF.write(str(CountDict[Mech])) 

        LogF.write("\n") 

    LogF.write("\n") 
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#******************************************************************************# 

# 3. Function: identifies which of the sSNPs predicted to potentially have a   # 

#              functional impact through one or more of the three molecular    # 

#              mechanisms investigated have previously been associated with a  # 

#              trait or disease in GWAS and/or are within genes known to be    # 

#              associated with disease in OMIM                                 # 

#   - Called by: SynSNP.py                                                     # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Disease(Home): 

 

    import time 

    import os 

    import General 

    import winsound 

 

    print("START:",time.ctime()) 

    print() 

    General.Create_Dir(Home + "\\Results\\6_Disease") 

    LogFile = open(os.getcwd() + "\\Log_Disease.txt","w") 

 

    print ("Identifying potentially functional sSNPs in GWAS...") 

    print () 

    

GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"GWAS",Home+"\\Results\\5_Functional_sSNPs\\4_sSNPs_Functional.txt","1_Funct

ional_GWAS.txt",LogFile) 

 

    print ("Identifying potentially functional sSNPs in OMIM...") 

    print () 

    

GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,"OMIM",Home+"\\Results\\5_Functional_sSNPs\\4_sSNPs_Functional.txt","2_Funct

ional_OMIM.txt",LogFile) 

 

    print ("Identifying potentially functional sSNPs in GWAS and OMIM...") 

    print () 

    

GWAS_And_OMIM("1_Functional_GWAS.txt","2_Functional_OMIM.txt","3_Functional_GWAS_and_OMIM.txt"

,LogFile) 

  

    LogFile.close() 

 

    winsound.Beep(700,1000) 

    print("END:",time.ctime()) 

    print () 

    print ("COMPLETE") 

    print ("--------") 

    print ("The sSNPs in GWAS and OMIM have been saved in:") 

    print (os.getcwd()) 
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    print () 

 

    os.chdir(Home) 

 

################################################################################ 

#                                End of Disease.pyw                            # 

################################################################################     

 

 

################################################################################ 

#                                    General.pyw                                # 

################################################################################ 

 

################################################################################ 

# This library contains the functions that are frequently used in SynSNP       # 

################################################################################ 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: creates the required directory to store the result files           # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Create_Dir(Dir): 

 

    import os 

 

    if not os.path.exists(Dir): 

        os.makedirs(Dir) 

    os.chdir(Dir) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: writes the results to a log file                                   # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Log(File,Msg,Num): 

     

    import time 

 

    File.write(time.ctime()) 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(Msg) 

    File.write("\t") 

    File.write(str(Num)) 

    File.write("\n") 
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#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: creates the frequency distribution of the sSNS predicted to        # 

#           potentially cause an extreme change in codon-usage frequency,      # 

#           minimum-free energy of local mRNA secondary structures or          # 

#           maximum entropy score of splice-sites                              # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Distribution(Min,Max,InputFileName,OutputFileName,Col): 

 

    print("Creating frequency distribution...") 

    print() 

 

    Dict = {} 

    for i in range((int(Min)-1)*10,(int(Max)+1)*10): 

        Dict[i/10] = 0 

     

    InputFile = open(InputFileName,"r") 

    for Line in InputFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Dict[round(float(Rec[Col]),1)] = Dict[round(float(Rec[Col]),1)] + 1 

    InputFile.close() 

 

    SortDict = sorted(Dict.keys()) 

    OutputFile = open(OutputFileName,"w") 

     

    for i in SortDict: 

        OutputFile.write(str(i)) 

        OutputFile.write("\t") 

        OutputFile.write(str(Dict[i])) 

        OutputFile.write("\n") 

    OutputFile.close() 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: uses the frequency distribution to identify the 10% most extreme   # 

#           decrease and the 10% most extreme increase in codon-usage          # 

#           frequency, minimum-free energy of local mRNA secondary structures  # 

#           or maximum-entropy score of splice-sites                           # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Cut_Off_Value(List): 

 

    print("Calculating extreme cut-off values...") 

    print() 

 

    CutOff = int((len(List)/100)*10) 

    if CutOff < 1: 

        CutOff = 1 
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    MinCutOff = List[CutOff-1] 

    MaxCutOff = List[len(List)-CutOff] 

 

    return(MinCutOff,MaxCutOff) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: identifies the sSNS predicted to have a potential functional       # 

#           impact, which have previously been associated with a trait or      # 

#           disease in GWAS OR occur within genes known to be associated with  # 

#           disease in OMIM                                                    # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def GWAS_Or_OMIM(Home,Choice,SSNSFileName,OutFileName): 

 

    if Choice == "GWAS": 

        File = open(Home+"\\Results\\1_sSNPs\\4_1_sSNPs_in_GWAS.txt","r") 

    elif Choice == "OMIM": 

        File = open(Home+"\\Results\\1_sSNPs\\5_1_sSNPs_in_OMIM.txt","r") 

         

    Num = 0 

    Dict = {} 

 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

    # Save GWAS/OMIM data in a dictionary                                      # 

    #   - Rec[0] = chromosome                                                  # 

    #   - Rec[1] = SNP start position                                          # 

    #   - Rec[2] = trait/disease                                               # 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

 

    for Line in File: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        if Rec[0] not in Dict.keys(): 

            Dict[Rec[0]] = {Rec[1]:Rec[2]} 

        else: 

            Dict[Rec[0]][Rec[1]] = Rec[2] 

    File.close() 

 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

    # Loop over sSNS file and join to GWAS/OMIM records based on sSNS position # 

    #   - Rec[0] = chromosome                                                  # 

    #   - Rec[1] = sSNP start position                                         # 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

 

    InFile = open(SSNSFileName,"r") 

    OutFile = open(OutFileName,"w") 

    for Line in InFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Chrom = Rec[0].split("_") 
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        Chrom = Chrom[0] 

        if Chrom in Dict.keys(): 

            if Rec[1] in Dict[Chrom].keys(): 

                Num = Num + 1 

                OutFile.write(Chrom) 

                OutFile.write("\t") 

                OutFile.write(Rec[1]) 

                OutFile.write("\t") 

                OutFile.write(Dict[Chrom][Rec[1]]) 

                OutFile.write("\n") 

                 

    InFile.close() 

    OutFile.close() 

 

    return(Num) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: identifies the sSNS predicted to have a potential functional       # 

#           impact, which have previously been associated with a trait or      # 

#           disease in GWAS AND occur within genes known to be associated with # 

#           disease in OMIM                                                    # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def GWAS_And_OMIM(GWASFileName,OMIMFileName,OutFileName): 

 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

    # Save GWAS data in a dictionary                                           # 

    #   - Rec[0] = chromosome                                                  # 

    #   - Rec[1] = sSNS start position                                         # 

    #   - Rec[2] = trait/disease                                               # 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

 

    NumGWASOMIM = 0 

    GWASOMIMDict = {} 

 

    GWASFile = open(GWASFileName,"r") 

     

    for Line in GWASFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

         

        if Rec[0] not in GWASOMIMDict.keys(): 

            GWASOMIMDict[Rec[0]] = {Rec[1]: Rec[2]} 

        else: 

            GWASOMIMDict[Rec[0]][Rec[1]] = Rec[2] 

             

    GWASFile.close() 
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    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

    # Loop over OMIM file and join to GWAS records based on SNP position       # 

    #   - Rec[0] = chromosome                                                  # 

    #   - Rec[1] = sSNS start position                                         # 

    #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# 

 

    OMIMFile = open(OMIMFileName,"r") 

    OutFile = open(OutFileName,"w") 

    for Line in OMIMFile: 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        if Rec[0] in GWASOMIMDict.keys(): 

            if Rec[1] in GWASOMIMDict[Rec[0]].keys(): 

                NumGWASOMIM = NumGWASOMIM + 1 

                OutFile.write(Rec[0]) 

                OutFile.write("\t") 

                OutFile.write(Rec[1]) 

                OutFile.write("\t") 

                OutFile.write(GWASOMIMDict[Rec[0]][Rec[1]]) 

                OutFile.write("\t") 

                OutFile.write(Rec[2]) 

                OutFile.write("\n") 

             

    OMIMFile.close() 

    OutFile.close() 

 

    return(NumGWASOMIM) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: removes redundant records                                          # 

#           Redundant records = same chromosome, start, end and strand         # 

#   - Called by: Create_Chrom_Files()                                          # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Remove_Redundancies(InFileName,NumRec,Mech,LogF): 

 

    import General 

 

    print ("Removing redundant records...") 

    print () 

 

    InFile = open(InFileName,"r") 

    RedFile = open("2_1_Redundant_"+Mech+".txt","w") 

     

    Dict = {} 

    NumNonRed=NumRed = 0 

    for i in range(0,NumRec): 

        Index = InFile.tell() 

        Line = InFile.readline() 
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        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

        Id = Rec[1] + Rec[2] + Rec[4] # Exon start + Exon end + Exon strand 

        Chrom = (Rec[0].strip('"')).split("_") 

        if Chrom[0] not in Dict.keys(): 

            NumNonRed = NumNonRed + 1 

            Dict[Chrom[0]] = {Id:Index} 

        else: 

            if Id not in Dict[Chrom[0]].keys(): 

                NumNonRed = NumNonRed + 1 

                Dict[Chrom[0]][Id] = Index 

            else: 

                NumRed = NumRed + 1 

                RedFile.write(Line) 

 

    General.Log(LogF,Mech+" records checked for redundancies",NumRec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"Redundant "+Mech+" records removed",NumRed) 

    General.Log(LogF,"NON-REDUNDANT"+Mech+" records",NumNonRed) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    InFile.close() 

    RedFile.close() 

 

    return(Dict) # Dict[Chromosome] = {Id:position in file} 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: separates the non-redundant file into different files based on the # 

#           chromosomes                                                        # 

#   - Called by: Join_Files()                                                  # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Create_Chrom_Files(ResultsHome,InFileName,NumRec,Mech,LogF): 

 

    Dict = Remove_Redundancies(InFileName,NumRec,Mech,LogF) 

 

    import os 

    import General 

  

    InFile = open(InFileName,"r") 

 

    print("Creating chromosome files...") 

    print() 

 

    # Dict[Chromosome] = {Id:position in file} 

    # Id = Exon start + Exon end + Exon strand 

    # SortedDict = List of chromosomes 

 

    # Create directory to store chromosome files 

    Create_Dir(os.getcwd() + "\\"+Mech+"_chroms") 
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    # Get list of chromosomes 

    SortedDict = sorted(Dict) 

    for Chrom in SortedDict: 

        # Create a separate file for each chromosome 

        OutFile = open(Chrom+"_"+Mech+".txt","w") 

        # Write all the SSNS on that chromosome to file 

        for Id in Dict[Chrom]: 

            InFile.seek(Dict[Chrom][Id]) 

            OutFile.write(InFile.readline()) 

        OutFile.close() 

        General.Log(LogF,Mech+" on "+Chrom,len(Dict[Chrom])) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

     

    InFile.close() 

 

    os.chdir(ResultsHome) 

 

    return(SortedDict) # SortedDict = List of chromosomes 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: Identify sSNS in CDS/exons                                         # 

#           sSNS records are joined to CDS/exon records if the sSNS is within  # 

#           the start and end of the CDS/exon                                  # 

#   - Called by: Check_Alleles()                                               # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Join_Files(Home,ResultsHome,InFileName,NumRec,Mech,LogF): 

 

    ChromList = Create_Chrom_Files(ResultsHome,InFileName,NumRec,Mech,LogF) 

 

    import General 

    import os 

 

    print("Identifying SSNS in "+Mech+"...") 

    print() 

 

    NumJoined = 0 

    NumNotJoined = 0 

    TotalSeq = 0 

    TotalSSNS = 0 

    TotalJoined = 0 

 

    NotJoinedFile = open("3_1_SSNS_not_in_"+Mech+".txt","w") 

    JoinFile = open("3_2_SSNS_in_"+Mech+".txt","w") 

     

    for Chrom in ChromList:         

        if os.path.exists(Home+"\\Results\\1_sSNPs\\SSNS_chroms\\"+Chrom+"_SSNS.txt"): 

            SeqFile = open(os.getcwd()+"\\"+Mech+"_chroms\\"+Chrom+"_"+Mech+".txt","r") 
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            NumSeq = 0 

            SeqList = [] 

            for Line in SeqFile: 

                NumSeq = NumSeq + 1 

                TotalSeq = TotalSeq + 1 

            SeqFile.seek(0) 

            for i in range(0,NumSeq): 

                Index = SeqFile.tell() 

                Rec = ((SeqFile.readline()).rstrip()).split("\t") 

                SeqList = SeqList + [[int(Rec[1]),int(Rec[2]),Index]] 

            SeqList = sorted(SeqList) # List = [Exon start,Exon end,Position in file] 

 

            # Open SSNS file for this chromosome 

 

            SSNSFile = open(Home+"\\Results\\1_sSNPs\\SSNS_chroms\\"+Chrom+"_SSNS.txt","r") 

 

            for Line in SSNSFile: 

                TotalSSNS = TotalSSNS + 1 

                Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

 

                SSNSposi = int(Rec[1]) 

                i = 0 

                Found = 0 

                while i < len(SeqList) and SSNSposi >= SeqList[i][0]: 

                    if SSNSposi >= SeqList[i][0] and SSNSposi < SeqList[i][1]: 

                        TotalJoined = TotalJoined + 1 

                        Found = Found + 1 

                        for j in range(0,9): 

                            JoinFile.write(Rec[j]) 

                            JoinFile.write("\t") 

                        SeqFile.seek(SeqList[i][2]) 

                        JoinFile.write(SeqFile.readline()) 

                    i = i + 1 

                if Found != 0: 

                    NumJoined = NumJoined + 1 

                elif Found == 0: 

                    NumNotJoined = NumNotJoined + 1 

                    NotJoinedFile.write(Line) 

                         

            SSNSFile.close() 

            SeqFile.close() 

         

    NotJoinedFile.close() 

    JoinFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"Synonymous single nucleotide substitutions (SSNS)",TotalSSNS) 

    General.Log(LogF,Mech,TotalSeq) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS not in "+Mech,NumNotJoined) 
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    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS IN "+Mech,NumJoined) 

    General.Log(LogF,"Total SSNS in "+Mech+" records",TotalJoined) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    FileName = str(JoinFile).split(" ") 

    return (FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1]) 

 

#******************************************************************************# 

# Function: corrects the sSNS reference allele according to the transcript     # 

#           strand                                                             # 

#       - Rec[1]  = sSNS start position                                        #  

#       - Rec[6]  = sSNS strand                                                # 

#       - Rec[7]  = sSNS reference allele                                      # 

#       - Rec[8]  = sSNS variant allele                                        # 

#       - Rec[10] = CDS/exon start position                                    # 

#       - Rec[13] = CDS/exon strand                                            # 

#       - Rec[14] = CDS/exon sequence                                          # 

#******************************************************************************# 

 

def Check_Alleles(Home,ResultsHome,InFileName,NumRec,Mech,LogF): 

 

    InFileName = Join_Files(Home,ResultsHome,InFileName,NumRec,"CDS",LogF) 

 

    import General 

 

    NumRec = 0 

    NoErr = 0 

    Err = 0 

    Compl = {"A":"T","T":"A","C":"G","G":"C"} 

    ComplStr = {"+":"-","-":"+"} 

     

    InFile = open(InFileName,"r") 

    ErrFile = open("4_1_Reference_allele_not_in_"+Mech+".txt","w") 

    NoErrFile = open("4_2_Correct_SSNS_in_"+Mech+".txt","w") 

 

    for Line in InFile: 

        NumRec = NumRec + 1 

        Rec = (Line.rstrip()).split("\t") 

 

        if Rec[6] != Rec[13]: 

            Rec[7] = Compl[Rec[7]] 

            Rec[8] = Compl[Rec[8]] 

            Rec[6] = ComplStr[Rec[6]] 

 

        if Rec[6] == "+" and Rec[7] != (Rec[14][int(Rec[1])-int(Rec[10])]).upper(): 

                Err = Err + 1 

                ErrFile.write("Reference allele not in "+Mech+"\t") 

                ErrFile.write(Line) 
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        elif Rec[6] == "-" and Rec[7] != (Rec[14][int(Rec[11])-int(Rec[1])-1]).upper(): 

                Err = Err + 1 

                ErrFile.write("Reference allele not in "+Mech+"\t") 

                ErrFile.write(Line) 

        else: 

            NoErr = NoErr + 1 

            for i in range(0,9): 

                NoErrFile.write(Rec[i]) 

                NoErrFile.write("\t") 

            for i in range(10,13): 

                NoErrFile.write(Rec[i]) 

                NoErrFile.write("\t") 

            NoErrFile.write(Rec[14]) 

            NoErrFile.write("\n")           

             

    InFile.close() 

    ErrFile.close() 

    NoErrFile.close() 

 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS in "+Mech,NumRec) 

    General.Log(LogF,"reference alleles not in "+Mech,Err) 

    General.Log(LogF,"SSNS REFERENCE ALLELES IN "+Mech,NoErr) 

    LogF.write("\n") 

 

    FileName = str(NoErrFile).split(" ") 

    return (FileName[1][6:len(FileName[1])-1]) 

 

################################################################################ 

#                                End of General.pyw                            # 

################################################################################ 
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Table C.1: The human codon-usage frequency table 
2
 

Amino acid Codon Codon-usage frequency per one thousand Codon-usage frequency as a percentage (%) 

Ala GCA 15.82 22.80 

Ala GCC 27.73 39.97 

Ala GCG 7.37 10.62 

Ala GCT 18.45 26.59 

Arg AGA 12.17 21.47 

Arg AGG 11.96 21.10 

Arg CGA 6.17 10.88 

Arg CGC 10.42 18.38 

Arg CGG 11.42 20.14 

Arg CGT 4.54 8.00 

Asn AAC 19.1 52.96 

Asn AAT 16.96 47.03 

Asp GAC 25.1 53.54 

Asp GAT 21.78 46.45 

Cys TGC 12.62 54.39 

Cys TGT 10.58 45.60 

End TAA 0.99 29.64 

End TAG 0.79 23.65 

End TGA 1.56 46.70 

Gln CAA 12.34 26.49 

Gln CAG 34.23 73.50 

Glu GAA 28.96 42.24 

Glu GAG 39.59 57.75 

Gly GGA 16.471 24.98 

Gly GGC 22.22 33.71 

Gly GGG 16.47 24.98 

Gly GGT 10.75 16.30 

His CAC 15.09 58.15 

His CAT 10.86 41.84 

Ile ATA 7.49 16.90 

Ile ATC 20.82 46.98 

Ile ATT 16 36.10 

Leu CTA 7.15 7.13 

Leu CTC 19.59 19.55 

Leu CTG 39.64 39.57 

Leu CTT 13.19 13.16 

Leu TTA 7.67 7.65 

Leu TTG 12.93 12.90 

Lys AAA 24.44 43.41 

Lys AAG 31.86 56.58 

Met ATG 22.04 100.00 

Phe TTC 20.28 53.57 

Phe TTT 17.57 46.42 

Pro CCA 16.92 27.66 

Pro CCC 19.79 32.35 

Pro CCG 6.92 11.31 

Pro CCT 17.54 28.67 

Ser AGC 19.46 23.99 

Ser AGT 12.13 14.95 

Ser TCA 12.21 15.05 

Ser TCC 17.68 21.79 

Ser TCG 4.41 5.43 

Ser TCT 15.22 18.76 

Thr ACA 15.11 28.41 

Thr ACC 18.89 35.52 

Thr ACG 6.05 11.37 

Thr ACT 13.12 24.67 

Trp TGG 13.17 100.00 

Tyr TAC 15.31 55.67 

Tyr TAT 12.19 44.32 

Val GTA 7.08 11.66 

Val GTC 14.46 23.82 

Val GTG 28.12 46.33 

Val GTT 11.03 18.17 

                                                      
2
 (http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/cgi-bin/showcodon.cgi?species=9606) 
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Table D.1: The frequency of sSNS changes predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in codon-usage frequency 

sSNS change Number of sSNS Percentage of s SNS (%) 

G>A 4,532 40.44 

C>T 2,170 19.36 

C>G 1,857 16.57 

G>C 1,077 9.61 

G>T 904 8.07 

C>A 547 4.88 

T>A 121 1.07 

Total 11,208 100.00 

 

Table D.2: The frequency of sSNS changes predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in codon-usage frequency 

sSNS change Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

A>G 2,368 34.87 

G>C 1,748 25.73 

C>G 1,057 15.56 

T>C 917 13.5 

T>G 396 5.83 

A>C 162 2.38 

A>T 145 2.13 

Total 6,793 100.00 

 

Table D.3: The frequency of sSNS changes in the 100 base mRNA sequences 

SSNS change Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

C>T 32,734 32.04 

G>A 22,199 21.73 

T>C 12,747 12.48 

A>G 11,174 10.94 

C>G 4,557 4.46 

C>A 4,227 4.14 

G>C 3,800 3.72 

G>T 3,175 3.11 

A>C 2,498 2.44 

T>G 1,896 1.86 

A>T 1,675 1.63 

T>A 1,487 1.45 

Total 102,169 100.00 
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Table D.4: The frequency of sSNS changes predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the minimum free-

energy of local mRNA secondary structures 

sSNS change Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

A>G 824 30.37 

C>T 753 27.76 

C>G 417 15.37 

G>C 168 6.19 

T>G 142 5.23 

A>C 108 3.98 

C>A 99 3.65 

A>T 69 2.54 

G>T 65 2.40 

T>A 38 1.40 

T>C 30 1.11 

Total 2,713 100.00 

 

Table D.5: The frequency of sSNS changes predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the minimum free-energy 

of local mRNA secondary structures 
sSNS change Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

G>A 1,348 55.20 

G>C 231 9.46 

C>A 194 7.94 

T>C 187 7.66 

G>T 175 7.17 

C>G 128 5.24 

T>A 50 2.05 

C>T 40 1.64 

A>C 40 1.64 

A>T 25 1.02 

T>G 24 0.98 

Total 2,442 100.00 
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Table D.6: The frequency of sSNS changes in the exonic part of the 3’ acceptor splice-sites 

sSNS change Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

C>T 279 24.62 

G>A 257 22.68 

T>C 160 14.12 

A>G 105 9.27 

T>G 56 4.94 

C>G 51 4.50 

G>T 51 4.50 

G>C 45 3.97 

C>A 43 3.80 

A>T 31 2.74 

A>C 29 2.56 

T>A 26 2.30 

Total 1,133 100.00 

 

Table D.7: The frequency of sSNS changes in the exonic part of the 5’ donor splice-sites 

sSNS change Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

G>A 313 31.18 

C>T 269 26.79 

T>C 125 12.45 

A>G 97 9.67 

G>C 43 4.28 

A>C 37 3.69 

G>T 30 2.99 

C>G 27 2.69 

C>A 20 1.99 

A>T 15 1.49 

T>G 15 1.49 

T>A 13 1.29 

Total 1,004 100.00 

 

Table D.8: The frequency of sSNS changes predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the maximum-entropy 

score of 3’ acceptor splice-sites 

sSNS change Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

G>A 17 28.33 

T>C 17 28.33 

G>T 11 18.33 

G>C 6 10.00 

A>T 3 5.00 

T>A 3 5.00 

T>G 2 3.33 

C>T 1 1.68 

Total 60 100.00 
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Table D.9: The frequency of sSNS changes predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the maximum-entropy 

score of 3’ acceptor splice-sites 

sSNS change Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

C>T 44 59.46 

A>G 14 18.92 

C>G 4 5.41 

G>T 4 5.41 

A>T 3 4.05 

T>G 2 2.70 

T>C 2 2.70 

G>A 1 1.35 

Total 74 100.00 

 

Table D.10: The frequency of sSNS changes predicted to potentially cause an extreme decrease in the maximum-entropy 

score of 5’ donor splice-sites 

sSNS change Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

G>A 59 86.76 

G>T 4 5.88 

G>C 3 4.42 

A>G 1 1.47 

C>T 1 1.47 

Total 68 100.00 

 

Table D.11: The frequency of sSNS changes predicted to potentially cause an extreme increase in the maximum-entropy 

score of 5’ donor splice-sites 

sSNS change Number of sSNS Percentage of sSNS (%) 

T>C 31 45.59 

A>G 16 23.53 

G>A 12 17.65 

G>C 7 10.29 

C>G 1 1.47 

T>G 1 1.47 

Total 68 100.00 
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